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· ..... u~~~ I:.C:P USE th e four yea rs which we have been 
pri vileged to spend togeth er as classma tes in college 
will eve r be held as a mong the mos t precious o f 
our severa l lives. we. the class o f nineteen t wenty-
three. ha ve tri ed in this R U BY to give to our fri ends. a nd a ll 
fri ends of U rsinus. a pic ture of these ha ppy yea rs. with the hope 
tha t it may not be un worth y to be placed with those R U BI ES 
which ha ve. in the pas t . glittered a nd spa rkled as gems in the 
c rown of our beloved Alma M a ter. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
) 
jBebication 
To OUR dear parents, who. by their untiring efforts and countless sacrifices. have made it possible for us to realize 
our cherished hopes and ambitions- a higher education- do we. 
the class of 1923. dedicate this RUBY. 
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We a re indeb ted to th e following for advice a nd ass is ta nce: 
Art- MR. WILSO BAD EN 
Mu sic- MI SS DOROTHY M ENTZER 
®b, ~ubp! 
"'" 
"." 
An ex pla na tion of the page h eading used in this book is in 
order. In th e word "Ruby" is represented by th e R , a shy 
Freshman; the U, hazin g of Freshmen by Sophomores; B, a 
socia l Junior; a nd Y , a Senior , th e fond possessor of a diplom a . 
A lso, in th e num era ls; by the I , a hockey girl ; by th e 9, our 
baseba ll tea m; by th e 2, our foo tba ll tea m; a nd by th e 3, our 
basketba ll t ea m . 
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"It spans the river. it spans the sights 
That pass beneath its days and nights." 
--
, 
acu 
• 
-
PRESIDENT GEORGE LESLIE OMWAKE 
For our worthy president we reserve the highest honors. He has labored with unceasing 
zeal and enthusiasm to promote the welfare of the college in all phases of its activity. 
As a scholar. lecturer. churchman and educator. he is known throughout the East. His 
abilities are numerous and. as a learned man, he stands foremost . With such a personality at 
the head of our institution, every student is encouraged to move onward and to avail himself of 
all the opportunities it affords . 
.. Truth is the strength and the kingdom and the power and the majesty of all ages." 
/----
_____ -----I 
• 
DEAN WHORTEN A. KLINE 
The Dean's pet subject is "Birds" and . in the field of ornithology, he is the best authority 
in the region . He can tell you on what day , during the last twenty or more years. the first robin 
of the year has been seen on the campus. And. if you journey with him on onc of his cross-
country bird-seeking trips. you will return after a period of immeasurable pleasure and with 
much-increased knowledge. 
And. then. to hear him in the classroom , onc would conclude that there was no more worthy 
a study than Latin. For. it is to be remembered . the Dean is a classicist and a strong defender of 
a ll that classicism means. His line of argument is most convincing, too. 
The Dean is a learned man . His abilities are unlimited . He can preach a wonderful sermon 
when he wants to; he is a successful and able teacher; he is most interesting and instructive at 
all times. 
"A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." 
, 
I 
...--- ~- ~---- --- ---- - - ----------- --------- ---- • 
DR. MATTHEW BEARDWOOD 
How many s tudents have expressed the wish 
that they knew as much as "Beardy" and were 
as modest as he is in distributing his knowledge! 
This in i [self a ttests to the high regard in which 
our eminent chemist is held . But. if further 
proof is needed . visi t one of his classes and feel 
the respect that is afforded him; not a respect 
of forced submission. but. rather. of filial 
devotion . To those who have not had the 
pleasure of being a student under him we tender 
our sympathy. for they have lost the opportunity 
of meeting and learning from one of the best-
liked professors on the faculty. 
"Men resemble the gods in doing good for their 
fellow-creatures . " 
• 
DR. WILLIAM W. BADEN 
A profound scholar, a humane ins tru ctor and 
a "good sport" are terms necessa ry to charac-
terize this worthy member of our fa culty . 
When Dr. Baden says that Greek is the finest of 
languages we apprecia tc the au thori ly of the 
statement because we feel that it is made by 
one who knows them all. Our "Doctor" has 
his Greek and Latin training well supplemented 
by a thorough knowledge of the modern la n-
guages. as hisSpanish students will testify . Even 
Sanskrit is a part of his vast store of information . 
Dr. Baden's varied accomplishments of scholar-
ship and sociability command the respect of all 
associated with him. 
"Aristotle wrote his creed. 
But Sleg/riod wrote' The Ruby·." 
--~ 
-• 
REV. DR. JAMES I. GOOD 
His name c ha racterizes him well. Whoever 
has been in his class in Missions or Church 
Histo ry , knows that he is always a good sport. 
No member of the Brotherhood of Sai n t Paul 
will say otherwise. s ince his annu al banquet to 
that group is one of the best enjoyed events of 
the yea r . 
Dr. Good has made his a nnua l trip to Europe 
in the interest of t he Refo rmed Chu rch . for the 
o th time, and we expect he will make it many 
more times. What is true of his life at Ursin us. 
applies generally as well. He is a most unselfish . 
philanthropic bachelor. for whom we have only 
the grea test of respect. 
"By their fruits ye shall know them ." 
• 
REV. CALV I D . YOST 
When we were sti ll g reen , Professor Yost 
• 
gave us our first glimpse into the sublim e 
realms of English literature. But. si nce then 
his activities have broadened out into other 
s pheres. When we visit Ursinu s . a yea r or so 
from now, we expect to find him at the c hief's 
desk in the new Memorial Library Building. 
We hope that then. under the more favorable 
conditions. there will be no need for him to 
tell some o ne where to take adva n tage of hi s 
socia l opportunities. A better librarian and 
"Deutches lehrer" could not be found any-
where. Those who have heard him preach. 
know his fine ability as a "sky-pilot." 
"A wise man is never less alone than when alone." 
, 
• 
-
MR. RAYMOND B. MUNSON 
Would you ever imagine this fond parent to 
be an historical "shark"? Well, he is none 
other than that. and we are proud to announce 
him as our professor in History and head of 
the Historical-Political Group. Aside from 
his parental duty to "Baby Toots," Prof. 
Munson strives to lead us through all the be-
wildering intricacies of world affairs, and the 
size of all his classes is a good index of the 
success which he has a ttained . Ask of any 
one his opinion of the history courses which 
he has taken, and , whether he be Senior or 
Freshman, he will immediately wax eloquent 
on the meri ts of those particular courses. 
Prof. Munson is one of our favorites. and when 
he tells us to "turn to the situation in France," 
we eagerly respond, for we know from experience 
the great wealth of information which will soon 
be in OUT possession . 
"He is Ihe mildesl-mannered man," 
r 
f 
, 
( 
DR. WILLIAM W . JORDAN 
AI though new to the College last year, Dr. 
Jordan has well earned his right to be called an 
"Ursinusite." His duties require that he spend 
only two days a week on the campus, yet he is 
full of en thusiasm for the College and takes a 
lively interest in every phase of student activity . 
His knowledge of English Bible is profound 
and his characteristic open-mindedness makes 
discussion of religious problems in his class a 
real help to vital religious thought. As a man, 
he is respected for his qualities of integrity, 
uprightness and kindness. 
"Lei us Ihink. less 0/ men and more 0/ God." 
-
-
MR. PAUL A. MERTZ 
Just as e v e ry importa nt sign o n the bu lletin 
board bears the initials P . A. M .. so a lmost 
every important phase of college life bea rs the 
imprint of Prof. Mertz. Of his extra-curri cular 
duties probably the two biggest enterprises 
ca rried on by this efficien t member of the 
U rsinus fami ly are his work as Gradua tc Manager 
of Athletics and his "Student-grabbing" tours. 
E v e ryone he re. whose presence at the "dearest 
college" is due to Mr. Mertz. raise your left 
hand ! Ah . we thought as much. A large 
majority! 
Then , too. o ur suppl y store owes its existence 
to his untiring efforts- yes, he' s c hief clerk 
there. too- and because of his work as professor 
of Education . In this latter capacity he is 
quite well liked and . judging by the many suc-
cessful teachers who have gone into the world 
after receiving his high quality instruction. 
he is an A No. 1 prof. 
"Education begins a gentleman. conllersation 
completes him." 
DR. H OMER SMITH 
Members of the English -Historical C roup 
w~1I say that Dr. Smith 's talks. whether of 
literature or of some phase of his own traveling 
experience. provide onc of the most enjoyable 
features of G roup meeting programs. H is 
knowledge of E nglish literature is equa lled by 
his ability to present the subject in an intensely 
interesting manner. so that his lectures are 
both instructive and entertaining. He is an 
authority on Anglo-Saxon as well. and his 
knowledge of t he " King's E nglish" and Its 
beginnings. mark him as a genuine scholar. 
" He thinks as a sage. but jeels as a man." 
-.-
DR. CARL V. TOWER 
His very countenance gives certain evidence 
that he is a deep thinker. Dr. Tower's ex-
ceptional ability to philosophize. psychologize 
and theologize. iden tifies him wi th the host of 
world-famed thinkers along these lines. 
Pure joy is difficult to record. In fact. be-
fore sheer joy. most of us are dumb. This 
explains partly the altogether queer attitude 
which prevails in most of the classes "exposed" 
to Dr. Tower's heavy shellfire. However. in 
a word of self-defense. we have but to repeat 
in unison, and in plain colorless words. "Happy, 
happy thought to be in his class and let it go at 
that. " 
"The man oj thought strikes deepest and strikes 
s~Jest . " 
DR. JOHN W. CLAWSON 
We are ready to testify that only people with 
analytical minds and keen intellects are able 
to play chess well. And. knowing Dr. Clawson 
as we do. we are certain that in this caR he is 
not cornered. We are sure that his knowledge 
of the in tricacies of the game will not permi t 
him to be cornered in a mere game of chess. 
Prof. Clawson knO\ys the theories of all forms 
of Math from A to Z and. as a teacher. he is 
able to tUrn the abstract into the concrete 
through careful explanation and ready ex-
amples. He is the able assistant to the Dean 
as well as the much-respected adviser of the 
Mathematical Group. Then. too. you may 
often find him with Jean and we know that 
she is just as pleased to call him "Daddy" as 
we are to know him as our teacher and adviser. 
"The man that blushes is not a brute." 
, 
._.-
DR. EZRA ALLEN 
"Oh. girls. look at the rats!" But have no 
fear as long as "Doc" is with them. for they 
have as much awe and respect for him as the 
majority of those students who have been 
trained by his methods. which are exacting 
almost beyond human comprehension . One 
thing can be assured. that Dr. Allen's facial 
expression does not belie his nature. Steel 
gray eyes always have meant determination 
and persistence, and his. aided by a thorough 
knowledge of system. are not an exception to 
the rule. This trai t seems applicable only in 
the laboratory; for at brief intervals when he 
is not scientifically preoccupied. his genial 
personality crops out and it is this that has won 
him his numerous friends at Ursinus. 
"A man convinced against his will 
I s of Ihe same opinion sfill." 
DR. AMMON KERSHNER 
This is the college physician . He is the first 
one we have ever had at Ursinus and he really 
is a good one. "Doc's" job is to keep us well 
and. judging by the many happy people who 
visit him in his bungalow next to the post 
office. he has well succeeded. 
Dr. Kershner is a product of Ursinus. a mem-
ber of the class of 1912. He has had a varied 
career since then; spent a year in the U. S. 
Forestry Service; taught school for two years; 
lectured on the Swarthmore Chautauqua cir-
cuits: secured his medical training at the Uni -
versity of Pennsylvania; and spent a year in 
the Memorial Hospital in Philadelphia . He is 
a busy man. dividing his time between his 
private practice in Norristown. his duties at 
Ursinus and his work as instructor in the 
department of Histology at the U . of P . 
"A good cause makes a stout hearl and a strong 
" man . 
fC \ -- .,-
, 
, 
• 
MR. PAUL K. EDWARDS 
Have you heard of the seven wonders of 
Ursin us? Here we have the exponent of the 
"seventh wonder·- Prof. Edwards . guardian 
of the newly acquired but Aourishing E . and B. 
A. Group. 
Coming to Ursinus only last September. he 
has already made many friends here. A college 
campus seems to be his natural environment 
since he is the son of Presiden t Edwards. of 
Earlham College, in Indiana. 
As an important addition to the faculty. to 
our list of tennis fiends and. as the possessor 
of a fine baritone voice. Prof. Edwards should 
prove an asset in many phases of activities at 
Ursinus. 
.. Truth hath a quiet breast ." 
MR. MARTIN W. WITMER 
I t is true. indeed. that life is a battle where. 
in most cases, the fittest survive. This is 
shown and proved in compost tlon classes 
taught by Prof. Witmer. Anyone who enters 
his classes unprepared or expecting to take a 
"nap," belongs to the class of students who do 
not survive as far as grades are concerned . 
But this shows the efficiency and accuracy of 
his teaching and the work he expects to get 
from the students. Yet this rather stern man, 
in the classroom. possesses one of the cheeriest 
smiles and dispositions to be found . Thus we 
think of Mr. Wi tmer as a man who works 
when he works bu t who finds time to en ter 
our social life, who boosts the College with 'Sinus 
pep, who becomes an adviser in "Y" and 
Sunday School and who demands our sincere 
friendship , 
"Be earnest, Ii/e's a war/are," 
, 
MR. W . R . GAWTHROP 
A strlct disciplinarian and exacting instructor 
in the classroom. Mr. Gawthrop is possessed of 
a genial and most sociable mood elsewhere on 
the campus. In his second year at Ursinus. 
affiliating himself with several of the extra· 
curricular activities, he has added to himself the 
respect of the student body. As coach of 
Schaff's anniversary play this year, Mr. Caw. 
throp' s work has resul ted in the staging of one 
of the society's greatest successes- the pro-
duction of "Sherwood." 
Aside from his other du ties as instructor of 
chemistry and physics, Mr. Gawthrop finds 
time to pursue courses in the Universi ty of 
Pennsylvania Gradua te School and is the holder 
of a valuable scholarship there. When on 
the campus we know him best as another of 
the faculty tennis fiends. a soccer enthusiast and 
n golf devotee . 
.. He builded bel/er than he knew." 
MR. VEO F . SMALL 
Monsieur Small is our professor of French. 
His classes. always interesting, are given new 
life this year because of his visit to France 
during the past summer. While in France. 
Prof. Small had special privileges in travel and 
instruction because he was awarded the Jusser-
and Travelling Fellowship. for study and 
travel in France, by the University of Pennsyl-
vania. His favorite recreations are romping 
with "La Petite Mademoiselle" and playing 
tennis. in which sport he excels. The value of 
Prof. Small to Ursinus may be judged by his 
size rather than by his name. 
"C'e3t un hommc a fair modeste ." 
, 
--
MISS CLARA E . WALDRON 
o better quotation could we find. nor one 
more suitable. than this one which she herself 
has chosen as the motto to preside over her 
studio. For. truly. she speaks to us many 
times. both with her own melodies and in the 
renditions of musical compositions which her 
pupils give us. Her ability in. interpreting the 
magic of the staff IS truly ~rtlstlc . but no. les~ 
artistic is her competence 10 instructing Urslnus 
would-be Paderewskis; for that is where she 
really "shines." 
Aside from being an able instructress. she 
presides over the largest girls' " dormitory" 
as capably as she does over the music depart-
men t and Shreineri tes are proud to call her 
their own. 
"Melody is the absolute language in which the 
musician speaks to every heart." 
-
-
MISS MADEL! E D . ROE 
Miss Roe is director of physical trammg 
and instructor in public speaking for young 
women. according to the Ursinus Bulletin . But. 
to us. she is the athletic coach who has built up 
strong and successful teams in hockey and 
basketball. Her gym exhibitions and May 
Day Dances speak for her success as a physical 
director. And from behind closed doors. wild 
ravings. in the voices of girls but the language 
of authors. reveal the diligence. as a result of 
pressure with which her expression students 
prepare their assignments. Miss Roe is also 
principal of the "Maples" and more than that. 
she is a friend to all the girls. aiding and en-
couraging them in both their curricular and 
extra-curricular activities. 
"Her step is music and her voice is song." 
• 
-
'.-
~--~---------, ----~---------.~ 
MISS DOROTHY A. MENTZER 
Everyone unders tands the v alue o f mu sic in 
the lile 01 man but does not ha ve the ability 
to produce harmoniou s s tra ins and must con -
tent themselves by hearing others. Whoever 
has had the privilege of hearing Miss Mentzer 
at the piano has been morc than pleased with 
the understanding and feeling she commands. 
As ins tructor in piano Miss Mentzer's earnest 
effo rts have brought her success. H er unfailing 
generosity with time and talent has given her 
a place in the hearts of a ll. and onc has only to 
ask the girls in the hall of which she is principal. 
to get a n idea of the place she hold s in their 
lives and ou rs. 
"Thy modesty's a candle to thy merit." 
MI SS MARI ON G . S PANGLER 
All Ursinusites were delighted to lea rn that 
this a lumna was to be instructor in v oice a nd 
in choral singing this year . H er record in the 
music world is an envi able o ne. After teaching 
piano here and in sou thern colleges. Miss 
Spangler studied in Serlin lor a year. Upon 
he r return she settled in Philadelphia . where 
her activities have cente red ever si nce. 
Under he r direction the Phil adelphia Music 
Club C horu s. Valley Forge C hapel C hoi r a nd 
Octave Club 01 Norristown . have had rema rk-
able success. To her belongs the honor of 
originating the Octave C lub in 19 16 . 
It is he r ambition to have ma ss si nging at 
Ursinus refined to real c horu s ensem ble. With 
the hea rty respon se she has had at re hea rsa ls . 
we can expect her to do big things that will 
bring back fond memories such as we have of 
" S tabat M ater." She has gathered about her 
a host of mus ic lovers and students dra wn by her 
excellent mus ical abi lity and c harming per-
sonality. 
"Music is a part of my ocry being." 
, 
• 
COACH ALLISON C . COR OC 
And now let 's have a loud Throb-ly-o for the coa c h . a clean. straighl. all -round man . who 
is. fir s t of all . a gentleman . 
"Allie" entered the Hall of Fame in athletics through football at Swarthmore. There he 
made a record as a high scorer and . in his senior year. captained the team. Basketball wa s 
another sport in which he wrote his name at the "Little Quaker" college. With uncanny accuracy 
he still sets the example for Ursin us cage men . And in baseball- you should see him cover that 
second sack! He looks like another "Eddie" Collins. 
The best way to judge a coach is by the men under him. They all admire and respect him. 
He knows his game. Hats off to the coach! 
"Meanwhile he smokes and laughs al merry laIc." 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
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FLOWER 
TEA ROS E 
CLASS MOTTO 
" Suc E SS U S LABORE ET I NTEGR ITATE" 
COLORS 
MARoo AND GOLD 
OFFICERS 
President . .. . .... . .... . ... .. E. K ARL HOUCK 
Vice-President. ................ . F. NELSEN SCHLEGEL 
Treasurer . .. . . . .. .. .. . . ....... . J. WESLEY UPD IK E 
S ecretary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. CLA IRE P. LAWRENCE 
POEM 
Gathered on the sands of destiny 
Were the class of '23, 
Waiting for their ship Ursin us 
To ta ke them safely' cross the sea . 
I n the middle of Septem ber 
Came the sta tely ship a long, 
Proud of having landed yonder 
A well-educated throng. 
Good examples of he r training, 
Models of the finest type, 
Such that we would feign to pattern, 
Perfect were they in our sight. 
The way was rugged a t the ou tset; 
Obstacles on every ha nd 
Seem ed to shatter all our hopes 
Of ever reaching this new land . 
But through grit we've been victorious, 
I n the dust, past trials lay 
And our journey is completed, 
"Successus labore et integritate. " 
To you, our d ear Ursinus! 
Tea rose and maroon and gold 
We will lift our loudes t voices 
And fond memories ever hold . 
And now as we strive on and upward 
May we ne'er the spiri t lack 
To be ever mindful of our d ebt 
To you- old "Gold and Black." 
- ~ -
1923 ~(en£===-mr%inu% 
":2Before ani) aJfter" 
A January day it was, 
When tracks were blocked wi th snow; 
I attempted quite a journey 
Till the trolleys wouldn't go. 
When fate was thrust upon me 
I turned in a path well worn 
And found things pretty pleasan t 
A bou t the college dorms. 
And soon the thrill encompassed me 
When I sa w the bea u ties here; 
If I cou ld linger on- though t I 
J'd like to stay a year. 
So I met the supervisor, 
And he told me nearly a ll. 
He honestly advised me 
To return the ensuing fall. 
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So , a ll throu gh a busy summ er 
At the shore a nd on the ra nch , 
I d e te rmin ed tha t I'd promo te 
A m enta l a v a la nche. 
The fa ll o f '1 9 ca m e a ro und , 
And I was b ro ugh t to see 
Tha t college life was jus t th e thin g 
For littl e o nes like m e. 
But a ft e r sev era l months ha d passed 
I broke a n unknown rul e ; 
They s urely tri ed to make m e "sore," 
But s till- I s ta y ed in school. 
Then I quie ted m y nerves a bit , 
And before I spoke, I thou gh t; 
I s tudied a ll m y lessons 
And liked th e things th ey ta u ght. 
---.~ 
L _ 
I acq uired so m e splend id boy-friend s , 
And some girl -fri ends nicer s till . 
Liked a ll of m y professors, 
H ad a specia l "crush" on "Bi ll ." 
I learned to do the two-s t ep, 
And the fox- trot in between 
The most famous course on the p ro-
gra m 
'Twas the one called" Ed. 15." 
Whe n tim e ca m e fo r the Freshman 
Shine, 
You bet! I ca red to go ! 
I ha d th e "price" a nd knew th e s teps-
But, who'd ta ke m e, though? 
With girl a nd price a nd dances, then 
Wha t more comprised a treat, 
And helped to make a Freshman's 
ni gh t , 
A rea lm o f joy co mple t e? 
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There's no use getting a "swollen 
head, " 
With all one's social pomp-
There's always something takes the 
JOY-
Next day- a test in comp! 
I studied hard, you bet your life! 
First year was not all fun, 
The only time I "rocked the boat" 
Was after work was done (?). 
Some days when all things suited 
And the sun would brightly shine, 
I tried my luck at "fishing" 
But forgot to "bait" my line. 
When I was still a Freshman, 
The days were Hying fast. 
Wi thin a week-like mon th I'd find 
My Freshman days- all past! 
Bu t I was not alone in gloom, 
For I recall the scene once more 
When from girls "watered" Howers, 
'Cause Freshman days were o'er. 
-.-
• 
Through hastening, fleeting college 
days 
Which joyous moments lend, 
Beneath the low sun's lengthenin g 
rays 
Our journey nears its end . 
But happy memories with us live 
To brighten all the way 
And '23's fair banners give 
True courage for the fray . 
SCENE: FROM JUNIOR CLASS PLAY 
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LILLIAN MARIE ISENBERG 
"Lil " 
DAYTON, Ol-llO 
English-Hi storical . Secretary (2); Zwinglian. 
Critic (4); Hockey. Class (1 . 2) . Varsity (1 . 2.3. 4) . 
Manager (2); Y. W . C. A" Cabinet (3. 4); Class 
Vice-President (2); Junior Play (3); RUBY Staff. 
A whir of an aeroplane. a cloud of dust. and "Lil" 
found herself in Philadelphia for the first time. She 
liked it very well. andsoshe stayed. keenly enjoying 
life. until Gi rls' High claimed her as an alumna-
then. behold. another machine. but this time a Ford. 
rattled her off to Ursin us. 
Even the jogging of the family touring car did not spoil Lillian's wonderful smile. Ind eed. 
no, we found her smilin ' morc than ever, and boiling over with athletic ability- in every sport 
imaginable. And soon being elected basketball captain)n her Junior yea r- proved this her 
favorite game, yet the cleverness with whic h she wielded her hockey stick and her swift serve in 
tennis were good indications of her superiority in all sports. 
• 
She did all sorts of things. and did them well- for everyone 
agreed that as leading lady in the Junior Play. she was a 
"Country Cousin" we all should love to have. Thus in every 
activity about college. whether in dramatics. Y. W. C. A. 
work or athletic association. or other things in whi ch she had 
a part. they were sure to be a success. 
Her frequent trips to "Philly." her love for dances and 
"Frank" ways. made us all suspect that Cupid didn ' t s hoot 
past "Lil" either- for in her Freshman clays. was there not 
onc from Yonkers deeply smitten? 
The leadership which has characterized her college years is 
there to stay. For. a smile. a keen personality, sound judg-
ment. merry wit and heaps of friends- that's "Lil"- and 
could success be uncertain with qualilies suc h as these? 
"She is active, stirrin g, all afire-
Could not res t, could not lire 
To a slone she mighl have given life'" 
• 
'. 
ANNA ADELAIDE TYLER 
"Ann" 
H ADDONF I ELD. N . J 
E ngli sh-His torica l : Zwinglian. Sec reta ry ( I) ; Y. 
W . C. A .: Coll ege Chorus (3. 4) . 
H a ving made a host of fri ends at Friends' Cen tra l 
School in Philadelphia by her ready wi t a nd humor. 
"Ann" decided to abide aw hile with us at U rsinus . 
As one o f t he famous "Firs t Floor Four. " she soon 
s howed her abili ty to keep S hrei ne r H a ll ringi ng 
with laughte r. M e rry. merry " Ann" with a song 
on her lips a nd fun twinkling in he r eyes! But 
"Ann" is a serious worke r. As a faithful member of Zwing a nd the E. -H . G roup a nd t he class of 
1923. s he has a lways showed her willingness to ma ke the most o f every opportunity. "Ann " 
was never athletic. a lthough we kn ow s he likes tennis- especia ll y love sets. 
And that brings us to a nothe r phase of "Ann's" college life. The mai l a lways attracted her-
both the one who ca rried it a nd those who wrote it . Among the boys as well as t he gi rls. " Ann " 
is welcome because s he is a jolly good comra de and pa l 
Canoeing and danc ing have claimed "Ann's" attention ma ny 
times during her jaun t through college. 
Shreiner is a lways well supplied with music . for playing 
and singing are some of "Ann's" accomplishments. Early 
in the morning the songs of Princeton ring out. This year. 
it seems . there will be competition between t hose of the tiger 
a nd the bull dog. 
Vivaci ty and interest characterize .. Ann " a ll the time. 
With these qu a lities as body guards. the yea rs to come can 
only ho ld good fortune . s uccess a nd the love of friends for 
" A " nn . 
"Sunshine for any gloomy day ." 
, 
- . 
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HERBERT RICHARD H OWELLS 
C H E LTE NHAM , P A. 
English-His torica l; Zwinglia n. President (4) ; 
Firs t Prize, Declama tion Con test (1); Firs t Prize, 
Sophomore Con test (2); Basketball . Reserves (3) ; 
Football (1 , 2); Baseball. Varsity (1.2, 3); Class 
Football (1 , 2); Class President (1) ; junior Play (3) ; 
Y . M . C. A .. President (4) ; Second Prize , junior 
Oratorical Contest (3) ; College Choir ; R UBY Staff. 
Preacher. poet, orator. singer . athlete. a beau 
among the women; such are a few of the many 
appellations which may justly be given this versa -
tile creature. Rumor has it that the birds ceased 
their warblings to listen to a new songster when 
"Herbie" made his debut on the campus one sun-
shiny day in September, 1919. 
His itinerant habits are doubtless inherited from his father who is a Methodis t prea cher. H o w-
ever, "Herbie" occasionally finds time to pay mid -week vis its to Ursin us. during which time he 
has paused long enough to engage in a few avocations . Some of these are athletics. public speak-
ing, essay writing. Y . M . C. A. work, and dramatics. "Herbie" made the football team in his 
Freshman year and again in his Junior year, but , owing to injuries . was un able to fini sh out the 
• 
season. As a baseball player "Herbie" is a pitcher of no 
mean ability. In his junior year, he buttered the leading 
role in the junior Class Play. 
Versatile? Yes! Charming? Yes ! Earnes t? Yes! Talented? 
Yes ! Is it any wonder that the girls all s imper when "Herbie" 
is around ? A manly form. a dark complexion . two flashing 
black eyes. and, above all . a head of the thickest black hair, 
to say nothing of a sunshiny smile beneath an occasional 
mustache. 
In jus t what capacity "Herbie" will enter after-life (now 
please don't mistake our meaning) is hard to say; but. whether 
he sings his way Or preaches his way. there can be but one 
result; his path will be fashioned into a beautiful mosaic of 
talent, zeal and personality. 
" And 10 one he gave one lalenl , 10 anolher he gave Iwo lalenls. 
and 10 anolher he gave jive." 
• 
, 
CLA IRE PALSGROVE LAWRENCE 
"Larry" 
MINERSV ILL E, PA . 
Chemical-Biological. Secrelary (I); Zwinglian, 
Secrelary (2); Girls' A , A .. Presidenl; Hockey, 
Varsity (1,2, 3,4), Caplain (4); Basketball. Varsity 
(3, 4) ; Y . W . C. A.; Class Vice-President (2); Student 
Counci l (2); Glee Club (2); Choir (2, 3, 4); RUBY 
Staff; Junior Play (3). 
From the very firs t day when this sweet and inno-
cent lass entered Ursinus. she became one of the 
shining rays of the class. We cannot decide whelher 
this was due to her characteristic costume. the fine 
s pirit in which she entered athletics. or the pleasant 
smi le which she had for everyone, 
Before going farther we mus t mention that C laire, 
later known as "Larry," hails from Minersville-
she calls it "Hunkey Town"- Pa, 
Whoever it was that invenled the athletic cry, "Your pep , your p ep ," has furni s hed a good 
slogan for Claire's sc hool career, for it is her "pep" that has attained for her, exceptiona l abi lilY, 
wi th the hockey stick, tennis racket and basketball. 
Not on ly do athletic activities occupy her time. but her interes ts are centered along mus ical 
lines, both vocal and instrumental. To Zwing she is ever faithful , nor mus t we forgetlo men lion 
her loyalty to the rule which permits one to have social hour, 
In the line of romance- "Larry" at first chose to wander 
by the "Brooke," but during her Sophomore and Junior 
years, "Dave" Erb found an incentive to "Hunt-er." Indeed 
we a lways find "Larry" with the regulars. Not only among 
lhe opposite sex does this maiden have a host of friends, bUl 
because of her gentle disposition a nd winning manneris ms. 
she is liked by a ll who have learned to know her. 
One of Claire's chief hobbies is getting to everything len 
minutes late. As to her later life- "Larry" says she expecls 
to teach for at least one year- physics is her specia lty? 
Whether her sister said "she'd better" or whether her mol her 
.aid she "had to," is for us to find out, At any rale the world 
cou ld not help but honor one so loyal and sympathetic to 
a ll. 
.. A loveliness best proved by one unerrin g lest - no sooner 
seen than loved." 
• 
J OSEPH HARLEY H UNTER 
"Buck" 
SPR I NG C ITY. PA. 
Hi storical -P olitical. President (4): Zwinglian. 
Vice-President (3); Baseball . Reserves (2. 3); Basket-
ball . R eserves. Captain (3); Class Football . Basket-
ba ll a nd Baseball (2. 3); Weekly S taff (4) . 
The gods did not ordain that George Washin gton 
should be the o nly notab le pe rsonage who shou ld firs t 
gaze on sp lendors of na ture on the 22nd of February. 
H ence. o n that very clay some twenly-one pages back 
in life 's diary. we find ). H a rl ey adorned the 
dominion of Spring City. H is life was ever full of 
activities. In high school he proved his superi or 
menta lity by lead ing hi s cl ass to the goal. I twas 
then that H arley decided to foll ow in the footsteps of hi s brother a nd tread " the sofl. greell-
s warded ca mpus." H is successes were not like those of his brother, however. Never mind. 
"Buck," '''Tis better to have loved and lost. than neve r to have loved at a ll. " 
Like olhers gone before. he found himself under the persuasive influence of Prof. Munson . 
So many were his ac tiviti es in Munson's g roup and 50 fittin g to hi s nature that he was elected 
to head the H .-P .'s for the Senior year. As a c rystallizer 
of college spirit. advocator of needed reforms and the pus her 
of the sa me. he had no equal. So was he recognized as a 
"pep" dy namo. 
I n athletics he played the pa rt of the unknown hero- end . 
forward . shorts top. captaining the scru b cagemen in his 
Junior year. 
Another side of his nature found ex pression in lite rary 
activities. In Zwing his work always had a ready hearing. 
Furthermore. his trusty pen has gained for him a place on 
the Weekly S iaff. 
The teaching profession seems to lure thi s ~t udenL. enthu-
s iast and thinker. We believe th a t his love for b usiness a nd 
his knowledge of it is such tha t so me d ay we will find him a l 
the head of the Hunte r H ardware Company with hi s dreams 
of a "love nest" realized . 
"So gentle. yet so brisk. so wondrous sweet. 
So fil 10 prallie al a lady's feel." 
ESTHER IRENE HUGH ES 
"Hughesy" 
SLATINCTON. PA . 
English-Historical. Vice-President (4); Zwinglian . 
Secreta ry. (2); Bird Club (4). 
In September. 1919. the Ship Slatington (via the 
Huckleberry Line) landed her "crew" along the 
banks of the Perkiomen. Among the wi:lely famed 
members of the" crew" to join the class of 1923 was 
one. Esther I rene Hughes by name. 
"The still. small voice" made its first claim upon 
the world in February. The heavens. seemingly. 
celebra ted her birth. for Esther was ushered in to 
this world by a terrific storm. 
Esther's wit and humor have always proved a 
continuous source of amusement to her companions 
and friends. Since her tendencies have developed 
along literary lines. she wasted no time in joining 
the E. -H . Group. a nd she showed herself to be a loyal student in all of Dr. Smith's English classes. 
Compositions were never a task for her ingenious mind. Indeed . her thoughts came in such 
rapid succession that her penmanship more often resembled the Egyptian hieroglyphics than the 
English alphabet. 
Esther is always read y for adventure and we are sure that 
on her numerous canoeing trips she toured the "Perk" so com-
pletely that not a spot has been left unexplored . Then the 
birds are not to be forgotten. for s he dearly loved the talks 
made by the Dean. during the rambles of the Bird Club. 
Esther intends to take up the teaching profession for a few 
years at least. but we are afraid she will not be able to with- ___ --" -.. 
stand the steady onslaught of "Canan" for a longer period . /' . 
The good wishes of the class of 1923 and your many other 
friends are always with you. Esther . 
/ 
"Your few words of English speech. 
Wil and humor over-reach." I 
• 
, 
• ARTHUR LEEMING 
"Shorty" "Arl" 
WYNDMOOR, PA . 
C lassical; Zwi nglia n , Vice-Presidenl (3), Treasurer 
(4) ; Y . M . C. A .. Cabinet (2. 3. 4). Musical 
Director (4) , Vice-President (3); Student Cou nci l 
(2); C lass President (3) ; Baseball. Reserves ( I . 2. 3) ; 
Assistant Manager. Varsity Football (3); Choir 
(I . 2, 3); Male Quartet (2); Cheer Leader (2); 
Brotherhood of St. Paul , Secretary (2); Editor-in -
Ch ief. Handbook (3); Junior Play, Property 
Manager (3) . 
/Y~~~ 
Over in England just at the close of the nineteenth .-
ceo tu ry there came in to being one who was desti ned 
to become one of the most loya l supporte rs of the 
class of 1923. He ca me to America about 1906 
and cast his lot wi th the ve rd ant '23 in the fa ll of 1919. 
True to the primary purpose for whic h one comes to college. "Art" has proved himself a student 
without being a grind. He has always stood high in hi s class work, and lived up to his reputation 
for honor. whi ch ca me with him fro m Brown Preparatory School. 
He was with us but a short time when his ability as -a warbler was discovered. During his 
four yea rs with us he has been closely identified with a ll things musical and has di stinguished 
himself along that line upon many occasions. His ability 
is not confined to music. however. for he has contributed 
much to social life o n the college campus. H e is a talented 
spea ker and a promising leader of men . 
In spite of a handicap in size. "Art" is quite an athlete . 
Baseball is hi s game of games. H e assisted in winning some 
of the victories which were credited to the successful season 
of 1922. 
We feel that "Art" has proved himself a true ma n. H e 
has met wi th many serious obstacles during his college 
course . but has overcome them a ll. and is sti ll with our 
class. All hi s qualities cannot but be fruitful and we predict 
for him the highest degree o f success. 
"Good goods comes in small packages." 
• 
CAROLINE BARTON M c BLAIN 
"Carol" "Patsy" 
YORK. PA . 
English-Historical ; Schaff (1. 2 . 3. 4); Schaff 
Play (2.3.4); Y . W. C. A . (1.2.3.4); Choir (4); Glee 
Club (2); Handboo/( Staff (3) . 
I t is with the deepest pleasure that we loo k back 
over four happy years spent "in those dear old col-
lege days." The things that stand uppermost in 
our minds are the friendships we have made. 
"Carol" c hose to cast her lot with us after a year of 
teaching in a school near York . It has been a rare privilege for those of us who have been fortu -
nate enough to be associated with her. to really learn to know her. "Carol" is true-blue and lives 
up to her high ideal s. Her Christian character is of the highest type. 
"Patsy." as we often call her. has been an active member of the Glee Club. Y. W . and Schaff, 
as well as a thorough student of English and History offered in Dr. Smith's group. Besides. 
in her leisure hours. she finds time for tennis. Will we ever 
forget the queenly grace with which she portrayed her part 
on the stage, in the pla y. "If I Were King"? "Carol" also 
participated in another of Schaff's anniversary plays as well 
as in the Junior Play. 
As an all -round girl of the class of 1923 . "Carol" has spun a 
web of affection around all those who know her and it is our 
sincerest wishes that we extend to her for success in the 
more serious work of life. 
"Love/iness needs not the joreign aid oj ornament. but is when 
unadorned. adorned the most." 
• 
• 
EDGAR KARL HOUCK 
"E. K ." "Houckie" 
READING. PA . 
Chemical-Biological: Schaff. President (4), Vice-
President (3), Anniversa ry Play (I . 2), Chairman, 
Play Committee (4): Football. Interclass (2): Y . M . 
C. A. (I, 2, 3, 4): Choir (4): Choral Society (3. 4): 
Class President (4): Weekly Staff (4): Press Bureau . 
President (4): Junior Class Play (3): RUBY Staff: 
Student Council. Vice-President (4): Varsity 
Debating Team (4). 
"The winds blew and the snow snew 
The rain against the window flew." 
Yep! Those are the conditions under which Karl 
made his entrance into this world . From the very 
beginning, he let folks know that he wanted what 
he wanted when he wanted it, and that is what put 
"Houckie" where he is . 
As a high school student, Karl was a shining light, being graduated from the Reading High 
School for Boys with honors. and winning the Ursinus scholarship at that institution. 
During his first year at Ursinus. "Houckie" continued studying diligently. However. since 
he became a man. he has put aside childish things . devoting the evening hours to more important 
matters. especially the nocturnal meetings of the Diamond Club. 
Do not. dear reader. think that these are the extent of 
Karl's activi ties . for such is not the case. As an a thlete he 
has made a good showing in interclass games. But only if 
the Ursinus track is finished this year will Houck come into 
his own. since track is his specialty. 
As a dramatist. he is also quite prominent. having had an 
important part in Schaff and Junior Plays. 
In musical and social circles. "E. K ." is a lion . For three 
years he went "Carolyn." but as the chill north breeze was 
hard on his vocal organ he went "south" for a season. 
What is his ambition? Well. he is planning to enter the 
field of surgery. There is not a doubt but that he will be a 
success and an honor to his Alma Mater. Here are the good 
wishes of all . so. go to it. Karl! 
"Here comes the all-mighty." 
• 
VERNA H . KURTZ 
.. Bern" 
J OANNA. PA. 
E nglis h-Historical ; Schaff. Secretary (3). Anni -
versa ry Play (4). Board of Trustees (4). Financial 
Secretary (4); Y W . C. A .. Cabinet (4) . Treasurer 
(4); R UBY S taff. 
" Tweet' Tweet!" Is it so me beautiful bird. flittin g 
among the trees surro unding Olevian. or is it the 
v oice of one of its fair inhabitants? 1 t is the la tter. 
. Pretty Verna (because s he is pretty) is noted for her 
whistling. Many and many a time she has had the 
student body coax her to whistle . "just once more." 
Bes t of a ll s he does. because Verna believes tha t 
Cod gives talents to people. not for themselves 
a lone. but for the benefit of their fellow men . 
Af ter completing her secondary educa tion 
at Birdsboro High School. Verna decided to go further in her pursuit of knowledge. The 
chase leading to Oberlin . s he remained there two years. and then- s he never told us wh y -
chose Ursi nu s as her Alma Mater. And we're glad. 
Verna ca n not only whis tle. but she can do many other things . She sings. plays a "uke." 
piano and tro mbone. and is a c ha rming conversationalist. 
Verna is not a one-sided girl. She believes in a fair divi-
sion of work and play . Social activities have her whole-
hearted support. just as mental oncs do. 
This b lushing maiden is a loyal memberof each organization 
to which she belo ngs. and is a lwa ys willing and ready to do her 
share. 
Just now she expects to teach- and we're sure that whether 
it be that or some other profession . she will succeed. 
"To be forever an influence . a memory. a goat." 
, 
FREDERICK NELSEN SCHLEGEL 
"Freddie" "Nels" 
TAMAQUA. PA . 
Classical. Treasurer (2); Studen t Volun teer 
Band (2). Leader (4); Y . M. C. A. (I. 2. 3. 4) . 
Cabinet (3); Schaff. Vice-President (3). President 
(4). Play (2. 3). Board of Trustees. President (4). 
Alterna teo Debating Team (I); Second Prize. F resh-
man-Sophomore Essay Con test (I); Brotherhood of 
St. Paul (I. 2. 3. 4) ; Weekly Staff (I. 2. 3. 4) . Editor-
in-C hief (4); Press Club. Clipper (3). Vice-President 
(4); Junior Oratorical Contest; Associate Business 
Manager. RUBY; Varsity Debating Team (4) . 
Nelsen is the 1923 representative from Tamaqua , 
bu t is fa r d i (f eren t from the type of man tha t is 
produced. as a rule. in that region . He entered Ursinus with a fixed set of ideals. very becoming 
to his chief aim in life- the ministry- from which ideals he has not allowed himselF to deviate. 
During his four years at Ursinus. Nelsen has participat~ed in the academic. social and religious 
activities. These have brought him personal honor. it is true, but a generous portion of the 
benefits have been reaped by his class and his school. Espe-
cially has his ability been evidenced in his recent connection 
with the Y . M. C. A. On the cabi net for the first time. in 
his Junior yea r. he made a "hit" in the work given to his 
committee that of deputation . He kept this record 
throughout the year. a record not only enviable. but one 
which will prove a worthy aim for those who are to follow 
him in tha t work. 
His activities at Ursinus culminated in the highest office 
possible fo r a member of the Senior Class to hold; namely. 
the editorship of the Ursin us Weekly . We predict for him some 
high position in religious circles. and with him go the best 
wishes of the class of 1923. 
"Thatli/e is long WhiCh answers li/e's great end." 
• 
• 
--
LINDA GRAC E H OYER 
" Linda " 
SHILLI NCT ON. PA . 
English-His torical ; Scha ff. Cri tic (4) ; H ockey 
(3.4) ; Manager (4) ; Y . W . C. A . (1 . 2. 3. 4); C lass 
Sec retary (4) ; President. Hiking C lub (4) . 
Walking through the halls at the side of a certain 
blue-eyed damsel from Shillington . one would hear 
the Spanis h s tudents greet her a s "Que linda" and 
justly so. "Que linda" (or Linda to non-Spanish students) . tall . stately. precocious and with a 
heavy crop of bangs . arrived at Ursinus with a newly given Kutztown diploma. Her home 
residence at that time was G eiger's Mills. bu t . since 1919 she has beco me a na tive of first . Mohn ton . 
and lastly. Shillington. 
Linda brought with her a true innate love of nature- of 
birds and flowers . S he was the fir s t one to receive an "H. c." 
for hiking 100 miles . S he can ride a horse at break-neck 
speed and if Ursinus becomes somewhat of a riding academy. 
it can erect a monument to Linda as the instigator. On 
the hockey field. she has likewise shone among Ursinus' 
bright lights. making the team in her Junior year. 
In the social sphere. Linda has been traveling "Up"-
ward since her Sophomore days. However. "Uppie" is not 
Linda's only friend . She has many among both boys and 
gi rls. 
"Constant as the northern slar." 
, 
WESLEY RUSSELL UPDIKE 
" Wes" "Uppy" 
TRENTON , N . j. 
Chemical-Biological ; Zwinglian (I. 2 . 3. 4) ; 
Varsity Football (I. 2. 3. 4); Class Football (I. 2); 
Y. M . C. A . (I . 2. 3. 4) ; Class Vice-President (3); 
RUBY Staff. 
Behold the " ray of sunshine" who first saw the 
light of day on the bonnie-bonnie banks of the 
Delaware in the city of Trenton , s ince become famou s on account of hi s brilliance. Ursinus 
became the possessor of this c haracter in 1919 . and ever since he has made such roommates as 
"Speed" Weisel and Howard Mowcomber famous. Bu-t. a las. " Wasily" has his one big fault. 
and women playa prominent part in his sweet young life. No less than an even dozen of the 
• 
fair sex have fallen victims to his winning and jovial disposi~ 
tion . This seems to have come to a climax. however, in 
the year 1921 A. D . 
With all this- not one-half has been told . "Wes" has 
been a bulwark upon the footba ll teams ever since his F resh-
man year. But now his collegiate football days must come 
to an end; and thus we close his biography- wishing him 
continued luck and prosperity as he plunges the line of real 
estate and insurance. All members of the class of 1923 will 
ever remember him . 
"A cheerful grin" 
• 
MILLI CENT Z. X AN DER 
"Milly" 
PHILADELPHIA, PA . 
C hemical. Biological; Schaff Play (2. 3. 4); Class 
Hockey ( I. 2); Varsity H ockey (2. 3. 4); Vars ity 
Basketball (2. 3. 4). Captain (4); Y. W . C. A .. 
Cabinet (4); Student Counci l (3 . 4); C lee Clu b 
( 1. 2. 3); C hoi r (4); Junior Play (3); Press Bu reau 
(4); R UBY S taff. 
"She is pretty to wa lk with 
Wi tty to talk wi th 
And pleasa n t. too. to think on." 
Yes! this is "Milly"! From the firs t day of school 
in September. 1919. when the tug-of-war was being 
waged . " Milly " began shouting for Ursinus. The 
enthusiasm a nd vi gor with whi ch she has entered upon every task before her, is known to every 
one, whether it be for her class , socie ty, athletics or Ursinus. 
"Milly" has taken part in Ursinus athletics with the same enthusiasm she displays in every 
thing she underta kes. As captain of the basketball team and a member of the hoc key team. 
she has maintained her standa rd . 
In her Junior year . Schaff presented "When Knighthood 
Was in Flower." and in thi s "Milly" made for herself a 
name, by playing in a most di stinguis hed manner. the ro le 
of "Mary Tudor." In the Junior Class Play. she did as 
well in presenting the charac ter of "Eleanor Howitt." Her 
dramatic ability is without a doubt of remarkable note. 
and it is most certain that some day we shall read of her in 
the thea trical magazines. 
As a member of the Chemical -Biologica l Croup. "Milly" 
of course delights in spending half of her time in the "lab" 
cutting cats and dreaming of the future when she will be 
working on a "stiff." Yes. she says that she is going to 
Medical School. but we have our doubts. 
"Milly" is a good all-round "scout." full of life and pep. a nd 
always ready to do something for some one. Not only the 
girls in South Hall . but everyone on the campus has felt the 
benefit of her friendship . 
"The beaulif ul are never desolale. 
For some one alwa!Js loves lhem ." 
• 
, 
DANIEL B ICKEL KULP 
"Coxe" 
P OTTSTOWN. PA . 
Chemical- Biological. Treasurer (3); Schaff (1. 2. 
3. 4); Varsity Basketball (4); Assistant Baseball 
Manager (3); RUBY Staff. 
We at Ursinus have learned to associate the 22nd 
of February with the 30th of June. because they 
suggest events which are so different. 
February the 22nd marks the birthday of the 
"Father of OUT Country," of one who excelled as a 
statesman and a warrior and of one whose veracity 
o 
was never questioned. 
June 30. 190 I, was one of the blackest in the 
history of our country. I t was on that day, when a ll 
Pottstown was trembling in the throes of a thunderstorm. with trees crashi ng, lightning Aashing 
and thunder roaring, that our "dark-haired" "Coxe" first made his "deep bass voice" heard 
above the din . _ 
Babyhood grew into childhood. childhood blossomed into manhood and we find "Coxe" at 
Ursinus. 
Asa Freshman, he broke into the elite society of Ursinus by 
conducting an underground railway between Freeland and 
Shreiner Halls. This taste of society seemed to have left 
a yearning for something bigger and hetter. and he set out 
to "trap" for big game. He is always seeking new fields to 
conquer. 
Daniel is also interested in athletics. representing Ursinus 
on the football field and on the basketball Aoor. His chief 
interest . however . is in biology. not only because he expects 
to study medicine. but- well . the lab holds a certain "charm" 
for him . 
Though his interests now are varied. we know they will 
widen still more until. as a grea t surgeon . he will be in teres ted 
in everybody with whom he is brought in contact and will 
heal battered hearts with his smi le and battered bodies with 
his touch . 
.. The king said unto Daniel. 'Come forth .' but Daniel came 
fift h. and lost the race." 
, 
, 
.I 
MARGARET LILLIAN RICHARDS 
"Dick" 
ROYERSFORD, PA . 
English -Historical ; Schaff (1 , 2, 3, 4); Y. W. C. A . 
(I. 2, 3, 4); Schaff Play (2, 3) , 
At Ursin us we call her "Dick ," but in a small 
town five miles away, they call her "Mo." In both 
places she is the same brown-eyed , curly-headed 
girl with a cheerful smile and sweet personality. 
"Dick" exp.ects to live only about seventy or eighty 
years on this good old earth, so she is taking advan-
tage of her short stay by dancing, singing and being 
generally happy. Everyone likes her because she is so natural. She forgets herself and makes 
others forget themselves by reciting anything from "funny child" tales to classics. 
The first word that came from "Dick's" mouth was "Hark!" and that will be the last word she 
will say before she steps into the next world , In the meantime, "Good Hoop," "You ' re kidding 
the public" and many such expressions will have their turn. 
"Dick" also has some business ability and has shown the 
same during her college course. 
Let any young man who may happen to think seriously of 
"Dick's" hand take our warning. If you are not four years 
her senior make no further advances, for she has had her 
fortune told and knows wha t her fu ture will be. Neverthe-
less, cheer up, for "half the lies mystics tell aren't true," 
May your sunny smile cheer many in whatever walk of 
life you chance to be, is the sincerest wish from 1923. 
"No ill can dwell in such a temple." 
• 
J . STANLEY REIFS E IDER 
"Shrimp" 
POTTSTOWN. PA . 
Chemical-Biological , President (4): Schaff. Presi -
dent (4), Anniversary Committee (3) , Play (2 . 3) ; 
Manager. Football (4); Student Council (4); Busi-
ness Manager, Weekly (4); Y . M . C. A" Cabinet (4) ; 
Class President (2) , Treasurer (3); Junior Ora-
torical Contest; Assistant Editor. RUBY; President, 
M ontgomery County C lu b (4) . 
This famous conflagration broke out in 1901 and 
has been burning with an intensity seven times 
greater than the fires of H ades ever since. But 
Pottstown was not large enough to contain such 
an inferno. so in the fall of 1919 Ursi nus must needs 
be consumed and the Dean' 5 worries and tria ls 
increased. 
J. , 
, 
The already glowing embers were checked the first year . H o wever. innumerable smaller 
fl ames kept them smoldering, until last year they burst forth anew. fanned by winds from South. 
The Aames. however. have exceptional qualities. for Jising above the fire. we see the good 
works performed by this mighty individual. 
During his Sophomore year he safely piloted the class of 1923. He has gallantly managed 
the football team. has done much to make the Week ly a 
paying proposition and spends his leisure time trying to 
impart his knowledge of chemis try to the Freshmen . 
• 
• 
• 
But. worthy readers. from the above dissertation as to 
our protege's merits. do not infer that he finds it difficult to 
live on "twenty-four hours a day." As a matter of fact his 
time is lucratively spent in performance of Walter Camp's 
celebrated daily dozen to lengthen his abbreviated stature . 
and in discussing world problems with his friends. 
The inevitable outcome of the efforts of this versatile 
young man will undoubtedly be rewarded by a most suc-
cessful a nd worthwhile fu ture. The medical profession will 
indeed be fortunate in securing this dynamo of wit and 
common sense to its fold . 
"They laugh Ihal win." 
72. / 
IRE E REBECCA JONES 
"Jonesy" 
SLATINCTON , PA . 
English-Historical. Treasurer (4); Zwinglian 
(1.2 . 3. 4); Y. W . C. A .. Cabinet (4); RUBY StarT. 
The day before Christmas. 1901 . will long be re-
membered by the Joneses of Slatington. Am ong 
St. Nick's numerous gifts came "Jonesy" just in 
time to enter into the various festivities and cele-
bra tions of the day . The remarkable fact is not tha t 
she arrived. but that she arrived o n time! 
As the years rolled on . "Jonesy." like the rest of 
the younger generation of the above-mentione:! 
metropolis. was inAicted wi th the ecluca tional 
process. The spri ng of 19 19 found her a graduate 
of Slati ngton High School. ready to meander Ursi -
nusward with the rest of the "crew." 
The pinnacle of Irene's fame was reached in her Junior year at the time of the Shreiner fire . 
H ere we are convinced of both her superior dramatic and acrobatic abi liti es. Reporters and 
other famous personages gathered to confer with her and for a time her many friends were dis-
tracted with the fear that she would leave the benign influence a nd enter the realms of movie/and . 
Among the outdoor sports which claim "Jonesy"· interest 
are hockey a nd canoeing. especially the latter. H er expedi-
tions were a 2-in - 1 affair, land and naval forces combi ned . 
In a ll seriousness. however. she is a student and has many 
aptitudes and abilities. She is intensely interested in art 
a nd has given us many evidences of her talent a long this 
line. "Jonesy" is planning to serve society by teaching 
history in seconda ry schools . The time to be devoted to 
the work she predicts will be four years. Her success is 
assured. but many of her more intimate friends detect a 
fallacy in the time element. so we will just wait a nd see. 
" / rene. a little bil 0/ sail and sweelness ." - . 
, 
IRVIN ELLI S NEUROTH 
"Jimmie" 
C HAMB E R SBURG, P A . 
College C hoir (1.2 . 3 , 4); Clee Clu b (I . 2); 
College Orchestra. Director (2. 3, 4); Zwinglian ( 1. 2. 
3, 4); "Cherry Blossom" (I); Choral (2. 3. 4); 
Assistan t Baseball Manager (2); Brotherhood of 
St. Paul ; Zwinglian Anniversa ry Program ( I. 2 . 3) . 
Look! What a likeness to the advertisement for 
Arrow collars! Can there be any surprise registered 
when it is admitted that he is one of the lad y-
killers of our class? "Jimmie's" fame, it may be added, was the direct result of publi city given 
through one of the larges t and best written papers of this coun try , namely, The Franklin Re-
pository, news circ ulator from the metropolis of Chambersburg. This fact . a long with his abi lity 
in playing the Rute , has made "Jimmie" one of the most notorious and well- known fellows of the 
class. We omit saying just how many people wish that they 
had never been acq ua inted with this Rutish genius. 
"Jimmie." a member of the C lassical Gro up . is stud y ing 
for the ministry and whether he will fill his church by the 
musical notes of his Rute or whether by his oratory. for it 
must be remembered that he is an orator of note . great 
success must be his due arter such a remarkable ca reer at 
Ursin us. 
"There is a lillie bit of good in every bad lillie boy," 
• 
MARY AGNES KIRKPATRICK 
"Mary Kirk" 
CONSHOHOC KEN. PA . 
Mathematical. Secretary (2); Zwinglian Declama-
tion Contes t (I) ; Y . W . C. A. ; Junior Oratorical 
Contest (3); RUBY Staff; Zwinglian (I. 2. 3. 4) . 
Well. well . here is Mary !- And what more could 
we want? Where. we ask you. could be found a 
happier. better-natured girl than she? But. you 
know. they say that all stout people are good-
natured . and . even in this capacity. we' lI admit that 
Mary does not fall short. 
right after another! 
Decidedly not! 
From the very beginning of her college life. she 
proved her success as a leader. If things didn't 
hum . it was not her fault. Parties. parties- one 
Tell us. will Ursinus ever forget some of the parties held under her auspices? 
However. Mary has a serious side. She came to this campus with a splendid 
Conshohocken High School. of which she is a graduate. Her abilities are many. 
First and foremost is that of mathematics. Besides thi s 
quality. she has splendid oratorical ability. She partici -
pated in the Freshman Declamation and Junior Oratorical 
Contests. In athletics. Mary is best as a rooter . 
Last of all is her faculty of making friends. A pal to 
them all seems to be her policy . She really cannot be placed 
in the category of the "devoteds." But what is that in 
Mary's young life? We all feel confident that out in the wide 
world she will be a grea t success. and tha t some day she will 
find her hero. 
"A Iruer. nobler . Iruslier hearl. 
More loving or more loyal. never beat 
Within a human breast." 
record from 
, 
JOHN WESLEY TOMLINSO 
"Tommy" 
EAST LANSDOWN E, PA . 
Zwinglian (1.2. 3.4); Choral (3); Y . M . C. A. 
(I. 2, 3, 4) ; Track Team (3); College O rchestra (3); 
RUBY Staff. 
Here we have the unknown quantity of the class. 
Chemistry seems to be his hobby and yet the most 
expert chemist would have difficulty in determining 
the component parts of this genius-in-disguise. 
Truly he must be a genius, for he as yet has found 
no calling to which he thinks he could adapt himself . 
Great sorrow has been expressed that there is not another dormitory in which "Tommy" cou ld 
live and associate with fellows who could help him right his views of the world and the part that 
he has to fill in it. Having tried all three dorms during the time of his college career. he ca rries 
with him a distinction that. as far as history reveal s. has-been equalled by no one, and in spite 
of this mutability, he is still looking for the key to unlock 
the resources which should be penned up in such a character 
as is represented by "Tommy." Could it be possible that 
a girl could do this bit of missionary work and release a 
genius to the world ? I t might be possible. since. in all hi s 
time spent here, he has never been seriously affected by the 
wiles of the fair sex. 
"Tommy," there is a great future for you , all you need is 
the winning combination . 
"They go Wild , simply wild , OQe1 me." 
• 
• 
RUTH H ESPEN I-IEIDE 
"Skeesicks' 
Chemical-Biological; Schaff. Secretary (1); 1 n ter-
class Hockey (1. 2); Y . W . C. A . (1. 2. 3. 4); Varsity 
Hockey (1. 2 . 3. 4); Glee C lub ; RUBY Staff. 
The Past. This maiden . born in the twentieth 
century, was reared in the city of York. In June. 
1919. she was graduated from the all- famous York 
High School with honors. As many other good 
students journeyed to Ursinus for their education . 
Ruth followed their path. The first night in the 
Maples. she was baptized by the Sophomores and 
given the nameof "Skeesieks." Herconsistent fight 
when playing hockey almost won for her a "U." had not some one attacked her ankle. As for 
tennis. she played many a game with "Bill" or "Deal." 
The Present . "Antony's Oration at the Burial of Caesar" must have had some influence on 
"Skeesicks ." since, for I the majority of the time. her ambitions arc turned toward burning the mid-
night oil- no. not only at examination time but every night of the school year. The orriSlown 
Trolley. P . & W " and "Pennsy" to York would surely go 
bankrupt if this Mapleite did not travel on their vehicles 
every other week-end- but then . she has a brother and a 
sister at home to greet her. 
The Future. There js no doubt that Ruth will always be 
a well disciplined and amiable woman. for. while a member 
of the Maples "crew" she had the honor of being theonlygirl 
who was never "called down" by proctors or principals for 
disorderly conduct. Also. we know that as far as keeping 
things "mum" goes. no one could even get her to talk in her 
sleep. Having had four years of excellent training in Chem-
Bi subjects. some high school in the country will have at 
the head of its science department- Miss Ruth Hespenheide. 
A. B" Ursinus College. 1923. 
"Energy and determination have done wonders many a lime, " 
• 
, 
S IECI- RIED CYRIACUS BADEN 
"Sig" "Boots' 
COLLEGEVILLE, PI\ , 
Mathemallcal. President (4): ZwinglIan (I. 2. 3. 
4). Editor (I): Track Team . Captain (3): President. 
Day Study (4): Studen t Council (4): Editor-in-Chief. 
RUBY: Radio Club. President (4) . 
Notwithstanding the fact that fate decreed Idaho 
as his birthplace. Baden (or "Boots") had somehow 
decided. though he traveled through fourteen states 
to get there. upon Collegeville to complete his high _ ~ Q "'" • 
school days. ~/V , V 
When '23 first gathered under the "benign in- I 
Ouence." this tall. dark man became a strong per-
sonality in college activities. As an enthusiastic 
Math Croup member. he has ofttimes graced the 
programs in clever capacities. 
Electricity has been his favorite subject and those who have heard the various weird noises 
and seen blinking lights in Zwing at Hallowe'en cannot forget their deep "spooky" effect. Not 
on ly has he been loyal to Zwing. but to his class. and at Junior Play time his electrical ability 
was again brilliantly displayed . 
Though calculus and electricity did take some of his hours, yet , where there is ability, origi -
nality, wit. cleverness and a sou nd mind . there is a man . 
Because of these characteristics he was elected editor of the 
R UBY. 
Resembling another member of his family. he loves the 
out-of-doors and so he became captain of the track team. 
I t has been whispered that Baden is no "mean man" at the 
shot-pu t. 
A good sport and a hard worker- with intellect in all 
lines- he has proved himself a man in mind. body and spiril. 
and has won the respect of the class 01 1923. 0 doubt by 
means of his original ideas. hiS already recognized inventions. 
coupled with his general abilities. he will cut the name of 
Baden deep in the bedrock of earth . The work he did as 
Editor-in-Chief of the RUBY cannot be stated in better words 
than in this quotation from Longfellow - "One half of the 
world must sweat and groan that the other half may dream ." 
.. LOllc seldom haunts the breasls where learning lics ." 
• 
A NE FRA C ES HOOVER 
.. Fran" 
EUREKA. PA . 
Engli sh-Historical: Zwinglian (I . 2 . 3 . 4); Hiking 
Club (I . 2 . 3. 4) ; Y . W . C. A . (I . 2 . 3. 4); Choral 
Society ( 3. 4); Class Poet (2) . 
.. Fran?" Of cau rse, we know her. for isn . t she one ~ d ~ 7~ ()-().-VoVl,.. of our musical girls? 
Like the rest of us. "Fran" came to Ursinus- a 
Freshman. Unlike the rest of us. she soon became 
distinguished by her musical talent while we 
remained in the background. " Fran" loves to 
play . but her specialty is the organ. and maybe she 
can't make Bomberger ring on those rare occasions 
when Dr. Smith surrenders that precious instrument to her! Some day we predict a glorious 
future for "Fran ." and we hope that her pet dream of studying in Europe will be realized . 
But just because "Fran" loves music does not mean that she hasn't other interests. She is 
a great hiker and hopes to complete her 100 miles this year. 
Another hobby of "Fran'.' is expression class. and many are the tales we hear of her there. 
11 she were not a musician. we might predict that she would 
become a humorist. for she always manages to find something 
funny in that class. much to Miss Roe's disgust. 
Ask "Fran" where she lives and she will reply with a 
peculiar little smile. "Eureka-near-Doylestown." I t's a 
good place. we have no doubt. and altogether unusual. judging 
from its name and from "Fran ," 
Nevertheless. we have an inkling- perhaps a Ii ttle bird 
told us- that some day the location of "Fran'.' home town 
will be marked by a big star on the musical map. made 
famous by "Fran'.' organ . 
The friends of the musical world are not the only ones 
tha t " Fran" possesses. bu t a host of others who wish her 
loads of success and luck . 
"M usic hath charms." 
, 
DANIEL LUDWIG 
"Dan" 
lRONBRJDGE. PA . 
Chemical -Biological; Zwinglian (I. 2. 3. 4); 
Y . M . C. A . (I, 2, 3. 4); Chorus (3); Biology Journal 
C lub (3). 
Up a long the beautiful Perkiomen . not far away 
from the halls of Ursinus. there is a little town 
ca lled I ron bridge. This town and the bridge are 
familiar to most students of Ursinus. for most of 
them have sat on the railing and looked either into the depth of the "Perk" or into the depth of 
blue (eyes) . In this town of fame a child was born; they called him Daniel. ot that this 
locality resembled a "lion's den ," but because this name was characteristic of the lad . 
After completing his high school work, "Dan" selected ~Ursinus as his place for future activity. 
H e came, determined to do his best and. to the best of our knowledge, never wavered from the 
path of duty. His success is due to his determination to 
succeed . That he will make a name for himself in the world 
goes without questioning unless some fair dame s hould turn 
him away from his purposes. 
Dan is held in high esteem by both his classmates and the 
members of the faculty . That he is esteemed by more than 
these goes without saying, for how could such a specimen 
escape the clutches of the ever-vigilant sex? We hope that 
he will not attempt to travel the way of life alone. "Dare 
to be a Daniel." classmate, for this is the spirit of '23 . 
"I live foy those who love me. 
Whose hearls are kind and true." 
, 
, 
ROBERT1JAM ES J O H NST ON 
, 
3Jn jOOemoriam 
ROBERT JAMES JOHNSTON 
T O RRES DALE , PA . 
H ere is a man whose name the class of 1923 is proud to place 
upon her roll. He was born during Cleveland's administration 
in 1893 in Frankford . Pa . "Bob" received his preparatory work 
at the following ins titutions : Central High Schoo!. Spring 
Garden Institute. Temple Seminary and Brown Preparatory 
School. attending the latter to review his preparatory work after 
being out of school for ten years. He deserved much credit 
for continuing his education after spending such a long period 
of time away from his studies. working as a laborer. carpenter, 
sa le sman , electrician , assistant manager. etc. 
"Bob's" first Few days on the campus marked him as a "Sam-
son ." The Freshmen selected him as an anchor man to uphold 
their class in the tug-of-war. His 196 pounds of bone and 
muscle obtained for him much praise in the football world . 
I n the classroom he was known as an ever-earnest worker. 
Both Dr. Baden and Dean Kline ranked him as one of their 
best students in Greek and Latin . He was preparing for the 
minis try, in which profession he intended to answer the call 
to work as a religious leader among the lumbermen of the Ca nadia n 
Wilds. 
However . the Creat Almighty. satisfied with his noble en-
deavors and attainment of perfection in physic and character. 
called him from our midst into the Creat Beyond on Jan ua ry 17. 
1923 . Johnston's sudden death rings out to us. of the class 
of 1923. as the noblest challenge to a deeper consecration of our 
lives and purposes. in accord with the highest ideals of our 
Saviour . 
• 
, 
• 
MARGARET E . S . FRUTCHEY 
"Peg" 
BANGOR. PA . 
English-Historical; Zwinglian; Hiking Club ( 3. 4); 
Y . W. C. A .. President (4); Weekly Staff (3 . 4); 
RUBY Staff. 
Once upon a time. amid the roarings and wrest. 
lings of New York City. a mischievous cherub began 
her earthly career. To quote from one story: "The 
child was named Margaret Emma Susan Frutchey." 
and immediately began to display a fine sense of 
humor by succumbing to a fit of giggling while she 
repeated the remarkable words. "What's in a name?" 
We had heard accounts of her good work in the schools of New York City and the High School 
at Bangor. Pa .. but- when she landed at Ursinus in the year 1919. we realized that "the half 
had not been told ." Even in those days of "greenity." she appeared to us a s a practical young 
woman with a strength of mind and purpose that some older folks might have envied. But we 
who knew "Peg" did not envy her abilities. we only admired them. And when s he wa s placed 
in the position of Y . W . C. A . president. she became a 
guiding force in our school- while to the Weekly Staff she 
was an invaluable addition. 
But. dear readers! This was not the limit of her abilities . 
Of con versa tion she was a master, since she could talk in· 
telligently for any length of time. to anyone. at any place. 
and upon any subject. In proof of this statement. we can 
furnish references. 
Thus. laughing. working and talking. we lived through 
four happy years at Ursinus. In June of 1923 we said our 
"good-byes" and went our ways. "Peggy" stepped into 
the world and our best wishes went with her. 
- "Memoirs of Ursinus." Pub. 2000 A. D . 
"Slil/ioving song. bul loving more 
Life of which song is made." 
• 
• 
1 
, 
• 
ARTHUR FRETZ 
"Art" 
READING. PA . 
Classical: Schaff (1.2.3.4): Play (1.3): Y . M . 
C. A .. Cabinet (2. 3): Student Volunteer: College 
Choir (1.2 . 3.4); College Quartet (I. 2. 3.4): 
Brotherhood of St. Paul. President (4) . 
Here is the song bird with a tremulous tenor that 
makes the campus and dorms reverberate to hi s 
song. This warbler first appeared to the world's 
longing gaze in Reading during the early part of 
the twentieth century. "Art" attended the Read -
ing High School for Boys and this may in part 
account for his affabi lity toward the opposite sex . This dark-haired chap is very fond of Greek: 
in fact. he has a tendency at all times to he "Bookie." 
With all his other achievements. he has acquired a vast store of knowledge along culinary lines. 
I ndeed. he has had the singular experience of being a first-class camp cook . I t has been rumored 
that the kitchen management is considering placing him as soon as he has completed his collegiate 
work . and even if this ma y not materialize. we feel sure that 
with this knowledge at his command. he will make an ideal 
husband for some pleasure-seeking wife. 
• 
"Art" is now preparing for the ministry and spends quite 
a bit of his time in Derr Hall. trying to assume the unnatural 
role of a sober clergyman . Although this seems a bi tun· 
natural. we realize that "Fretzie" is not always the rollicking 
humorist. As a student volunteer he will some day repre-
sent 1923 on the foreign field . and with his earnestness and 
his cheery song he will bear his part well . 
"And Heaven had wanted one immortal song." 
ETHEL ADELINE FOX 
"Foxy" 
PARK E R FORD , PA. 
Mathematical: Schaff. Secre tary ( 3): Y. W. 
C. A . (2. 3 . 4): Second Prize. Junior O ratorica l 
Contest (3) . 
Mere observation makes it possible to believe 
that Ethel resides near a Aower garden . by the way 
0/ ~ she retains the rose in her cheeks; not to mention the 
hints of disgust she cas ts from time to time at bache-
lors' bu ttons. 
Ethel joined the class of 1923 a year later than 
her classmates. By means of summer sessions and 
instinctive skill. she surely "s tands a chance" for 
receiving some of the class laurels. 
Besides being the progenitor of a goodly number of Olevian's subjects of conversation. Ethel 
is also the famous originator of Prof. Mertz's favorite exemplified joke. "harped on" to excess in 
every education class. 
To counteract "Foxy's" many virtues. she has one serious fault. whic h most of us can over-
look when we understand condi tions in part. She is. has been and ever will be in love ! What effec t 
does this produce? Oh . it necessitates a virtue to over-
come forgetfulness- Hyman's faithful prophet! 
Nevertheless. Parkerford cannot do without Ethel for more 
than a week at a time. Tis plain to be seen that there are 
others who appreciate this damsel's originality, her social 
disposition and her unceasing love for conversation, besides 
those who know her at school. Our fondness for her chatter-
ing equals her fondness for "rustling." Taking everything 
into consideration. is there one who doesn't "Prizer" ? 
I n your life as a "school marm ." we wish you the best of 
luck . Even more fortune do we wish to have accompany 
you into your own domicile. for which you seem to have 
completed preparations. 
"Love is a funny Ihing 
II wiggles like a lizard. 
II wraps ilself around your hearl 
And nibbles al your gizzard." 
, 
W . HARRY SNYDER 
"Bill" 
H A RRr SBURG , P A . 
E nglish-Historical. Treasu re r (3); Zwinglian. 
President ( 4) . President. Board o f Directors ( 4) . 
Anniversary O rator (3); Athletic Committee. Sec-
retary (3). President (4); Sc rub Basketball ( I. 2); 
Tennis Team (3); C lass Tennis Team (2); 
Weekly. Assis ta nt Business M a nager (3) ; Press 
Bureau (3); Athletic Reporter (3); Y . M . & 
Y . W . C. A. Play (I); Student Council. Secreta ry 
(3). President (4); Debating Team (I. 2. 3. 4). 
Captain (2 . 3. 4); Zwinglia n Freshman Declamation 
Contest: First Prize . Junior Oratorical Contest; 
Junior C lass Play (3); C lass Poet (3); President 
(4); Y . M . & Y . W . C. A . Handbook . Assista n t 
Business Manager (3); Ursinus Representative fo r 
Rhodes Schola rs hip ; Business Manager . R UBY; 
Valedictorian. 
On the night 01 August 27. 1901 . a bright star shone in the eastern sky. This time. instead of 
the wi se men hurrying to the side of the new~born babe. the star announced the arri va l of a wise 
man himself . As near as we ca n ascertain. Harrisburg was ve ry proud of this native son , and at 
once started to train him For the ca pitol. ... 
Penbrook High could not hold him long. and so a berth was provided in the H arrisbu rg Acad -
emy. long si nce made famous by this Apollo of the modern 
age. Ursinus next claimed his attention a nd his record 
here corrobo rates the statements made above. Sti ll. S nyder 
has been more or less of a puzzle at Ursi n us. due to his 
"hands-off policy" toward the fair sex . 
-
During his fou r years at this institution . "Bill" has been 
honored with nea rl y every office of any importance. or 
have these offices been along one specific line. for we find 
him on the boards of con trol of ath letics, studen t govern-
men t and Zwing. 
Wi th this knowled ge. a nd his high scholastic records. 
ca n there be any dou bt in the minds of a ll of us , tha t the 
Ursinus faculty selected the right man to represen t ou r 
school in the Rhodes Scholarship examinations for Oxford 
University. England? S uc h has been the fitting climax to a 
brilliant school career, and we wish him success. 
"Superiority to circumstances is exact ly what distinguishes and 
marks the great man ." 
, 
, 
MARY E LIZABETH C ROSS 
"Grossie" 
MALVERN. PA . 
English-His torical; Schaff. Critic (4) . Board of 
Trustees (3.4); First Prize. Freshman-Sophomore 
Essay Contest (I); Y. W . C. A .. Cabinet (2. 3.4); 
President. Women's Student Council (4); Weekly 
Staff (3. 4) . Assis tant Editor (4); Firs t Prize. Junior 
Oratorical Contest (3) ; RUBY S taff; Press Bureau 
(3); Handbook Staff (4) . 
Look at her eyes. sympathetic and unders tanding 
- that's "Crossie" ! When first she came to us. she 
was like a turtle hiding under its shell . We were a 
trifle dubious about going near. We didn't know 
her then . but now that she has " come out. " to know 
her is to love her. Has anything worthwhile been 
done at Ursinus during our four years in which she 
has not had a part? Not much. She has done that 
part well . carried it through with great success. As a Junior she started a brotherhood- no. not 
a large organiza tion . I t had and has now only two members. "I s it successful ?" Ask" Buck' .! 
"Crossie." though a resident of Malvern. was graduated from Tredyffrin-Easttown High 
School. She taught for a year before she decided to enter Ursinus. I t was better so. for what 
would we have done without her in our class of 1923 ? 
Lessons have never worried "Crossie." If she didn't like 
an author's opinion she'd use one of her own . Her greatest 
fault is one common to all students- procrastination . En-
dowed with natural ability and genius. she waits. and some-
times for a long while, for an "inspiration ." When it comes. 
regardless of what is happening around her. "Grossie" writes . 
and writes some more until she has ready for our inspection 
one of her delightful original stories. Her ready smile has 
won for her a corner in the hearts of all of us. 
As a teacher, either in foreign lands or here with us, or in 
wha tever work she may undertake. we wish her unequaled 
success and great joy. 
"She always makes her mark." 
, 
I 
I 
• 
• 
, 
EARLE KOLB MILLER 
"Shorty" 
TRENTON. N. j. 
C hemical-Biological; Zwinglian . Vice-Pres iden t 
(3). Attorney (4); Football ( 1.2.3.4). Captain (4); 
C lass Vice-President ( I). Presiden t (3); Deba ting 
Team (3); Freshman Declamation Contest; Juni or 
Play; Weekly Staff (2.3.4). Assistan t Editor (4); 
Representative to Intercollegiate O rato ri cal Con. 
feren ce (3); R UBY Staff. 
Before attending Ursinus. "Shor ty" was a student 
at the School of Industrial Arts in Trenton. and also 
at Peddie Institute. There he began his football 
career, which carried him through t he last named 
institution and landed him a position on the Ursinus 
eleven in his Freshman year . With the exception of his Junior year, when a broken shou lde r 
kept him on the sidelines. "Shorty" has a lways been a mainstay on the team a nd well deserved 
the capta incy during his Senior year . In class football. a lso. "Shorty" was usually t he " wo rks ," 
H owever. Miller a lso participated in a ll campus acti~ities . The Y . M . C . A . Cabinet. Zwing 
and the C hern-Bi Group have found in "Shorty" a most earnest , enthusiastic worker. Debatin g 
is one of his strong poin ts , as is evidenced by his ma n y a ppearw 
a nces in this capacity. The staffs of the various college 
publications have a lways found "Shorty" among their 
number and his dramatic abi lity gave him a part in the 
Junior Play. 
• 
Added to a ll these qualities. he is a real student. His 
class work is as thorough as his other activities. "Shorty" 
usually has fou nd time to drop in at Sh rei ner for a b rief 
social sojourn and the monthl y dances have a lways found 
him " Johnn y-on- the-spot." 
That he will be a success in his contemplated career, that 
of medicine, is a foregone conclusion. And the host of 
friends which "Shorty" has. ca n on ly wish fo r him the attain-
men t of his highest ideals. 
"A great is beller than a liftle aim ." 
MARY KATHRYN GROr-F 
"Kit" 
LIMERICK. PA . 
English-Histori cal; Zwinglian (1. 2. 3. 4); Student 
Council (4); R UBY Staff; Hoc key . Class (3 . 4) . 
A girl. so sweet. so snappy. that in a way she 
reminds us of those little mints which are always 
found by brooks and springs. And "Kit." like 
these dain ty min ts . grew by a cool spring on a 
farm near Limerick. Pa. Being close to nature. she 
learned many things from that perfect teacher and 
many are the virtues she came to possess. Then- to beauty of mind . nature added charm of 
body. for we see that the star in the left hind foot of the great bear lends its sparkle to her eye. 
the dent in the face of the man in the moon reflects its dimple in her cheek . and the smile of the 
setting su n lingers on her face. And. we must not forget to add that she is usually setting a 
smile for some son. 
"Kit" manages to have a ready answer for every question 
that she may be asked in the classroom. in spite of the fact 
that most of her time is spent out-of-doors. She is an ardent 
supporter of athletics and played with the class hoc key team 
for two years. 
Furthermore. she is an excellent reader and Zwing fre-
quently calls upon her to display this talent. In proof of 
her marked ability to read. she captured the first prize at 
the Freshman Declamation Contest. 
Everyone of us has found "Kit" a good pal. With her 
bright smile and quick wit she is sure of success in anything 
she may undertake. The best of everything to you . "Kit"! 
"So lovely . yet so arch. so full of mirth." 
• 
• 
LEWI S EDWIN SMITH 
"Louie" 
SLATEDALE , PA , 
His Lorical-Political (3 . 4) ; Schaff (3. 4). Treasurer 
(4). Business Manager . Scharf Play (4) ; Baseball (3); 
Scrub Basketball (3); Y . M . C. A .. Cabinet (4); 
Varsity Club. Secretary and Treasurer (4) . 
"Louie" is one of our latest additions. entering 
our class in the fall 01 1921 . He spent his first two 
years 01 college at Schuylkill Seminary. It is a 
handicap to some people to change institutions in 
the middle of their college course, as it sometimes 
takes them a long time to become thoroughly 
acquainted . Not so with "Louie," He was not 
long in adjusting himself to his new environment. 
We soon discovered the real worth of "Louie." 
He is one of the few who are as good as their word. A promise from him is a deed performed . 
'This we believe comes from his adhering to strict systematic principles. He is a first-class bu s iness 
man and would serve as an example for many who find it impossible to arrange their work so 
that they may be able to do everything at hand and nave just a little time for uncertain and 
ex tra -cu rricular activi ties . 
--. 
I n addition to his many school connections. he is one of our 
foremost student preachers. He holds a charge near here. 
composed of two churches. where he does a great deal of 
pastoral work. 
He has had his seminary training Hnd , when he leaves us . 
will be ready for the wide, wide world . 
.. The Smith. a mighty man is he." 
• 
HELE MAE BOYER 
"Helly" 
AQUASH1COLA, PA . 
Mathematical. Secretary (3); Zwinglian. Secretary 
(2); Hockey (2); Y . W . C. A. (2. 3 . 4); Class 
Secretary (2); R UBY Staff. 
This is one of the precocious infants of our class. 
She was graduated from Palmerton High School at 
the youthful age of 14 years. and two years later 
from East Stroudsburg Normal School. She de-
cided to continue her training at college and chose 
Ursin us . the fates aiding her by choosing the class of 
1923. Although she enrolled as a Sophomore. she 
proved her efficiency in conservation of limited 
time. for she has improved upon all established 
extra-curricular activities with activities of her own 
construction. 
Nevetheless. Helen has maintained a well-balanced program. She keeps her lessons well 
prepared and is very ambitious about some studies. such as math and physics. The part of her 
time not devoted to study. Helen divides equally among dancing. social hour. athletics. music. 
dramatics. keeping stunt books and posting signs on her door. This list shows the diversity 
of her talents. and Helen is not wasteful. She carefully cultivates each one of them. 
There is no doubt about Helen 's ability as a musician . 
She can sing and she can play. AI though she practices for her 
lesson on the piano one hour per day. as scheduled. she fills 
in another hour. at evening. with the more comprehensible 
music. called "jazz." and thereby keeps the hall well informed 
on the most "popular" music . 
Helen is a loyal member of everything to which she belongs. 
and an earnest worker in every activi ty in which she takes a 
part. She boosts her college everywhere. she works untir-
ingly for all class functions. she gives her best wit to group 
meetings. and the best of her musical and dramatic ability 
to Zwing . to say nothing of her originalities. 
Her ambition. she states. is to teach math and physics-
at least for a while. Although we suspect the "while" may 
be short. still. knowing the girl. we predict success . 
. Tf:e wise and aclive conquer difficullies 
By daring 10 al/empl Ihem." 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
ROLAND DETWILER WISMER 
. 'Coose " 
NORRI STOWN. PA . 
Historical-Political; Basketball (3 . 4) . Captain 
(4); Baseball (3. 4); Football (4) . 
The familiar saying. "A person is never known 
till he is proved ," was shown when "Coose" appeared 
on the Ursinus campus. The latter means just the 
sight of him; the proof came when he appeared on 
the floor of Thompson Field Cage. The excellent 
team work and spirit. plus his accurate eye on the 
basket. gave him his position as coach of the Frosh basketball team and caplain of the Varsity 
team. 
Although coming hereat mid-years in 1922 . he is now of Ursinus' few three-letter men , playing 
at forward in basketball . his favorite sport; at third base on the baseball team. and at end on the 
football squad. 
As for his activities previous to entering Ursinus. he was 
gradua ted from Norristown High School in 1918. having 
been one of its leading athletes and musicians. He then 
journeyed to State College for two years. becoming a member 
of the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity. Both at State and at 
Ursinus his scholastic work proved to be of high quality-
his chief interests being in economics. Thus . together with 
registering a smile continually. "Goose's" physical and 
mental abilities are exceptionally commendable to a bright 
future. 
"I don ', care; nothing puis me oui; 
I am resoloed 10 be happy." 
• 
• 
EI\MA REBEKAH BOYD 
"Phoebe" 
PHILADELPHIA, PA . 
Chemical- Biological: Scharf (I . 2. 3. 4) : Y. W . C. 
A. (I. 2. 3. 4): RUBY Staff. 
Did you ever . on one of those hikes which are so 
popular wi th Ursinus girls . hear a sweet-voi ced 
songster calling. "Phoebe! Phoebe!" ? Wonder 
what it means? Well . Olevian girls will tell you 
that to them this call has particular significance. 
for the O levian "Phoebe-bird" is a very important 
part of the cottage on the west campus. 
Where she got her nickname no one knows. but at any rate it seems to be very appropriate. 
for Erma posse sses many of the characteristics of her prototype in that she is shy and retiring, 
yet with a certain s turdy independence of thought and action . Phoebe is the ideal confidant-
how many of us have told her our troubles and were sure of receiving sympathy! 
One of the traits we admire most is her persistence in the face of almost overwhelming odds. 
When ill health forced her to leave us in her Sophomore year. 
s he did not surrender her hopes. for with two summer 
sessions and very heavy schedu les in her Junior a nd Senior 
years. she has been enabled to be numbered with her original 
class- dear '23 . We are proud of her record and of the 
loyalty which actuated her . 
'Twould not be fair to omit mention of the central point 
in Erma' s character- the fine idealism and lofty aims which 
have guided her conduct. Her desire for Chem-Bi courses 
is due to her belief that these present a rich field for service 
to mankind . These ideals . if pursued with the zealous 
perserverance which has characterized her college work , 
will certainly continue to make her life worth while , wherever 
its course may lie . 
.. Woman's nalural mission is La lovc. to love buL one. to love 
always." 
• 
• 
HOWARD H. MOWCOMBER 
"Mow" 
ELKLAND. PA . 
• 
C hemi ca l· Biological: Y. M . C. A. ( I. 2. 3. 4) : 
Scha ff (1.2.3. 4) : Sludenl Council (3). 
"Mow" traveled ma n y mil es to be o ne of our 
number. H e is the sole representative of Tioga 
County at Ursinu5. coming to us with a splendid 
recommendation from India na Slate Norm a l 
School. 
A more conscientious worker cannot be found within the wall s of Ursinus and when it comes 
to c hemis try "hc's the re with the goods," When one wis hes to find "Mow" 10 the afternoon , 
let him look in the C hemistry Laboratory a nd the re he will find him workin g on specia l unknowns 
a nd often aidi ng some fell ow-student. 
"A friend in need. is a fri end indeed " is the kind of a 
(riend we find in "Mow," H e is always ready to lend a 
helpin g ha nd and to sayan encouraging word . when needed 
mos t . Thus we have learned to respec t so generous a "paJ" 
and to apprec iate the kindness or suc h a Frie nd . W e know 
that "Mow" will ca rry the princ ipl es or Ursinus with him 10 
his Ide work a nd we may be proud or ha ving a man in the 
wo rl d or chemistry so true to the sta nda rd s or our Alma Mater. 
"A malclt . a malch ; m y I{in gl/om for a match." 
• 
REBA ELM IRA MUSCHLI TZ 
"Petite" 
S LATINGTON , PA . 
English-Historical. President (4); Zwinglian, 
Anniversary (2, 3); Second Prize, Fres hma n Decla-
mation Contest; C lass Secretary (3); Junior Ora-
torical Contest (3); College Orchestra (3); Junio r 
Play (3) ; Studen t Council (3, 4); R UBY Staff. 
JJJ;. "Do you know her, our 'Petite,' Big brown eyes a nd tiny feet ? 
S he can play a nd dance a nd- ea t ! 
Work or ride. just as is meet. 
That's 'Petite' 
S he can't be beat!" 
Reba claims blustery January as her birthmonth. Besides that, she hails from Slatington, 
where she spent the ea rl y part of her life. At the age of 17, ha vin g completed he r hi gh sc hool 
cou rse a nd bei ng seized with a desire for a higher education , s he registered at Ursinus a nd in the 
fall of 19 19 arri ved on this campus with sundry bags a nd a " pigtail." 
S he was destined from the first to attract atten tion , for , 
after a few weeks' sojourn here, she startled her family and 
friends by taking on weigh t to a most alarming degree. 
Si nce then , however. he r many duties. social as well a s 
othe rwise. ha ve been so nume rous that the reduci ng process 
which followed was a lmost as astonishi ng. 
During he r Junio r year he r interest in the opposite sex was 
developed by "long dis tance." Princeton songs we re her 
favorites at this time a nd a "Brown" black a nd orange pill ow 
was mu ch in evidence. But "variable a re the moods of a 
maid" a nd "Petite" proved to be no exception to the rule. 
Now s he has decided to be loyal to Ursinus a nd- Chambers-
burg. 
Blest with a pleasing personality a nd a wonde rul aptitude 
for ma kin g hosts o f fri ends whe re ver s he goes, our "Petite" 
is s ure to be successful in whatev e r calling s he may c hoose. 
" If music be the food of love, play on ; 
Give me excess of it." 
t 
, 
MICHAEL COOVER BILLEI I 
"Mike" 
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA . 
Classical ; Schaff (2. 3. 4). Play (3. 4); Y . M. C. A. 
(1.2.3.4); Class Football (2);Scrub Football (3.4); 
RUBY Staff . 
I n the au tumn of 1919. Ursinus entered on her roll 
the name of a young man whose many qualities 
merit him to have a very honorable mention in this <tit' nne D . nn t.t. 
illustrious volume. ~,.61 ( . I:t,l ~",iA 
If we look at him from the salubrious point of 
view. we see a virile young man who is "hard" 
enough to get a place on the class football team 
in his Sophomore year. regardless of his uttcr in p 
experience in this man's sport. "Mike" showed his 
spirit by working hard in the scrimmage this last season in order to keep Ursinus on the map. 
"Mike" ia a zealous person in a ll his work. at only does he manifest his zeal in athletics. 
but he shows similar steadfastness in his school pursuits. Latin and Creek are his "hobbies." 
H e was captivated in his Sophomore year by the sublime grandeur of Horace's Odes, at which 
time he decided to be a persistent Latin student. 
Many people think of "Mike" as a H ercules. Still others 
think of him as a diligent student. but those who know the 
element of kindness which is enveloped in his nature, think of 
him as a true friend . 
The "fair ones" have not received very much of "Mike's" 
time. He seems to be very kindly disposed toward them. 
but his intellectual pursuits have handicapped him some-
what. His greal ambilion is to bea model husband. "Mike" 
has many abi lities and uses them all with great enthusiasm. 
With all his virtues and ambitions we predict for him a long 
life of usefulness to humanity. 
"A closed mouth makes a wise head." 
• 
• 
LAIRE I' ({A NCES LAVELLE 
"Pepper" 
PIIOENIXVILLE. PA . 
C hem ical-Biological; Schaff (I. 2 . 3. 4) . P lay (3): 
C lass Poet (3): Y . W . C. A . ( 1. 2. 3. 4): R UBY Slaff. 
H ere we ha ve a mixture of Iris h . French. Spanish 
a nd German ances try. We do not know wha t 
town to bla me fo r being C laire's birlhplace. bUl 
M oscow. Scranton . " P"-burg. and the rural dis-
tric ts o f Phoenixville have a ll claimed her as a resi -
dent al some time. Coll egevi ll e's Aoaling popula-
tion was in c reased when s he c hose Ursin us as he r 
Alma Mater. Meek . mild a nd bashful. s he .eemed 
to us hut whe n she became acclimated-
"There's a lot o f co mmotion it' s 'Pepper 
A fro li c's in motion- there's 'Pepper 
Som e witty remark- 'twas 'Pepper' 
Some mi schief , now hark- i l' s 'Peppe r. ' " 
Yet C lai re often wonders why eve ry thing that occu rs at the M aples is attributed to he r. Yes , 
s he is silenl when s he sleeps and when she mus t stand like a fixture for one solid ha lf hour in 
Scha ff Play. 
C la ire is not only mischievous. but bOlh cl ever and original in all things she underla kes. Even 
a book re view is given in such a novel and pleasing manner that the society is taken by s to rm . 
The o pposite sex ha ve not received muc h encouragement. 
but we predict a cha nge. C lai re is a friend to all the boys 
and some day one of t hem will s urel y break through her 
reserve a nd demand to be a s pecia l friend . 
"Pepper" has the courage of her convic tions even when 
it comes to phys ica l examinations. Sometimes we hea r he r 
say that it is he r a mbition to become a true anarchist. Whether 
this be to ca rry out one of her convictio ns or jus t her des ire 
to be different. we do not know. 
I t is our firm belief that Claire will excel in whatever 
profession she finally chooses, whether it be that of a s urgeon . 
lega l prac titioner. osteopath or journalist. Well. "Pepper." 
s ince you mainta in that you cannot s trike a happy medium 
in anything you undertake, the class of 1923 hopes you will 
always hi t the highest s pots a nd never the opposi teo 
" He is a /001 who thinks by force or skill 
To turn the current 0/ a woman's will." 
• 
JOH EARL DOBBS 
"Charlie" 
LOYSV ILLE, PA . 
Classical; Zwinglian (I. 2. 3. 4); Y. M . C. A. (1. 
2. 3. 4); Class Baseball (3); S tudent Volunteer; 
Brotherhood of St. Paul ; RUBY S taff. 
"Charlie." as he is familiarly known . made his 
timely arrival into this world at Sandy Hill . a 
prosperous liltle commu nity in Perry County. 
Reared amidst the smell of new-mown hay and 
lulled to sleep at night by the whispering pines. he became a thoughtful. meditative person . 
As he grew older. he found himself possessed of a desire to purs ue a higher education. so he enrolled 
at Mercersburg Academy. After s pending four years at this institution. he entered Ursinus 
as one of 1923's staunch supporters. 
• 
I 
The class of 1923 considers itself very fortunate in being 
able to number him among her loya l workers. for she has 
always found him "true-blue" under every circumstance. 
He apparently find s lillie time for socia l duties at Ursinus. 
bu 1 in his o wn communi ty things are reversed. The photo-
graph which has been in his possession for four years proves it . 
Selfishness can never lay claim to "Charlie," for he is open-
hearted . with a sympathetic tendency which at times becomes 
predominate in his character. He has proved himself to be 
an honorable classmate and a true and sincere friend . We 
predict for him a successful career in his chosen field of 
ministerial activity. Ready for the best that life has to 
offer him and worthy of whatever good may be his. we send 
him on his way with the fondest hopes and best wishes for 
t he future . 
"Nol noisy bul wields a rackel ." 
SARA STITELER MOSTELLER 
"Sally" 
WEST CHESTER, PA . 
English-Historical; Zwinglian , Secretary (1); 
Class Secretary (3); Class Hockey (2). 
This maiden doesn't look as though she were 
naturally given to meditation and sadness. does 
she? Nor are her looks deceiving, for wherever 
"Sally" is, gloom isn't, She always says, "Me and 
it don't mix," and so we call her "Sally Sunshine" 
because we feel we cannot find a more appropriate 
name for one so happy and care-free. I n everyone 
of her mannerisms is exhibited the spontaneous 
movements of a jovial disposition which puts every 
one in good humor. 
Phoenixville High School is her Alma Mater- the school where so many famous Ursinus 
prodigies have received their early mental and social (?) development, and because of this fact 
we feel confident of her fitness to accept fame when it comes, as gracefully as have her prede-
cessors. 
Because of Sara's refined tastes and love for the arts, she chose Ursinus as her next stepping 
stone to (arne and fortune, and next to making "A's" in 
English and history, her ambitions have been mostly centered 
in the strict participa tions of all social privileges. Yes! 
she has even hitched her wagon to a s-tar (bell). 
"Sally" loves to sleep and as regular as clock work comes 
the sleepy drone, "To breakfast, or not to breakfast- that 
is the question." 
Nature has rightfully endowed "Sally" with many high 
ideals and lofty aspirations, but one outstanding feature of 
her character is her loyalty, the influence of which is dis-
cernible in her most trifling acts. Loyal to Zwing, loyal to 
her class and loyal to her school- that's Sara, Because of 
this fine quality and others too numerous to mention we can 
rest assured that whether the stars that guide her destiny 
shall call her into fields of poetry, philosophy, teaching or 
tha t noblest of professions- a successful housewif she 
can only come out on the very top rung of the ladder. 
"Wavy hair, and sparkling eyes, 
Happy, funny, even wise," 
• 
• 
WILLIAM ROAT SHAFFER 
··Bill" · 
PHILADELPHIA, PA . 
(Iassical: Schaff. Vice-Presiden t (3). President 
(4): Schaff Play (3 . 4): Class Football (I . 2): (lass 
Vice-President (4): Weekly Staff (4): Student Council 
(4): Junior Play: RUBY Staff : Brotherhood of St. 
Paul. 
This precocious lad first entered this great uni~ 
verse in the city of Penn . and after twenty-onc 
years of noble existence westill find him on the "olc" 
globe. As a hoy he is said to have been very quiet and even persisted in this silence through his 
high school days. Such was the first impression one had of ··Bill"· when he first took his place 
in Ursinus. but it was not lasting by any mCt,lns. 
As the months rolled on, it became impossible to think of him as quiet. for wherever there was 
action and excitement. there also was William . 
Another remarkable change also manifested itself in the 
course of time. Many felt that ··Bill·· was decidedly immune 
to the charms of the opposite sex . Alas. like most of his 
fellow erea lures he succumbed ! 
He suddenly discovered that ew Jersey was quite as won-
derful as Pennsylvania . and grew interested in the various 
aspects of the teaching profession. particularly the vacations 
and leisure hours of the so-called ··school marms" · 
··BiIl·· thinks the manipulation of a ··tipsy·· canoe a delight-
ful outdoor sport. Dancing. running and skating also 
have their charms. 
However. "Bill " is a good student and worker. and is 
liked by everybody. With a bright view of life we cannot 
help but be assured that he will have a happy and successful 
fu ture. 
··Cive me a lillie birch canoe. 
Big. brown eyes. and skies of blue"· 
• 
AILEE LOUISE NEFF 
"Leen" 
SLATINGTON. PA . 
English-Historical; Zwinglian . Secretary (I); 
Y. W . C. A. (I. 2. 3. 4); Class Secretary (I); Class 
Historian (4); Junior Play (3); Philip Vogel Bible 
Prize (3) . 
There are lots of reasons why Slatington is famous 
- Aileen is one of the best. Fa te decided to give 
II ...jJ 71 her an energetic mind and cover it with curly black /lj v" () -?"L ~ hair. and. being in a benevolent mood, gave her a 
'-l: great quantity of both . 
The ringlets needed their first brushing on June 
30. 1902 . and the first month of school found Aileen 
a t the head of her class. where she remained un til 
commencement day. and fittingly closed such a 
high scholastic record by delivering the valedictory 
address. Possessed. as we have sa id before. of an energetic mind. she decided to cast her fortunes 
with the rest of the "Slatington Crew" and chose Ursinus as her future Alma Mater. Here. 
as at home. she has distinguished herself by the high grade of work done in every subject she has 
studied. 
Contrary to the opinion we may be creating by this review of her abilities. let us hasten to add 
that she is by no means a grind or a bookworm; far from it! 
She has ventured into many fields of endeavor. but has 
been particularly successful in the adventures of her heart. 
Slatington 's candy boxes kept the mails busy in her Fresh-
man year. but as social hours increased. the bon-bons de-
creased and "Leen." being but "a wee bit of a lassie" anyhow. 
chose the sheltering "Arms" of Ursinus and has stayed there 
ever S lnCC. 
That she can dance we all know. and even if we didn·t. 
we would never forget the winsome little figure she made 
as "Puck" in our May Day Festival. Then. too. she has 
shown us that she can carry her diminutive self as well on 
the stage as in a frolicsome dance. for the Junior Play saw 
her as a heart-breaking "vamp." 
Here's to you. "Leen"! We'll wish you only happiness. for 
we know that life can have only the best in store for a girl 
like you. 
"Mickey. prelly Mickey. with your hair of raven hue." 
-
, 
DOBBS FREDERICK EHLMAN 
"Dobbsie" 
IcKESBURC. PA. 
Classical. President (4); Brotherhood of St. Paul. 
Vice-President, (3); Men 's Student Council (4) ; 
Y. M . C. A. Cabinet (4); Zwinglian, Treasurer (3); 
First Prize, McCurdy Essay Contest (3); Baseball 
Manager (4); RUBY Staff; Handbook Staff (3). 
Dobbs. one of OUT classical boys. comes to Ursinus 
from a Ii ttle country town called "Ickesburg." 
where. "far from the madding crowd ," and away 
from the artificial life of the city, he walked through the country lanes and beheld the works of 
nature in all their purity. Living under such sublime influences. he was inspired by an intense 
desire Lo live a life of greater usefulness and. as a result. made his way to Ursinus . 
Always having been a diligent student , especially in the subjects which are related to the 
ministry, he entered upon his career here with a zeal seldom excelled by anyone. His activities 
at the college are limited only by his lack of time, being a 
member of every organization which promises to be a benefit 
to the institution . Through an observation of the diligence 
with which he pursues his work. we conclude that his motto. 
"To do something," is indeed sincere, "Dobbsie" has also 
been elected to the managership of our 1923 baseball team, and 
is completing a schedule to which Ursinus can always refer 
with pride. 
His endeavors along the line of charming the "fair sex" 
have been limited. but. at the same time , we are aware that 
"still water runs deep." and that. when his student days are 
over, we shall hear that one more has been added to the 
families of Ursinus. This we have gathered from the re· 
marks which he sometimes voices when the "rair sex" is distant. 
Dobbs, we will always remember you by your ready jokes 
and that appearance of an unswerving purpose which you 
have always possessed . 
"The bread Ihal gillelh slrenglh , I wanllo gille." 
• 
• 
, 
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H ELE ALBERTA ACH E BACH 
"Achy" 
ALLENTOWN. PA. 
English -H islorical ; Zwinglian. Secrelary ( I) 
Pianist (2). Anniversary (2. 3); "Cherry Blossom" 
( I);Y. W . C.A .. Cabinet (4); C leeClub( l . 2.3. 4); 
Coll ege Choir (2. 3 . 4); Studenl Counci l ( I). 
( 
"Now I have found you. dear. in this garden 
here!" As one hea rs these words pealing through 
S hrei ner. one knows that " Ac hy" is reca ll ing mem-
ories of her Freshman year. Can one blame her? 
Of cou rse not. The leadi ng man in the operelta 
from which this song is taken. was Helen's first 
"college Aame." S ince then she has had so m a ny 
that there is not enough room to enumerate them. 
the latest being the "bold bad man of the class of 
1922 ." No wonder she has so many. for who cou ld resist the charms of ou r fair classmate! 
Helen ca me to us from Bangor. a nd we' lI g ra nt that she soon found a way into a ll our hearts. 
She ca n si ng. play a nd dance like a fairy. "Achy" has taken a n active part in a ll of our musical 
organizations. being leading lady in "Cypsy Rover." presented last year. As for her dancing. 
ask any Ursinus studen t . 
Helen as a student was v e ry conscientious- many times 
because of this fa ct we teased he r. Nevertheless. s he won 
the respect of a ll . for he r persevering nature. a nd well does s he 
deserve it . 
Little can be said concerning H elen 's athletic abi lities. 
except that s he ca n root. H elen' s hea lth pro hibits her from 
taking an active pa rt along this line. but as to pep-well . 
she is full of it. Every pep meeting includes "Achy." a nd 
her school and class spirit a re a lways prominent. 
"Achy" expects to teach English in some high school. 
"forever a nd ever." so s he says. but we feel su re that in t he 
course of a few years. some one will claim her. and then-
well . dear classmate. may the best of luck be yours. no matter 
wha t you do in the fu ture. 
"Grace in all her s/eps. heaven in her eyes 
I n every gesture. dignify and love." 
• 
• 
-
HOWARD EMANUEL SHEELY 
"Ad" 
YORK. PA. 
Classical; Treasurer (3); Zwinglian. President 
(4); Y. M . C. A. (I. 2. 3. 4); Class Basketball (I. 2); 
Class Tennis (I. 2); Scrub Basketball (I. 2. 3). 
Manager (3); Student Council (3); Varsity 
Tennis (3); Brotherhood of St. Paul; RUBY Staff. 
Four years ago this campus was brightened by 
the arrival of onc of the greatest representatives 
which York has ever sent to the institution. "Ad," 
though small in stature. is mighty. He at once 
Look his place as an active student. His abilities 
arc various. As an athlete he shines in basketball. 
baseball and tennis. As a student his equal is hard to find . He is very diligent in whatever 
duty he is assigned. He has a very genial disposition and has won the friendship and respect 
of every onc with whom he has come in contact. 
"Ad" has come out-victorious in every task he has tackled, 
whether in the classroom or in extra-curricular activities. 
Taking these same characteristics with him to the seminary, 
he should have no difficulty in surmounting all obstacles. 
As a minister. we expect to hear much of him in the near 
future and he has the best wishes of all . that he may be a 
pronounced success in his calling. Here lhen is a hearty 
send off for "Ad." 
"Love me, tOile my pipe." 
FLORENCE E LI ZABETH FEGEL Y 
"Floss" 
T RA P PE. PA . 
E nglish-H istorical ; Zwi nglian ( I . 2 . 3. 4) . Sec-
re ta ry ( I); Basketball (3 . 4); H ockey (4) . 
"Flossy Fegely is my na me. 
The Day Stud y is my s tation . 
T ra ppey is my dwelling place. 
Kuhnt's is my sa lvation ." 
The above fou r lines express "Floss" in a nu tshell . Afte r four yea rs of associati ng with her . 
onl y he r closest frie nds we re a llowed to call he r " F lossy." This n ickname has a jingle to i l which 
implies he r art in "tripping t he ligh t fantastic." composing poetry a la limericks. a nd he r abi lity 
to si ng. being c hief soloist of the T ra ppe Luthe ra n C hurc h. 
T his young lad y was born in T ra ppe a nd educated in t he 
pu bli c schools the re . Anyone who now visits " F loss's" 
home ca n d escribe to you the ho melike feel ing which is eve r 
p resen t. a nd " the eats" which ca n ' t be bea t . Bu t rea red under 
t hese conditions. she has a lways been a li bera l patron of t he 
Collegev ille Ba kery while at t he college. As a resul t. t he 
suppl y of "sna ps." chocolate sod as a nd "penny licorice sticks" 
has been kept a t t he lowest ebb. 
What more ca n be said of a girl. so loyal to t he class of 
1923? T he bes t fo r the future. 
" /-lo w brilliant and mirthf ul the light of her age. 
Like a star glancing out f rom the blue of the sky ." 
• 
WALTEF{ KI C BEATTIE 
"Walt" "King" "Works" 
WYNDMOOR. PA . 
Idsslcal : ZWlngl>an. President (4). Treasu rer (3). 
Class Debate (2): Student Council (2): Y. M . C. A .. 
CabInet (2. 3. 4): Class President (I): JUnior Play 
(3): Assistant Business Manager . RUIlY: Interclass 
Football (I): Scrub Football (I): Scrub Baseball 
( I): Brotherhood of St. Paul ( I . 2. 3. 4): Business 
Manager. Handbook (4): Manager. College Supply 
Store. 
The opening year of each century seems to bring 
to the world's notice some great event. Hence 
it was in 1900 that all eyes were turned . on January 
15th. to the "Cityof Brotherly Love." where Walter 
King Beattie was born. Throughout his school 
days he was always a pers is tent s tudent and was graduated from Brown Preparatory School 
WI th high honors. 
His abilities of leadership and perseverance immediately expressed themselves In his work as 
a Freshman at Ursinus and In the second term he was elected to the presidency of the class of 
1923 . H e was kept active in class and society work. being honored With the offices of lIterary 
society president and assistant business manager of the 
RUBY . Moreover. he was selected as a leadmg character 
in our class play and contributed greatly to its remarkable 
success. 
Likewise. Walter has taken an interest in athletiCS. partici -
pating in many of our interclass contests. HIS untiring 
efforts upon the field . as well as in the classroom. have 
gained for him the highes t position of respec t among hiS 
fellow classmates. Hence. Walter. we always send the best 
of wishes of 1923 wi th you: in love. and work and play. 
"A lighl Ihal never fails ." 
- -
@one JJjut ~ot jf orgotten, m:bc~e 
~ometime Jllember~ of 1923 
SARAH E. DEITZ 
DAVID S. ERB 
HERBERT D. FRA N K 
L. W. FREY 
A. L. FRY 
ADA E. F USSEL 
WILLIAM K. GREIMAN 
DORIS H . HAGE:'JS 
RUSSEL L. HARTMAN 
PAUL G. HASSLER 
j. L. HUZZARD 
MYRTLE V. KEIM 
FREDERI C K G. KERLI N 
JOHN H. KIRSC H NE R, JR. 
JOHN B. KLOPP 
BEATRICE A. LATSHAW 
DAVID A. LAVESON 
KATHERINE 
c. W . MAC FARLA ND 
JEAN E. MOC KFORD 
RUSSEL L. MOYER 
MARGARET M CCAVERY 
DAVID McMuLLIN 
RAYMOND E. PRIZER 
BEATRICE PURRINGTO N 
M. L. QUICK 
WILLIAM H . REI HOLD 
FORRY W. STAUFFER 
W. S. STOVER 
FRANK D. TALMAGE 
DAVID S. TYSON 
PERCY L. WIDENMYER 
HARRY C. WILDASIN 
DOROTHY WILLIAMS 
j. L. WISMER 
ZERFOSS 
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CLASS MOTTO 
"RIEN N'EST IMPOSSIBLE" 
FLOWER COLORS 
BLACK-EYED SUSAN BLACK AND GOLD 
OFFICERS 
President . . . .... . EUGE E MICHAEL 
Vice-President . . " ...... . . . .. HE NRY KA UFFMAN 
Secretary . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... ..... . EMMA ROEDER 
Treasurer . . . . ............... . WILLARD ROSENBERGER 
Allorney . . . . . . . . .. .. .. RI CHARD DEITZ 
Poet .. .. .. .. . ...... .. . " DOROTHEA HAELI G 
Historian . ... . . . .. .. . . MARGARET HOCKER 
POEM 
Once more forward, Juniors now , 
Digni ty we're gaining . 
Half the distance has been covered. 
Wisdom we're attaining. 
oble aims and purpose, ours, 
Hearts both strong and bold, 
"Rien n'est impossible" for us 
To fill the place we hold. 
Lessons from books and life we've learned 
Since to college we came, 
Up the ladder wi th toil and strife 
Toward the peak of fame. 
Not content to drift along 
Bending our will to the oar; 
Giving our best to 'Sinus and 
The class of twenty-four. 
'Sinus College best of all 
A choice we'll never rue; 
I n our hearts we' ll hold for aye 
Her precepts strong and true. 
Gaze we toward the future 
Background to the past, 
Whence our steps may lead us 
Love for her will last . 
Far in future years 
Will come the days of yore 
Memories keep us ever 
True to twenty-four. 
junior ({(ass ~istor!, 
BEHOLD! the curtain rises for the third act of this . our greatest drama. "A College Career." And well it may; for the applause 
of the last st ill rings in our ears; the record of the past achievements urges 
us on; our make-ups are complete. We have taken the stage once more to act 
our best- to prepare the world for the grand climax ere the curtain rises for the 
last and final act. 
Long ago- fully two years- the class of 1924 entered Ursinus College as the 
"greenest of the green." Long ago the Sophs pulled us across the line in our first 
athletic contest . Long ago we tied them in a fierce grid iron struggle and later 
decisively defeated them on the diamond and in the cage. Long ago. as wearers 
of the red and green . the College became very much aware of our presence 
socially. musically. drama tically . scholastically and along a thletic and Ii tera ry 
lines. Bu t tha t is ancien t history. 
Only a year ago as Sophomores- the wisest of fools- defeat again came our 
way both in football and in the tug-of-war. Less than a year ago the gods smiled 
and victory was ours. In two years we have done much. Every team has 
boasted of membership from our class. Every sort of activity has felt the push 
of our keen interest . 
Already. the first jolly time spent together in the Hotel Lorraine. November 
3. 1920. is but a sweet memory. The "shines" likewise form a part of the never-
to-be-forgotten past. We are upper classmen now with upper classmen's am-
bition. conceit and knowledge. 
Two more acts to go before fate rings down the curtain forever! We con-
tinue to make the drama of life. adding more and more to the renown of Ursinus . 
The class of 1924 stands as a loyal body. a lways ready and constantly working 
to give her best to the R ed. Old Gold and Black. 
But. indulgent reader. judge us not from the comparative meagerness of 
our past. Seek our history . not in these lines. but in the lives of the men and 
women of 1924. in their eloquent deeds and realized ambitions. 
~- -
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3T unior Q[[ass 1\0[[ 
* • BENJAMIN FRANKLIN ARNOLD .. ..... . . • York 
"He is part of a blessed man ." 
ROBERT BAKER . ... . ... .... . . . .. .. . ......• . .Pottstown 
"A politician- one that would circumvent the devil." 
PAUL W. BARE .. . ........... . . . . .. . . Philadelphia 
"When I gel to run the government this crooked graft will stop." 
WARREN FLACK BIETSCH ... . ...... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . C hambersburg 
"For he knows a good one, ask him to tell another." 
GEORGE W. T . CHRISTMAN . . . .. . ... . . . .. . •• •••• • .Pottstown 
"Cive thy thoughts no tongue." 
ALLEN EUGENE DEAL . . . . . . . . . . • .White Haven 
"Study to be quiet." 
RUTH PAULINE DEIBERT . .. ........ . ........ . . ... . ....... . .Gilbert · 
"/t's the song you sing 
And the smiles you wear 
That make the sunshine everywhere." 
EDNA FRANCES DETWEI LER . . . . . . .. .. C halfon t 
" 'Tis loving and serving the highest and best 
'Tis onward, unswerving, and this is true res/." 
RICHARD F El SER DEITZ .. . . . .. . .... .. .York 
" I am clever, but I am sleepy." 
EDWI N N EFF FAYE, JR. . . . . ... . . . . Philadelphia 
"I have learned in whatever state / am, therein to be conten/." 
HERBERT D . FRANK ............. . • • • • . . . .. Collegeville 
"Bid me discourse, 
I will enchant thine car." 
EDITH REBECCA FETTERS.... . . . .. .West C hester 
"With eyes uplifted to some distant crown, 
She climbs to nobler knowledge." 
SYLVAN MAXWELL FLITTER . . . .. . .Philadelphia 
"Fair maid, if e'er I steal a J(iss I'll gladly give it back." 
CHARLES ARTHUR GEORGE ... West Pittston 
"The night shows stars and women in a beller light." 
( 
. ' ~ v 
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H EN RY C OST ILL GOTSCHALK ......................... Trenton, . j. 
"Wrappin g the draperies 0/ his couch about him , 
he lies down to pleasant dreams." 
BURRESS WYCLIFFE GRIFFIN ............................... . C h ambersbu r g 
"My heart is wax, to be molded as she pleases." 
HELEN ELIZABETH GRON I NGER .......................... . ......... Temple 
" / t grieves me that words are so weak." 
DOROTHEA LO U ISE H AE LI G ............................ Bound Brook , N. J . 
"Grace was in all her steps." 
PAUL GARMAN H ASSLER ..................... . ............. . C h ambersburg 
" Pu t not your tru>t in be~ uty." 
R AYM OND MORRIS H ED Ri CK ................................. . . Phoenixville 
" H e was the mildest-mannered man that ever held a lady's hand." 
H ESTE R MILDRED H E ILMA N ........ . ........ . ...... ... .... ... . . ..... York 
"Those eyes-
Darker than darkest pansies, and that hair 
More black than ash buds in the/ront 0/ March." 
C YRIL CECIL HELFFRI CH ........................................... . Bath 
"Till old, experience do attain , 
To something like prophetic strain." 
CA RL MILTO HIGH .......... ... . .. ............................. R eading 
"The better part 0/ valor is discretion ." 
SARAH LORAH HINKLE ............................... ... . . .... .. . Reading 
"That rare combination 0/ beauty and wisdom." 
MARGA RET HOC KER ........................ . .. . . . ............ . Collegevill e 
"She can study, she can play, 
And she is at it every day." 
HELEN FRANCES ISE NBE RG .............................. .... Phila delphia 
"She /loats upon the river 0/ her thoughts ." 
HE N RY SOLOMON KA UFFMA ......... . . . . . . . .................. .. .... York 
"/ had nothing but my violin , he nothing but a song. " 
MARY NAOMI Ki STLE R ..................... . . .... . .. .. .. ..... . . Pennsburg 
" She looks as morn i ng roses, 
Newly washed with dew ." 
BLANCHE JOSEPH I E KRATZ ............................ .. .... . C ollegevill e 
"My heart is not in my books, 
'Tis otherwise engaged." 
• 
• 
• 
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FORREST LESTER LE NKER ........ . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... E lizabe thvill e 
"My only books are women's looks, 
Folly is all they have taught me." 
C HARLES EARL LI NC K ............................... . . . . . . .Berwyn 
"True worth is in being, not seeming." 
KE NNETH HEFF NE R LONG ..................................... . R ed Lion 
"His heart and hand both open , both free." 
JOH N CLEMENS MARKLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .............. . Zieglerville 
"All honor to her who shall win the prize." 
EUGENE BACHMAN MI CHA EL . .. .................... . 
· . 
.Philadelphia 
"The password is the R eading R . R. " 
C HARL ES HERBERT MILLER . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . .. . .. Collegevi ll e 
"I n life's early morning, 
I n manhood's firm pride." 
WILLIAM KI ND IG MILLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..Silverdale 
"It is lawful for m e to do what I will with mine own. " 
WILLARD MAHLO N MILLER .......................... . · . . . . . . . Gilbert 
"Du bist wie eine Blume." 
MARGAR ET M URRAY MILLS ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... H addonfie ld , . J 
"For she is wise if I can judge her." 
MIRIAM BUCKWALTER MOyER .................................... Trappe 
.. Whence is thy learnin g? Hath thy toil 
O'er books consumed the midnight oiP" 
E LIZAB ETH WEIKEL POLEY ............ " ........... . 
"Order is H eaven's first law." 
WILLIAM DANIEL R EIMERT ........................ . 
"Tall men , sometimes skinny m en , 
Are the ones that edit a Ruby." 
. .. .. ' Roye rsford 
· . . . . . . . Allen town 
R OBE RT PA UL RENSCH .. .. .. .... ....... .. ......... . .. .. C h a mbe rsburg 
"And then at las I 10 be a man ; lofall in love; 10 woo; 10 wed." 
ALVI N SWEISFORD RICHARDS . . . ....................... . ..... .. . Zieglerville 
"I am the heartbreaker of the P erkiomen Valley." 
EMMA SALOME ROEDER . . ....... . ..... . . ....... . ... . ...... . East Greenville 
"Happiness is a wayside flower that grows along the highway of usefulness ." 
WILLARD SELL ROSENBERGER . .... .................... . ....... Philadelphia 
"When I was a child, I spake as a child." 
~ --
-
MABEL SHAFFER ROTHERMEL .. . ....... . ............ . ... _ .. . . Fleetwood 
"A gem of purest ray serene." 
FERNLY YOCOM RUTTER ... . ...... . ...... . ..................... . Pottstown 
"Wo uld one thin k it were possible for love to make such ravage in a human soul?" 
JAMES FRANKLI N SELLERS ... . ................ . ........ _ ...... . Greencastle 
.. I m ove ina seq uestered path ." 
BEATRICE C ORSON SHREVE ............. . . . ... . ............ Glassboro. N. J 
.. Beauty is of itself a power." 
WEBSTER STOVER ........... . .... . .. . .......................... . Naza reth 
.. I have the courage of my convictions." 
GRACE WELLA TROUT .................. .... ........ . .......... . Pottstown 
.. In love of home the love of country has its rise." 
EDWARDI NE ELIZABETH Tyso .............. . . .. . . ..... .. ........ Limerick 
"My light shines into the wee hours of the morn . Why?" 
MOLLY VI E ............................ . . .. ...... ... ..... Tren ton . N. J . 
"Busy. useful. amiable. serviceable. in all honest unpretending ways." 
J OHN LESLIE WIKOFF ........... . ............. .... ........ . . Trenton. N . j. 
"Philosophy is good; let m e be an egoist." 
MARGARET AMELIA yOST .......... . . . .................. . . . ... . Collegeville 
"Some to church repair; 
Not for the doctrine but for the music there." 
MIRIAM G. ZAUGG ....................................... . . . Wooster. Ohio 
"Naught llnder Heaven so strongly does allure 
As B eauty's love ly bait ." 
, 
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CLASS MOTTO 
"NoT ON THE HEIGHTS, BUT CLIMB ING" 
FLOWER COLORS 
AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE MAROO A D COLD 
, 
OFFICERS 
President . . .. ....... .. . .. . ...... SH ERMA ' CI LPI 
Vice-President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. JOH N PI SCATO R 
Secretary . ............................ .. E TH EL P A UFF 
Treasurer . ............................. CARL BRocco 
Poet . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................... MARY DRI SSEL 
Historian 
• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. JA NICE WEIGLEY 
POEM 
'Twas but a short year ago, 
On a bright September day, 
That Ursinus opened her doors again, 
And twenty-five came in to play. 
We came to this land of college, 
Wi th a pu rpose steadfast and true, 
Each with his own aspirations, 
Each wi th his tasks to do. 
Now the first milestone has passed us 
But three more remain, 
And stretching out-before us 
Years of promise, of work, of gain. 
Now is the time for endeavor, 
These are the days to work, 
And though obstacles retard us-
O'ercome them, and duty ne'er shirk. 
When the last milestone has passed by, 
Then we will realize 
What Ursinus and dear twenty-five 
Has meant in each one of our lives. 
So to Ursinus let us e'er be loyal, 
To her and to twen ty-five, 
And with "Not on the heights but climbing," 
Ca rry her s tandards high . 
-~opbol11ore ((lass ~istorp 
O September 15,1921 , the class of 1925 first came into prominence at Ursinus College, when it won the tug-of-war from its rival class, the 
Sophomores. We may have looked fresh and green, just from the country' 
but our pep was so great that our greenness was overlooked. 
One dark and foggy nigh t la te in November, we crept stea l thily ou t of College-
ville in various groups and reunited in Philadelphia at the Hotel Lorraine, where 
we celebrated one of the most successful events of the year, namely, the Fresh-
man Banquet. 
Our underlying strength and pep again came to the front when we beat the 
Sophs with the score 14-0 in the memorable F rosh-Soph football game. To 
show their appreciation to the athletes of the class, the girls gave a shine never to 
be forgotten. Some time later came the basketball game, when the Sophomores 
defeated the Freshmen in a hard-fought game by the score of 20-19. 
College life then became a little monotonous with hard work and study, 
but this was soon broken by the excitement of the preparation for the Frosh-
Junior shine, which was held in the midst of a beautiful English garden scene, 
in the field cage, late in April, 1922. 
On our return this year we found that some of our classmates had left for 
other paths in life. Their places have been taken to some extent by others, whom 
we hope will make as creditable a showing as they have. Although the class is 
not the same in number, it is stronger than ever in hope and purpose. 
We are only at the beginning of our college career, but we are determined 
more than ever to accomplish the task which has been set before us, in a way 
that will arouse the envy and the admiration of those to follow. 
We're a live, we're a live, we're the class of '25. 
,,-- --. "', 
• 
~opbomore Ql:la~~ l\oll 
MILTON AGLEY ....... . .... .. ........................ .. Atlantic Ci ty , . J. 
"Virtue is bold, goodn ess never fearful ." 
ALI CE EMILY BERGER ..................... . ............. . Schuylkill Haven 
"The helpless look of blooming infancy ." 
J OHN H OOVER BISBI NG ..... . ............................. . .... Royersford 
" I want (who does not want?) a wife {'ffectionate and fair." 
JAM ES P . BOHN ................. . ................ ....... . ... Bernville 
"Many a good husband was a quiet youth." 
R EDA E LIZAB ETH BLEI STEIN ......... .. ................. . ....... .. Lebanon 
" Ju st to be tender, just to be true 
Just to be glad, the whole day through." 
N ETTI E BOWMAN BOyER ................................. . .. S la ti ngton 
" Bashful sincerity and comely love." 
CA RL PETER BRocco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... R eading 
"Where are you goin g, m y pretty m aid?" 
E DWARD R . COO K , ......... . ... , ...... , ............ , ........ Philadelphia 
" An exc use for the soul to remain on earth ." 
ELLA MA E DEETZ ................................. . . . . . . . Green L a ne 
"She seems to be a good sort of fe llow." 
MARY WACK DRISSEL ..... . ............... , . . . . .. . ........... . Lansda le 
" I t would talk 
L ord! how it wOLi ld ta /kf" 
S HERMA N ALFR ED EGER .. , . ..... . .... . . , ........................ . R eading 
" A las! the love of women! 
It is known to be a lovely and a fearfu l thing." 
E LIZABETH UMSTEAD EVANS . .... . ........................ , ...... . Lebanon 
"Enthusiasm is the life of the soul." 
FRA NC IS CA RP ENTER EVANS . .... .. . . .. .... ...... , . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .Lebanon 
"When you hear the so und of the big HOORA Y ." 
MARI E ELIZABETH F UTER .... . .. , ....... " ..... , ... . .. , ........... , .York 
"Loveliness needs not the foreign aid of ornament . 
But it is when unadorned , adorned the m ost ." 
C ALVIN S. FRANKENFIELD ............... ... , ................ .. Riegelsvi ll e 
" Th e sports of children satisfy the child." 
-i-""'- - ..... ..L' -
J EANNE G IFFORD G ILBERT . . . . .. .... ..... . . H addon fi e ld, N . j. 
" Still waters run deep ." 
R ODNEY G I LLESPI E .. . .. ..................... .. . 
• . . . .. P hilade lp hia 
" H ence loathed melancholy!" 
S HERMAN FULMER G ILPIN ........................... . . . . P hiladelp hia 
" All is not gold that glitters." 
M ARY D EISHER GOOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................. . York 
" H ow ca n speech compare with lan gua ge of the eyes?" 
D . EDN A GR EBE .............................................. R oyersford 
" Kiss the tear f rom her lip ; you' ll fi nd the rose, the sweeter f or the dew." 
N AT HALI E E LIZA BETH GR ETTO ............ . ................ Tre nton , N . j. 
" L ove is in all thin gs , 
A most wonderfLlI teacher." 
F LORENCE H ALDE RM AN ........................................ . Potts town 
" / shall not look upon her li ke again ." 
WILLIAM E LM ER H ENN ING ..................... . ............. . Kunkle town 
"He smelleth the battle afar off ." 
E LM ER C. H ERBER ....... . . . ........... ... ................... N ew Tripoli 
"A good f ellow will always make fri ends. " 
M ARIA M AY H ERSHBE RGER . . . . . . ..... . ... . . . ..... . . . . . . . ...... . L e b a non 
"Lost somewhere between sunrise and sunset , 
Six ty go lden minutes." 
MILDR ED I RENE H OLLEN BAC H .......................... .. ...... . Alle ntown 
"A contented spirit is the sweetness of existence. " 
MARY E LIZA BETH H OLLOWAy .............................. . . . Phila d el phia 
" W oman is , at best , a contradiction still." 
C HARLES H UNSICKER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . Norris town 
"What shall / do to be f orever known?" 
H ELEN MARY J OHNSO .............................. . ..... . M a u ch C hunk 
" She thinks and acts , and speaks 
jLlst like an accoLlntabie creature." 
j. GRI FFI N KELLEy ............................................. Kings ton 
"/ shall be master of my fate." 
PEARL C LAIRE KIMES ........... ...... ............ . .... . . .. .. . Spring C ity 
"Energy and determination have don e wonders many limes ." 
-
• 
RUTH MOSER KISTLER .......... . .... . ....................... . . Allentown 
"Be to her virtues kind 
Be to her faults a little blind." 
MARY LUCILLE KNIPE .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . Limerick 
"For she is a jolly good sport ." 
LESTER CLAIR KOHR .... . .......... .. .. . ....................... . . York 
"Good diffused will more abundant grow." 
C LIFFORD ANDREW LONG . . ..................................... . Reading 
"He were a woman save for guise of man ." 
HEISTAND MILLER . .. ....... . ......... . ...................... . . Parkerford 
"A moral, sensible, well-bred man. 
SALLIE BELLE MOSSER . .. ...... .. .. . ....................... Shillington 
"Hustle! and fortun e awaits you." 
RUSSEL MOYER .... . ....................................... . ... . Freeburg 
"Cheaply bought for thrice his weight in gold." 
RUTH MIRIAM NICKEL ............... : ....................... Souderton 
"A rosebud set with little willful thorns ." 
RALSTON GODSHALL OBERHOLTZER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . Boyertown 
"Laugh and grow fat." 
ETHEL BLANCHE PAUFF .......... . ...... . ...... . ... . ... . .. .. Nesquehoning 
"Her modest looks the cot/age might adorn , 
Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath the thorn ." 
JOHN C. O . PI SCATOR . . ..... . ..... . ........... . ..... . ..... . Philadelphia 
"He is an average man who does his plain duty each day." 
WALTER SCOTT ROBINSON POWELL ......................... . Alloway, N . J. 
"The best prophet of the future is the past ." 
FRED VINCENT ROEDER .. . . . . . . . . .. ......... . .... ... . .. . East Greenville 
"A man who lives and loves." 
BEATRI CE EMMA SHAFER . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ........... . . . .... . Lehighton 
.. Woman either hates or loves , 
Her affection knows no medium." 
HENRY SELLERS . . . . . . . . .. ........... .... ......... .. . ...... .. . Perkasie 
"Taste the joy that springs from labor." 
ANNA ROMAINE SHOEMAKER . ... ..... .... . . . . . . . . . . Parkesburg 
··There is beauty in a woman's eye." 
.,. { 
• 
• 
-CATH ERI NE M ARIE SH UPP ... . ..... . ............. . .......... Mauch C hunk 
"Smile and the world smiles with you." 
ALV I N FRA K SIEBER ... . .... .. .. .. .. . ...................... , McKeesport 
"Each mournfully dreams of the end of it all." 
THELM A LENORE SN APE . ................................. .. C amden, . j. 
"/f you wish a thing to be done well, 
You must do it yourself." 
R UTH MIRIAM SUTCLIFFE ...... .. .... . ........................ Spring C ity 
"Lesbia hath a charming eye." 
GEORGE EARL TRUITT .. .. . . . . .... .. ....... ... ...... . ....... .. Philadelphia 
"The lover who yearns for affections denied." 
HELEN ELIZABETH WAGNER .. . ......................... .. Wilmington, Del. 
"All that's fair is by nature good." 
JA ICE J u E WEIGLEY .. . . ........................... . .... . Shaefferstown 
"/ don't care; nothing puts me out; 
/ am resolved to be happy." 
R UTH ARLETTA WELDE .......................................... . Darby 
"/ have no other reason 
Than a woman's reason- / think 
Him so- because- / think him so." 
HARRY L. WHITE .............. . ......................... . ...... Lebanon 
"This fellow's wise enough to play the fool." 
SAMUEL BARNITZ WILLIAMS .................... . .. . ........... . ... . York 
"The little hand, outside her muff; 
To keep it warm, / had to hold it." 
VIVIA N HOFF WISMER ....................... . . . ........ . . .. .. . Collegeville 
"We call it only pretty ViVian's way." 
• 
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FLOWER 
WHITE ROSE 
CLASS MOTTO 
"To BE RATHER THAN TO SEEM TO BE" 
OFFICERS 
COLORS 
BLU E AND WHITE 
President . 
Vice-President . . . . .. . . . . 
GEORGE W . KIRKPATRI C K 
. . . JOH G. BUCHA AN 
Secretary . . . .. . ...... . 
Treasurer . . . ... . ... . . . 
Historian . . .... . .. . . . 
....... . . PHOEBE CORNOG 
. ..... CHARLES MOYER 
. . ... . ELIZABETH L. MITMA 
Poet. . . . .. ........... . ... KATHERINE STEVENSON 
Attorney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . LORING O. SHOOK 
POEM 
To you, dear ·Sinus. we endow 
Our hearts. our hopes. our very souls. 
That you may teach and show us how 
We may attain a worthy goal. 
Teach us. dear ·Sinus. to be true. 
So big and fine. so brave and strong. 
That we may tread life's unknown way 
Wi th eager steps and cheering song. 
We would that you would show us how. 
To work. to play. to laugh and live 
I n such a high and wholesome way, 
That good to others we may give. 
And then, dear 'Sinus, in return, 
We'll give to thee, our very best; 
Your standards we will hold aloft 
And gain our victories through the test. 
• 
jfre~bman <lC(a~~ ~i~torp 
+ 
"'" 
IN September of 1922 U rsinus was favored with a Freshman C lass which pos-sesses characteristics similar to those of wild anima ls. I t resembles a rabbit . 
an ox. a lark. a squirrel. an owl and a fox . 
I t ca n be compa red with a rabbit. How? By its bashfulness and 
which are desirable and most acceptable tra its in a ny young animal. 
root think . however . that this is th e only trait of which it ca n boast. 
shyness 
But do 
One of its prominent characteristics is s treng th which riva ls tha t of an ox . 
The first time it really showed its power was in the tug-of-wa r . when this baby 
ani m a l conquered its more mature riva l. And many were th e times on the 
gr idiron tha t it displayed powers far s uperior to those of many other an ima ls· 
I n all other spo rts this animal participa ted wi th no less force than tha t displayed 
in football. 
The likeness to th e la rk may be noticed in its musica l talents. for when it 
chooses it is able to sing or playas occasion a ri ses. 
I t has also s hown itself similar to the squirrel in its frisky and frolicsome 
moods; its readiness for a good time a t its banquet and other social functions 
held during the course of the year. 
Again. it possesses the wisdom and se riousness of the owl. a nd although like 
the fox it is rather shy. neve rtheless it cannot hide. but is compelled to show to 
the faculty of Ursinus its sagacity in the classroom. 
As time roll s on. this n ew a nimal is proving itself more a nd more worthy 
of becoming a vital part of Ursinus. I t does not "seem to be. but really is." 
What is this new a nimal? I t is the animal to which no other name could 
be given excep t the one by which it is already known to all- the class of 1926 . 
..-----_. ~ .... 
jfresbman ([lass l\oll 
I n order to familiarize you wi th the members of the Freshman C lass, the 
names will appea r in accordance with their position on the group picture. 
S IXTH OR TOP ROW 
(Left to Righ t) 
Collegeville .............................................. ' . meyer i. block 
Sla tington ................................................. . da vid a. kern 
Toms River, N. J ........................................... . orris c. shuts 
Hanover ................................................. .. harvey s. shue 
Lebanon ................................................ . r. maxwell paine 
Swedesboro, N. J ................................... ..... walter v . molitor 
Elizabethvi ll e ........................................ " . ... eugene k. miller 
Philadelphia .......................................... . charles w. a. moyer 
Norristown .......................................... . charles e. bowerman 
Royersford .......................................... william b . stafford, jr. 
East Greenville ........................................... david j . weigner 
Pottstown ............................................. gerald d . levengood 
FIFTH ROW 
Tamaqua ............................................. chester I. brachman 
Nescopeck ........ . ...................................... elwood c. peters 
York ......... .. ......................................... paul m. murphy 
Collegevill e ................................................ . t. evans webb 
-
Philadelphia ............................................... bruce c. beach 
Collegevi lle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... gilbert sterner 
Collegeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................... . paul w. yenser 
York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ............... a. augustus welsh 
East Greenville ........................................ claude v. schoen ley 
Philadelphia .............................................. watson s. morse 
Hazleton ................................................ . david stevenson 
Elizabethville ............ . .............................. .. allen g. harman 
FOURTH ROW 
Lebanon ...... .. ....................................... calvin a . baseshore 
Milton ...... , ......................................... . edmund p. welker 
-
------- . ----~---------------------------------------------------
-, 
Bea ver M eadows ............... . .... .... ...... ............ . .. mary j . britt 
N esquehoning ................................. .... ........ ella w. watkins 
Roxborough . . . . . . . . . .. ........ . ....................... . margaret r. ehly 
Swarthmore ........... . ............. . ............. . ..... .... eva e. alger 
Philadelphia ......................... . .. .... ........... isabella h. radcliffe 
Wyndmoor . ........................................... . kathryn s . beattie 
Clifton Heigh ts ..................... ... .... ... ..... . .. katherine stevenson 
Sla tington ............................................... m. amanda kern 
Lansdale ................................ . ........... . .. . . winifred e. derr 
Pottstown .. .. .............................. .. . .. ... ... .... . . ruth a. kulp 
Spring Grove ......... . . . .. .... ... ....... ...... ... ... ..... . oren w. gun net 
Andersonburg ..... . .................... . . . ................. . john h. bixler 
THIRD ROW 
Elizabethville . . ............................................. john j. boyer 
Mahanoy City .............. . ............................ . harriet p. smith 
I ronbridge ................................. . ........ . esther m. oberholtzer 
Pottstown ........................ .. .................. . .... .. sara a . kurtz 
Sunbury .... . . ... ....... . ............. ... ....... . ... ... . catherine e. shipe 
Philadelphia ....... . . ....... ...................... . ... dorothy e. hamilton 
Nesquehoning ................... . ... ... . . ..... .. ... .. ... . .. . julia shu tack 
Doylestown ........................... . .. ... ....... .. .... . .. sidney myers 
Norristown ............ .. ................ .. .... . ... . .... . isabelle r. nelson 
Perkasie ........................ ........ . ... . . .... .... .... . .. mabel groff 
I than .. .......... ................... . ............. . ... . .. . phoebe cornog 
Philadelphia ............. .. ........ . ............... dorothy m. threapleton 
Easton .................. .. .. .... ................ .. . . .. elizabeth I. mitman 
Greencastle ........ .. ................. .................. frederick d. pentz 
SECOND ROW 
Sharon Hill .................................... ..... ... . john g. buchanan 
Glenside ....... . ................................ . .... .. . henry d . lawrence 
Swedesboro. N. j. ..... . .. .. .. .. ........................... . john c. n.olitor 
Lancaster ....... . ... . ............................. ... . .. .. david e. shelley 
Quakertown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . morris d. slifer 
Slatington . ......... ............ ........ . .. ... ..... norman h. heintzelman 
Conshohocken ...................... . .... .. . . ... . ... .. george w. kirkpatrick 
_ r 
• 
Sinking Spring . . . . . . .. . ............................... herbert b . zechman 
Limerick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................. . ...... . gordon w. poley 
. Hazleton . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... .. . ...... . .. j. h. jamack 
Phoenixville ................. . . .... .. 
Evansburg ............ . . . .. " ..... . 
Ha u to . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. ....... . 
BOTTOM ROW 
.... .. john ra ndolph hedrick 
.. .. .... lloyd h . wood 
. .... . ... axel nelson 
Waynesboro . . .. . ....................................... charles w. yaukey 
Swedesboro. N. j. ........................................ arthur a. molitor 
Bangor ............................................... . gordon w. williams 
Boonton . N. j. ......................................... .. joseph I. drennen 
Bangor ................................................... loring o . shook 
Hazleton ............................................... edward w. ullrich 
Harmony ....... . ........................... . ............ . scott f. brenner 
Philadelphia .............................................. . h. dean canan 
East Greenville ........................................ . j. roy oberholtzer 
Darby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....................... sa muel g. eckerd 
Schwenksville ............................................ clarence r . kratz 
The names of those not appearing on the picture are as follows : 
Spring City ..... . ............................................ lena m. carl 
Wilmington. Del. ....... . ............................. m . agnes humphreys 
Juniata .................................................. . . alice r. miller 
, 
York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................ . macdonald roehm 
Green Lane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......... . ................. s tella k. sowers 
• 
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Adviser 
DR. jOH W. CLAWSO ' 
OFFICERS 
President. .... . .................. ' .. SI EGFRI ED BADEN 
Vice-President. ........................... ETHEL Fox 
Secretary . ........................ . CATHERINE SHUPP 
Treasurer . ............... .. ...... .. HENRY KA UFFMA 
MEMBERS 
HELE MAE BOYER, '23 
MARY W. DRISSEL, '25 
EDITH REBECCA FETTERS, '24 
ETHEL ADELINE Fox, '23 
MARIAN MAY HERSHBERGER, '25 
SARAH LORAH HINKLE, '24 
M. ELIZABETH HOLLOWAY, '25 
HELEN MARY jOHNSO , '25 
MARY AGNES KIRKPATRICK, '23 
M. LUCILLE KNIPE, '25 
EMMA SALOME ROEDER , '24 
MABEL SHAFFER ROTHERMEL , '24 
CATHERINE SHUPP, 25 
RUTH MIRIAM SUTCLIFFE, '25 
LENA MAE CARL, '26 
WINIFRED E. DERR, '26 
FLORE CE MAY HALDERMAN, '25 
ALICE REBECC A MILLER, '26 
SYDNEY ELIZABETH MYERS, '26 
HARRIET PEYTON SMITH, '26 
DOROTHY MAY THREAPLETON, '26 
RUTH ARLETTA WELDEN, '25 
SIEGFRIED C YRIACUS BADEN, '23 
HENRY SOLOMON KAUFFMAN, '24 
FORREST LESTER LENKER, '24 
FRED VI CENT ROEDER, '25 
MILTON AGLEY, '25 
JAMES P. BOHN , '25 
JOHN JACOB BOYER, '26 
CLARENCE KRATZ, '26 
HARRY LLOYD WHITE, '25 
DAVID JAMES WEIGNER, '26 
-
, 
-'-
Adviser 
DR. W. W. BADEN 
OFFICERS 
President. .......................... .. DOBBS EHLMAN 
Vice-President. ..................... WEBSTER STOVER 
Secretary . ... , .. , ......... ' .......... . NAOMI KI STLER 
Treasurer , , , .. , . , , .. , .......... . S. BARNITZ WILLIAMS 
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JLiterarp ~ocieties 
'* 
ACT I 
Time- I 880. 
Place- Ursinus College. 
Characlers- Zwing and Schaff. 
Selling- Primitive Bomberger; surrounding 
campus less spacious; the early fall atmosphere 
filled with the scent of newly carved pines. 
(Curtain rises and reveals two characters 
who are engaged in timely conversation .) 
First Speaker- "That the youths of Ursinus 
College may gather together to develop their 
talents and also better appreciate the exhibition 
of them; and that there may be adequate oppor-
tunities for the training in the Arts and Letters. 
I do hereby propose that the plan of s uch organi -
zation be in the name and nature of College 
Li terary Societies." 
Second Speaker- "1. too. agree wi th this 
plan of organization. and so would s ugges t as 
mottoes for the sa me, 'Kairon Gnothi' and 
'Prudens F u turi .' " 
ACT II - A TABLEAU 
Time- 1910. 
Place- Respective Society Halls at Ursinus 
College. 
Selling- The curtain of Yesterday falls; the 
curtain of Tomorrow rises ; but the Yesterday 
and Tomorrow still arc! 
ACT III - SCENE I 
Time- Spring of 1922 . 
Place- Modern Bomberger. 
Characlers- Zwinglian Participan ts. 
Selling- The drawn curtains reveal the 
rostrum decked wi th palms and huge ferns , 
and the audience anticipating an excellent 
program. 
Speaker (President of Zwing)- "Zwing wel-
comes her alumni, members and friends here 
-,. 
t 
tonight in celebration of her fifty -third birthday 
a nniversary. As is customary. her celebration 
will take th e form of a public presentatio n which 
is modelld after the regular Friday night mi s-
cellaneous program; literary. 
musical in characte r. We 
dramatic and 
ACT Ill - SCENE 11 
Time- December 15, 1923 . 
" 
Place- Modern Bomberger . 
Characlers- Representatives of Schaff Anni-
versary Play Cast. 
Selling- Stage setting di scloses the scene and 
final act of a noted hi storical drama. 
Speaker (between the acts)- "As a feature of 
every college year, it is the custom for Schaff 
Literary Society to present a play before the 
students and alumni of Ursin us. which may 
tend to keep to the fore tha t which the Li terary 
Society tries to promote. I n order tha t the 
dramatic tal ent may not remain entirely latent 
this annual play is produced to provide for the 
exhibition. in part, of those abilities possessed 
by students, and which might otherwise remain 
undeveloped. 
EPILOGUE 
"Sages come and pass again. but wise men 
are still in the making." 
By the influence of those who linger to up-
hold "Kairon Gnothi" and "Prudens Futuri ," 
the followers of Zwing and Schaff do succeed, 
in part, in building more than the dreamer' s 
castles by the exploration and discovery of 
new abilities, new talents and inventive genii . 
Thus: 
"A beller way to know thyself is found in knowing 
others ; 
The thorough way to see the best, is to note what 
beller f urthersl" 
• 
, 
• 
ZWinglian JLiterarp ~ocietp 
,..11'"1 
"" 
TH E Zwinglian Literary Soc iety was found ed in 1870 by some of the first students who ever attended 
Urs in us . Nineteen years later the society received 
its state charter. The organization was effected for the 
purpose of making it possible for members to practice 
and cultivate those arts, graces and talents which give 
effeet in composition and force to argumentation. Im-
pressed by the apostolic teachings and doctrines for 
which Ursinus has always stood, the name of the great 
reformer Ulrich Zwingli was adopted for the new socie ty. 
Their accepted motto, "Kairon Gnothi" (know thy 
opportunity), was the outcome of the sentiments of these 
first Ursinus students. The society has completed nearly 
fifty- th ree yea rs of grea t useful ness. I n this ti me its 
activities have served as a part of the academic training 
of many alumni who are proud to say that they ha ve been 
members of Zwing. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
W. HARRY SNYDER, '23 . 
E. K, MILLER, '23 . 
J. LES LIE WIKOFF, '24 
S. BARNlTZ WILLIAM S, '25 
• 
. . President 
. Allorney 
• 
-
In voca tio n 
D ecla m a tion 
D eclamation 
Decla m a tion 
~-. 
jfrcsfJman 1lBrclamation (tContcst 
~U'Sb"p <ebtll,ug. Jrtbruarp 22. 19:!2 
+ 
.j' 
PROGRAM 
"Th e President's War Message". 
.DEAN \X/H ORTE N A. KLI NE 
.W ilsorl 
SHERMAN A. EGER 
"Th e Death Penalty" .. .. . .. .. .. . . .lIugo 
S . BARNITZ WILLI AMS 
Selec tion from "William Tell" .......... . Bain e 
I RA F . Y ARNALL 
Declamation- " Toussa int L 'ouve rture" .......... .. ............... .. Philipps 
VASILEOS G. K ARTSA KL EDYS 
Girls' C horus ... . ........... '" ... MI SSES LAWR ENCE AND BERGER, Leaders 
Declamation- "Our Martyr Preside nt" . . . . . . .. . ................... . Beecher 
BEATRI CE E. SHAFER 
Decla mation- "The Martyrdom of Joan of Arc" ...... . .... ... .. . . .. DeQuincy 
RUTH M . NI CHEL 
M a le Quartette ........ . ....................... .. W ARRE BI ETSCH, Lead e r 
D ecla mation ,- " H e roes from the L a nd of Penn" 
SALLIE B . MOSSE R 
Declamation- "On the Dea th of La fayette" . . .. . . .. ............. . . . . Prentiss 
HELEN E. WAG NE R 
Pia no Due t ....... . .. .. ............... .. . MI SSES M USC HLITZ AND LATSHAW 
JUDGES 
MI SS MATILDA MA URER, ' 19, Millers ville, Pa . 
WALTER R. DO UTHETT , '12, D a rby, Pa . 
WILLIAM A. YEAGE R, '14, Ridley Park , P a. 
PRIZES 
First Women 's Prize ($10 in gold) . . . ....... . . . ............ ... RUTH NI CHEL 
Second Women's Prize ($5 in gold) ..................... . . BEATRICE SHAFER 
First Men's Prize ($10 in gold) ....................... ... . .. IRA YAR NA LL 
Second Men's Prize ($5 in gold) ... . .. ..... .. ... . . . ..... . . ... SHERMAN EGER 
/" 
( 
_ L • 
.:l1 "bnp <eU1nlllg. ,(l\l ",clJ 31 , 1922 
D evotion a l E xe rc ises 
Organ Pre lude . 
• 
PROGRA M 
• • 
In voca tion ...... . 
• • • .. " . . 
. . MARGARET YOST, '24 
. . PRESIDE 'T OMWAKE 
FR EDER ICK FRUTCHEY, '22 
ROBERT R ENSCH, '24, Leade r 
Address of Welcome 
Zwing Orchestra . 
• • • . . 
Vocal solo- v iolin obligato H ERBERT H OWELLS, '23, AND R OBERT FARLEY, '12 
R ecita tion •• ••• •••• 
Girls' C horus . . MI LDRED M ITMAN, '22, AND 
Ora tion .. ....... . 
M e n' s Qua rte tte ....... . 
S ke tch ......... CLA IR E LAWRENCE, '23, AND 
Zwing R e view .. . 
Zwing Orc hes tra 
.REBA M USC HLlTZ, '23 
EUGE IA BERGER , '22, Leade. s 
W . H ARRY S ' YDER , '23 
.1 RA Y ARNALL, '25, Leader 
• 
WARREN BI ETSCH, '24 , Leaders 
C YRIL H ELFFR ICH, '24 
iz>opf)omore (/fsSa)? (t[ontest 
COMMI TTEE 
ARTH UR LEEMI NG, '23 MARI AN SLOTTERER, '22 
HARRY WI LDASI ,'22 
First Prize . . . .. .. . ....... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . H ELEN GRONINGER 
Subject: "Life is a Drea m. " 
Second Prize . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WEBSTER S. STOVER 
Subject: "The Idea l SchooL " 
Honorable Mention .. ..... . .. ..... . .. . ... . .. . WARREN BIETSCH 
Subject: "Denomination of Demagogues in the Philippines. " 
J UDGE 
W. L. FINK, 'IS, Slatington High School 
• 
H ELEN A . A C HENBAC H 
S , EGFR,ED C. BADEN 
W . ROBERT BAKER 
WALTER K. BEATTIE 
H ELEN M . BOYER 
J. EARL DOBBS 
DOBBS F . EHLMAN 
FLOR E N C E E . FEGELY 
MARGARET E . FRUTC HEY 
M . KATHRYN GROFF 
WARREN F. B'ETS CH 
ALLEN E . DEAL 
S. MAXWELL FLITTER 
H EN RY C. GOTSHALK 
BURRESS W . GRIFFIN 
H ELEN E . GRON I NGER 
PAUL G . H ASSLER 
H ESTER M . H E ILMA N 
ALICE E. B ERGER 
MARY W . DRISSEL 
S H ERMAN A . EGER 
FRANCIS C. EVANS 
ELIZABETH EVANS 
CALV IN S. FRANKENFIELD 
MARI E F. FUTER 
KATHRYN BEATTIE 
M E Y E R BLOCK 
JOHN BOYER 
J O HN BUCHANAN 
M ARY BRITT 
H . DEAN CANAN 
J OSEPH DRENNEN 
MARGARET E. E H LY 
ZhJinglians 
~.ft. 
'j' 
SENIORS 
A . FRANC ES H OOVER 
HERBERT R . H OWELLS 
ESTHER I. HUGHES 
J. H ARLEY H UNTER 
LILLIAN M. I SENBERG 
I RENE R. JONES 
MARY A. KIRKPATR IC K 
CLA IR E P. L AWRENC E 
ARTHUR LEEMING 
DAN I EL LUDWIG 
JUNIORS 
CYR IL C. H ELFFRI CH 
MARGARET H OC K ER 
H ELEN F . I SENBER G 
R USSEL C. K ENG L E 
M . NAOMI K, STLER 
BLANCHE J. KRATZ 
FORR EST L. LENKER 
MIRIAM B. MOY E R 
SOPHOMORES 
NATHALIE E. GRETTON 
MARION M. HERS HB E RG E R 
MILDRED H OLLENBAC H 
ELIZABETH H O LLO WAY 
H ELEN M. JOHNSON 
RUTH M . K, STLER 
RUTH M . N,CKEL 
FRESHMEN 
DOROTHY E. HAMILTON 
ALLE N G. HARMAN 
GEORGE W . K,RKPATR,C K 
ALICE R. MILLER 
EUGENE K . MILLER 
ELIZABETH L. MITMAN 
ELWOOD C. PETERS 
I SA B ELLA H . R ADCLIFFE 
MACDoNNELL R OEHM 
r -
EARLE K . MILLER 
SARA S. MOSTELLER 
REBA E . MUSCHLITZ 
AILEEN L. NEFF 
IRVIN E . N EU ROTH 
H OWA RD E . SHEELY 
W . HARRY SN YDER 
j . W ESLEY TOMLINSON 
AN NA A . TYLER 
W ESLEY R . UPDIKE 
W,LLIAM D. R E IM ERT 
ROBERT P . R ENSCH 
MAB EL S . R OTH E RM EL 
FERNLEY Y . RUTTER 
BEATRICE C. S HREVE 
j . L ESLI E W,KOFF 
MARGARET A . Y OST 
EMMA S. RO E D E R 
ALVIN F . S,EBER 
B EATRICE E. SHAFER 
H E LEN E . WAGNER 
RUTH A . W E LDEN 
V,V,AN H. W, S M E R 
HARV E Y S. SHUE 
ORRIS SHUTZ 
MORRI S D . SLI FER 
W,LLIAM B. STAFFORD 
DOROTHY M . THREAPLETON 
EVANS WEBB 
PAUL W. Y E NSER 
H E RB E RT Z ECHMAN 
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~cbaff JLiterarp ~ocietp 
Organized 1874 
Motto: "Prudens Futuri" 
C hartered 1888 
Colors: Blue and Gold 
ON THE tenth day of February , fifty years ago, ten students of Ursinus 
assembled in Derr Hall attic for the purpose of organizing a new literary 
society, in accord with a desire expressed by the coHege faculty and the Board of 
Trustees of the College. 
After much thought and consideration, this group, on the twentieth day of 
May, adopted the name Schaff Literary ociety in honor of Dr. Philip chaff, 
at that time president of the Union Theological Seminary in ew York City . 
With such an example before them, and bearing the name of so eminent a man, 
Schaffites, endeavoring to perpetuate his memory by rising to greater heights in 
literary activity, have met once a week ever since and have been working earnestly 
and whole-heartedly toward a common goal- the betterment of Schaff Literary 
Society. 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
F. ELSEN SCHLEGEL, '23 
MARY E . GROSS, '23 
VERNA H. KURTZ, '23 
EUGENE B, 
, .. 
.. 
). STANLEY REIFS 
MI CHAEL, '24 
, President 
, Secretary 
EIDER, '23 
~opbol11ore=jfresbman QEssap <tContest 
First Prize ($10 in gold) , , . , , .. , , , .. C. EARL LI CK, '24 
Subject: "Chemistry in the Twentieth Century," 
Second Prize ($5 in gold) , " " """ " ,', " EDITH R. FETTERS, '24 
Subject: "The Stepping Stones of Life," 
J UDGE 
MISS ANNE D. BEDDOW, '20 
L _ 
-
{OOlben l\nigbtboob {OOlas in jflotuer 
ON Friday evening, December 16, 1921, one of the most stupendous produc-tions ever attempted by Schaff, was offered to Ursinus and Ursinus' friends 
when a French-English historical drama adapted from Edwin Caskoden's 
"When Knighthood Was in Flower" was staged. Bomberger's very walls almost 
expanded when a host of alumni and friends swelled the crowd of students eager 
to enjoy the celebration of Schaff's anniversary. 
The cast was composed of twenty-three characters and a number of super-
numeraries, so that the efforts of the entire society were bent upon making the 
playa success. The scenes, laid in the courts of England and France, required 
elaborate costuming and scenery. 
The interest of the plot centered about the secret love affair of Mary Tudor, 
s ister of H enry VII I, and Charles Brandon, Captain of the Guards, and of 
humble parentage. How the willful and vivacious princess resisted Cardina l 
Wolsey's plans for her marriage, "de conveniance," with the King of France, 
old and decrepid; how nearly she outwitted him by attempting a rash elopement 
wi th Brandon; how she flou ted her brother, Henry; his queen, Ca therine of 
Aragon; King Louis , and his nephew, the Dauphin; in turn amazed and kept 
them a ll guessing . 
• 
r -
• 
~---
Mary Tudor, unquestionably the stellar role, was excellently played by 
Miss Millicent Xander. H er interpretation of the willful vivacious and charming 
princess deligh ted the audience. I n a ll changes of fortune. as she toyed wi th 
Henry or confided to J ane or subtly wooed Brandon, the princess was followed 
with admiration and sympathy. 
M as ter Charles Brandon was portrayed by Nathaniel S. Detwiler with 
ease and grace to be expected of one who has played so successfully in a ll of 
Schaff' s anniversary plays during his college career. His "Brandon" left 
nothing to be desired. 
Malvern Buchanan as H enry V I I I of England raged and stormed with a 
s uperb display of irasc ibility which Henry himself could scarcely have surpassed. 
Lady J a ne Bolingbroke, by Miss Susanne Kelly, and Sir Edwin Caskoden, 
by Eugene B. Michael. were exceptionally well played; their comparatively 
smooth "course of true love" forming a pretty foil for the more tempestuous 
love of Mary and Brandon. 
Frank l. Sheeder. as Duke of Buckingham, though the part did not hold the 
wide possibili ti es of some of his former roles, nevertheless ga ve evidence of the 
ability which has made him invaluable in Schaff plays. Sir Adam Jud son, 
by Richard F . Deitz, and Francis D'Angouleme, Dauphin of France, by J ohn H . 
Bisbing, during the short space of their stage life in the play showed splendid 
dramatic ability and skill in sword play. 
Ca rl P. Brocco portrayed the Bishop, Thomas Wolsey, in a way which 
ably demonstrated the affab le diplomacy of that great intriguer, while J tan ley 
Reifsneider , in the role of Court J ester, endeared himself to a ll by his pranks a nd 
• gnmaces. 
Queen Cather ine of England, Miss Louise Hinkle; Mistress Anne Boleyn, 
Miss Angeline H en ricks, and Mistress J ane Seymour, Miss Margaret L. Richa rds, 
added color a nd zest to the court scenes by their delineation of the life of cou rt 
ladies. 
The scene of the third act, laid in the Bow and S trin g Tavern, brought 
many new character into the play the Duke de Longueville, E nvoy of France, 
Leon C. Saunders; Cap ta in Bradhurst, of the Roya l Hind , W. H . K. Miller; 
Hos t of the T avern, Daniel B. Kul p; Adventurers, Loy C. Gobrecht a nd Willia m 
R. Shaffer; servant at the Inn, C. Earl Linck; officer of the Kin g's Guard, F. 
Nelsen Schlegel; Master Cavendish, C. Herbert Weller. 
The Courtiers, Arthur Fretz, John H. Bisbing, Clifford A. Long; a nd the 
soldiers, Michael C. Billett, C harles H. Miller, Willard . Rosenberger, William R . 
Shaffer, all added the touch of realism necessary for the impres ive picturing of 
the life in England a nd in France, "When Knighthood Was in Flower." 
Many whose only part was to give willing service behind the scenes were 
as indispensable as the ac tors themselves. H ere the work was ca rried on under 
the supervision of S tage Manager C. H erbert Weller, with his ca rpen ters, 
Herbert D . Fra nk and Loy C. Gobrecht; Electrician Rober t Johns ton and 
Art Director John S tock. The wardrobe and properties were in cha rge of F. 
Nelsen Schlegel a nd Dorothea L. H aelig. 
The arrangements for the an nive rsary were made by the Anniversary Com-
mittee with athaniel S. Detwiler, C ha irman. 
The direc tion of the play was in charge of Mr. C. H enri Rega r, to whose 
willing and able service the society feels grea tly ind eb ted for the success of the 
anniversary production. 
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~tgatiUt j1Btbating m:tam 
FRANK I. SHEEDER, '22 
MALVER C. BUCHANAN, '24 
EDWIN T. UNDERCUFFLER, '22 (Captain) 
EARLE K . MILLER, '23 (Alternate) 
IT IS with an incomparable feeling of satisfaction . that Ursinus has completed her second year of Intercollegiate Debating. To the first team is accorded the honor of inaugurating debating as a college activity at Ursinus. but to these two team s is given even greater credit. inasmuch 
as they have very ably followed up the unparalleled start of the previous season. 
During this past collegiate year. we have engaged in three dual debates: the Negatives 
winning two and the Aflirma tives one of the six con tes ts. The colleges met were Albrigh t. Gettys-
burg and Juniata . all of which are now members of the Intercollegiate Debating League of Penn-
sylvania . which league was en tered by Ursinus a t the beginning of this season. Due to the 
division of the state into districts by the formation of this league. it is very evident that. in the 
ensuing years. our opponents will be more varied than heretofore. when Ursinus was in a league 
of their own formation and direction. This should prove a greater incentive for the continuation 
of interest in debating. since with each year's victories. greater opportunities for conquest make 
their appearance in the form of a new distri c t open to us. 
Contra ry to the previous method used. these teams were selected by the faculty coaches. 
Prof. Small . Prof. Munson and Pro!' Witmer. from a group of eight men. selected by the societies 
as representatives for each. From this number. the judges selected four from each society. 
-
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~ffirma tlbe j!lefJ ating m:eam 
WARREN F. 81 ETSCH, '24 
CARROLL L. RUTTER, '22 
W. HARRY SNYDER, '23 (Captain) 
J GARWOOD EWITT, '22 ( Iternate) 
though the members of the respective learns were chosen accordmg to their abilaty as debaters. 
and hence were representative of the best available material of the college. 
Agreeing with the variOUS colleges whIch were debated. the queslton . ··Resolved. That the 
United States Should Crant Immediate Independence to the Philtppine Is lands"· was debated 
in all the foren sic frays of the season . Ursinus los t to Albright in both engagements by a 2- 1 
vole. hut nobly retrieved her reputation by defeating Gettysburg at home and abroad by a 
unanimous vote of the judges. 
The egative learn debating Juniata at York. under conditions made by York alumni. 
gamed their second victory by a 2- 1 deci sion . whde the Affirmative lcam. simul taneously meeting 
the adversary at PhiladelphIa . los t a hard -fought debate by the same score as thal by which the 
Negative team won. 
As a reward for the good showing made by the debaters. the college continued the precedent 
and awarded the debating "U" to all members of both teams. However. at this point. mention 
should be made of the untiring efforts expended by the faculty coaches and a large amount 
of credit for the success of the season must be attributed to them as well as for the continuance 
of Intercollegiate Debating at Ursinus . 
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EARLE KOLB MILLER 
Ursinus can well be proud of her 1922 gridiron leader. Earle Kolb Miller. the fullback. who 
hails from Trenton . the "poltery city ," and is molded from a fine grade of clay, which is sub-
stantial and sticks to the end, "Shorty" showed grit and nerve when he played the entire season 
while nursing injuries. As captain of the team. Earle was successful. He was a man through 
and through. an ideal for all football men to admire. On the field he always kept the spirits of 
the team to a high pitch. never allowing it to lose the "old confidence." His athletic prowess 
gained many yards in the Rutgers victory of 1920. Although his injuries prevented him from 
participating in many games. yet his spirit never slackened . 
A mainstay on a football team will be lost to Ursinus when Miller is graduated . For him we 
predict the greatest success as he continues playing the game of life . 
-mue :1football ~ea~on of 1922 
THE football season of 1922 whi le not extremely successful gave promise of things to come. With the return of eleven 1921 "U" men and the entrance 
of many new men, a squad of nearly fifty candidates reported daily for practice 
and fought strenuously for the coveted positons on Capta in Miller's mighty 
machin e. The m en worked like demons but the jinx came to camp, presenting 
his sad s tory. The adve rse ci rcu msta nces rema ined throughout the season . 
Although much good material was lost ea rly in the season through injuri es and 
s ic kn ess, every m a n rem a ining did his best a nd no apologies need be offered . 
When the season was s till young Ursin us los t five of he r best men in K engle, 
R ensch , Willia ms, Updike a nd Wikoff. 
On September 23rd , th e wearers of the R ed and Black donned th ei r mol eskins 
a nd won the first game in easy s ty le from Williamson. On foreign fields U rsi nus 
warriors s uccessively los t to Columbia , Swarthmore, D elawa re, Albright a nd 
Dickinson. There was a different story to tell , however , when the Collegevill e 
lads defended th eir laurels at hom e. On Armistice Day U rsinus was besieged 
by the P . M. C. cad e ts. Enthusiasm a mong U rsinus students n ever ran higher. 
Demonstrations were frequent. P. M. C. roote rs boasted of their tea m , but 
they went home entertaining defea t to the tune of 21-7. The following week we 
met our rivals , F. & M., who ha d a powerful eleven. The first qua rter was 
played to a scoreless tie, bu t the end showed F. & M . on the big end of a 42 -0 
score. Still playing with that "do or die" spirit the Ursinus boys lost to Muhlen-
berg in the final game on Thanksgiving Day. 
The Varsity loses only three m en from the squ a d this year. The other 
members will all be back in their moles kins n ex t fall a nd , if optimism counts, we 
all look forward to football ta kin g on a new phase when Captain-elect Faye 
leads his warriors on th e fi eld nex t fall. 
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I. EDWIN N. (EDDIE) FAYE. '24 . halfback and captain-elect. ha. held . in college. the unique 
position of coach of three Freshman football teams. He always played a great game despite 
injuries. and was s lated by Coach Killinger of Dickinson and Coach Mercer of Swarthmore 
for the all -American team . 
2. ROLAND D . (GOOSE) WISMER. '23. halfback- our three-letter man . a s peed boy who gave 
every team trouble. We expect great things of you next yea r. "Coose," 
3. ROBERT (BoB) JOHNSTON . '23 . guard. proved his mettle. a clean had scrapper . H e showed 
his ability in the Swarthmore game. 
4. LESLIE (WICK) WIKOFF. '24. center. played in hard luck and had m ore injunes than any 
other man on the team . "Les" was one of the best fighting boys on the squad. 
5. H EN RY C. (HAL) GOTSHALK. '24. end. tackle and guard. He has played since his Fres hman 
year. "Hal" never fail s to give a good account of himself. 
6. ROBERT P . (BOB) R ENSCH. '24 . brutal guard and fighter . "Bob" was obliged to qUIt the 
early part of the season on account of injuries. 
7. CHARLES (HUNS) HUNSICKER. '25. tackle. a giant s ix feet tall and weighs 200 pounds. H e 
always "rocked them and socked them. " 
8. FRANCIS C. (SCURVY) EVANS. '25. quarterback . squirmd through his opp,nents' line like an 
eel. The bigger they came. the harder they fell. 
9. EDWARD A . (ABBIE) MANN. '25. end. a regular of 1921 who never gave up. " Abbie" proved 
himself a fast. powerful and aggressive end . 
10. BURRESS W . (GRIFF) GRIFFIN. '24 . puts everything he has in the game. and always s hows 
that he is bubbling over with the traditional Ursinus pep. 
I I . MILTON (PETE) ACLEY. '25. halfback. always starred when given the ball to plunge the line. 
He is a hard man to tackle and proved dangerous to the opponents in their territory. 
12. SAMUEL (SAMMY) ECKERD. '26. halfback. cool headed . did most of his own punting. "Sam" 
was a man on whom the coach could always rely. Next year count on Eckerd . 
13. JOHN (BUCK) BUCHANAN . '26 . fullback . had no chance until the end of the season . He 
proved a sensation and gained consistently through the line. 
14. CIIARLES B. (YAUK) YAUCK EY. ' 26. center. proved a tower of s trength on the line. Watc h 
him next year. 
15 . DEAN (JOE) CANAN . '26. guard and tackle. kept up the traditions of the Canans at Ursinus. 
16 . j . STANLEY (SHRIMP) REIFSNEIDER. '23. manager. a man small of stature but large of men-
ta li ty and business ability. H is report was complete and clear. 
----~---
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-FREDERICK P . FRUTCHEY 
"F" not only stands for Frutchey. but also for fame. Frederick Paxson Frutchey is a 
native of Pennsylvania . and "comes from Bangor down ." The mention of his name in basket-
ball circles will always bring bac k memories of a man who was a "humdinger" on the basketball 
court. As a player he was cool. quiet and "heady" ; as a man nothing to::> praiseworthy can be 
said of him. "Freddie" has played varsity ball since his Freshman year and is a player of no 
mean ability . Not only has he starred in basketball . but he has made a name for himself in 
baseball and football. having won the coveted "U" in the latter sport in his Senior year. To 
this popular ball tosser go the laurels of being third highest scorer. and most of these points 
were made from field goals. Mainly to his strong personality and guiding spirit. do members of 
the 1922 team owe their place in the list of Ursinus teams which are noted for their grit and 
determina tion . 
Fred's "million dollar" smile is one that is unsurpassable. His love of class, his love of 
sport, his love of everything which pertains to Ursinus, proves he is and always will be an untiring 
worker for the betterment of the "Red, Old Gold and Black." 
• 
THE VARSITY 
'([be ~a5hetba{[ ~eason of 1922 
A L THOUCH Ursinus has not a long list of victories of which to boast. the 1922 Varsity team displayed a remarkable showing against the strong opposition which it constantly faced . The schedule arranged included many strong teams of the East and the season commenced 
December 9th. the first game being played with Muhlenberg. 
Of the 192 I basketball letter men who remained in school. only Rahn . Frutchey and Cot-
f halk were able to report. since Paine was still suffering from football injuries and Erb. from the 
ill effects of a previous operation. However. Paine recovered sufficiently to participate in three 
of the latcr games, a significant fact being that all three of these games were won. There were 
few victories. but the large number of close games is proof of the fact that every man on the 
team gave the best which he had in him. 
Following midyears the team was greatly strengthened by the addition of Wismer. a former 
Norristown High boy. who proved himself to be the high scorer of the season . The second high 
scoring honors belong to Rahn, who deserves much praise. as he played through the entire season 
though suffering from rheumatism . To Cotschalk. much c redit must be given for his 
guarding abili ty and to Evans. laurels are due for consistently playing a clean. fast game. 
To Captain Frutchey. a veteran of four seasons, infinite credit is due for stellar playing which 
he proved himself capable of at all times. With Captain-elect Wisme r's winning ways and 
abi lit y, we look forwnrd to his leading a successful quintette. 
• 
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ALEXAND R GWI CANA 
Behold . Alexander Gwin Canan. better known as "Uncle joe." the champion batter and 
paddler of the 1922- 1923 sports season ! Canan early placed hi s name in the Ursinus hall of 
athletic fame when he captured a vars ity letter in hi s Freshman year. Throughout his entire 
baseball career. Captain Canan interchangeably played first and third bases. being equally good 
in either position. More than one run for the opposing team was checked by joe's a lertness in 
stopping balls which traveled fast and close along the base lines. In fielding he ranked high. but 
in batting he led his teammates for the two seasons. ot only did "Uncle joe" shine in baseball. 
but while in college he also proved himself a wonde r in social athletics. He belonged to the 
famous Slatington-Freeland Freak Octette. In this capacity. as a social lion. he chalked up for 
himself the record number of outings in the Ursinus Canoe Club. 
"Uncle joe'.' absence willl::e keenly felt en the 1923 I:aseball team and we wish him the 
best of luck for any undertaking he may pursue after he has left the portals of his Alma Mater. 
r---
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THE VARSITY 
m:be ~a5eball ~ea50n of 1922 
LONG before the I:ullfrog chir~ed hi s first notes of sp ring. Coach ·· Allie·· Cornog had iss ued a ca ll for I:asel:all candidates to wo rk oul in the gym. Six vetera ns, as a nucl eus. and mu c h other seasoned material. were working hard to win a place on the nine. Pros pects for a 
winning team were the brightes t in years. 
E lwood Cornog. the giant brother of the coac h . proved himself th e peak of perfec tion on the 
mound. while High played an excellen t game behind the bat. starring in nearly every game played . 
They. backed by their teammates. held the University of Pennsylvania to a 3-2 vi c tory . 
Although the team los t the fo ll owing two games to Lafayette and Princeton. they kept up their 
morale by defeating Rutgers . 6 to 4 . thus avenging the football defeat of the previous fall. The 
fo ll owing week we sa w intercoll egiate baseball opened on Patterson Fiel:! . when the wearers of 
tbe "U " defeated H averford. 8 to O. The second home contest was lost to Villa ova. but the 
£Cll owing week . with H owells at the helm. pitching a sterling brand of ball. F . & M .. our old 
rivals. were decisively defeated by the score. 16-0. Both Kengl e and Faye s tarred by hitting 
home runs with the bases full. Ursinus lost to Georgetown which later proved to be 
intercollegiate champions. The lide turned , however. when Captain Canan and his hard -
hilling batters added the scalps of Drexel. Albright. Dickinson and Muhlenberg. In an exciting 
game Lebanon Valley won the last home game. 5 to 4 . To close the season in good style. Cornog's 
boys ··whitewashed·· P . M . C. 
To pick stars out of such a noble team would be a hard task. but too muc h praise cannol be 
given to "Joe" Cana n, the captai n. He was a hard worker. consistent player and res pec led 
leader. He led the batting with an average of .387. Kengleand Faye followed in order. Paine. 
in left. a nd Smith. in center. led the fielding with a perfect record . 
• 
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FRED P. FRUTCHEY. Manager 
HOWARD E. SHEELY 
W. HARRY SNYDER 
GEORGE M . M,LLER . JR. 
m:be m:ennis ~ea50n of 1922 
-
A FTER a lapse of one year. tennis. the popular spring pastime. was reinstaled among sporls at Ursin us. An elimination schedule was played and the survivors were Frulchey. Snyder. Sheely and George Miller. The team did not have a successful season. due to the late 
slart. and consequently inferior team work and the illness of Miller. which attacked him during 
one of the contests. However. we were glad to see the sport revived and so much interest 
taken in it. The student body deserves credit for their support. 
Ursin us. 1; Muhlenberg. 2 
Ursinus. I; Moravian. 5 
Ursinus. 1; Juniata . 5 
• 
• 
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SIEGFR I ED C . BADEN , Captain N O RMAN GR E ENAWALT. Manager 
m:be m:rach ~eason of 1922 
DUR ING the 1922 season keen interest was renewed in trac k work. Afler many years 'of silence regarding track teams. in 1922 a number of s tudents became interested in thi s 
phase of athletics and as a result of their efforts a team was develo ped which . in spite of 
great opposition , has successfully upheld the do-or-die spirit that characterizes Ursinus athletics . 
This aggregation of students who were eager to develop trac k work spent many months in 
strenuous efforts , training on the track and by means of c ross-co untry runs which occurred several 
limes a week. However , due to the introduction of a new interes t and al so to the condition of 
the track then in process of construction . the trac k work was greatly handicapped . 
When the track is completed and a working ground is available. much impetus will be given 
to this sport. Consequently in the near future we expect new laurels to be won by the track 
teams. 
.. 
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On t"~ 
~irls' ~tblttics at ~rsinus 
URSINUS COLLEGE-one of the few co-educational institutions which encourage inter-collegiate sports for its fair sex. Within the last few years girls' athletics at Ursinus have 
made rapid progress. Under the direction of Miss A. R . MacCann. hockey. basketball 
and tennis were organized . From the very beginning great interest and pep on the part of all the 
~irls was shown and this spirit has continued not only to exist, but also to grow with eac h succeed-
Ing year. 
The attention of the girls has been especially centered around hockey and basketba.11. For 
four years we have had a hockey team which rival s the best ones in this section. Likewise we 
have a basketball sextette which . though defeated time and time again in previous years. finally 
came through wi th a winning season. 
Now. under the capable leadership of Miss Madeline Roe. and wi th the en thusiasm and 
the whole-hearted support of all the girls, we can expect still greater victories in the years to 
come. 
The Hiking Club which was organized some few years ago includes in its membership prac-
tically the whole student body of girls. To anyone who hikes 100 miles during the entire school 
yea r. a club emblem. "H. c. ... is awarded. For an additional 100 miles the hiker is privileged 
to wear a chevron. Hiking is especially enjoyed by those who do not participate in hockey or 
basketball. and this coming year. judging from various well-laid plans. will show that the Hiking 
Club will be morc prominent than ever. 
But nothing causes so much excitement at Ursinus as the clashing rivalry which exists in 
interclass games. Each year the Freshman-Sophomore hockey game is looked forward to with 
the most eager anticipation of victory on the part of both teams. These contests more than 
anything else tend to knit the sister classes together. 
Tennis is onc of the sports which the girls most enjoy. Intercollegiate contests were played 
onc year. but since then tennis has been limited to the tournaments held every spring. A gold 
tennis ball is awarded as first prize and a si lver onc as second. 
We hope girls' athletics at Ursinus will some day help to advertise our Alma Mater in as 
material a way as do the boys' ath letics. We want to strengthen the bond which now connects 
the name of "girls" and the name of "Ursinus" to such a degree that the two shall forever be 
inseparable. 
.. K "H '2 1 IT E INDEL. 
"MARG" MOYER. '2 1 
"PEG" MCCAVERY. '22 
H ELEN REIMER . '22 
DORIS ALLEN . '22 
"GLAD" LIGHT. '22 
WEARERS OF THE '~U" 
"MILLY" XANDER. '23 
CLAIRE LAWRENCE. '23 
RUTH HESPENHEIDE. '23 
LILLIAN I SENBERG. '23 
"FLOSS" FEGELY . '23 
LINDA H OYER. '23 
"KIT" ZERFOSS. ex-'23 
"MARG" MILLS. '24 
EDITH FETTERS. '24 
MOLLY VINE. '24 
H ELEN I SENBERG. '24 
MABEL ROTHERMEL. '24 
LUCILE KNIPE. '25 
"BETZ" EVANS. '25 
( 
CLAIRE P . LAWRENCE 
Coming Irom Minersville High School 
with a record of "going in for everything, " 
Claire soon showed her ability as a hockey 
player. I n the lall 01 1919 the team could 
claim her as the only Freshman girl among 
its numbers. From then on, Claire has 
played a leading part on the hockey lield and 
well deserves the captaincy during her 
Senior year. The halfback line is much 
stronger because it can boast of her as one 
of the trio. The steadiness of her work . 
her accurate knowledge and skill of the game 
is well appreciated . not only by members 01 
the team. but by the entire student body. 
mbe 1!)ockep ~ea~on of 1922 
HOCKEY is by far the favorite sport among the girls. That we have always had a team rivaling the best ones in the East is a well-known fact. For a period of three years. Ursinus has played such teams asSwarthmore. Temple and Beechwood. However . this fall. in place of 
the games formerly played with Beechwood. the U . of P . formed one of the opposing elevens . 
Coached by Miss Roe and captained by Claire- what could be expected but a winning 
eleven! Each member of the team endeavored always to live up to the high goal which these two 
had placed as the end. The three halfbacks composed the star line. for in every game H . Isen-
berg. C. Lawrence and F . Fegely were the shining lights. The sureness and accuracy of Claire's 
shots. coupled with the swiftness and steadiness of "Henny's" work and the fact that "Floss" was 
always "on the job." made this group the talk of the season. The forward line had some excep-
tional girls but. sometimes. they did not play together as well as they might have. Lucile Knipe 
was our little lighting center. while the inside positions were held by Linda Hoyer and Ruth 
Hespenhide. who could usually be relied upon to put the ball through the goal posts. As wings. 
"Milly" Xander and Margaret Mills played remarkably well and constantly carried the ball 
toward the goal. The defensive work of the season fell to the lot of Edith Fetters. Lillian Isen-
berg and Mabel Rothermel and on the whole was very strong. 
The lirst game was played here on our own lield with Temple who succeeded in piling up 
the score of 8 to our I . The rest of the games were played away from school. Journeying to 
Swarthmore a few days later the team fell at the hands of the Garnet maidens due to the lack 
of teamwork manifested among the 'Sinus girls. What our team could really do was shown 
against the U . of P. eleven. where the Red. Old Gold and Black was victorious over the Red and 
Blue. At Swarthmore. again. the team played a game of which Ursinus can well be proud. 
al though it spelled defea t . As a whole. the games were remarkably well played and showed the 
true spirit of the Ursinus girl. 
~--
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Manager 
LINDA HOYER 
'VanMp j!}ochep m:eam 
Captain 
CLAIRE P. LAWREN CE 
MABEL ROTHERMEL. '24 . . . . .. . 
L I LLI AN ISENBERG. '23 . ................. ~ .. 
EO ITH FETTERS, '24 .... , ..... , ....... .. 
H ELEN I SENBERG, '24 ..... ,. ... . . . . . . 
CLAIRE LAWRENCE, '23 . . .. .. ... .. , , ..... . 
FLORENCE FEGELY, '23 , , , .. , .. , .. , .. ,., .. " ... , 
Coach 
MISS M . RO E 
Coal Keeper 
, Left Fullback 
· Right Fullback 
Center Halfback 
· Right Halfback 
LUCILE KNIPE, '25 ......... , . . . . .. . ... ,. . ....... . 
Left H alfback 
. . .. . Cen ter 
Right Inside Llf WA HOYER, '23 . . . . . .. ., . .,. 
RUTH HESPENHIOE, '23 . , . . .. 
MARGARET MILLS, '24 . . . . . ,. . . ... 
MILLICENT XANDER, '23 . . . ..... . 
Subs: 
• 
PAULINE DEIBERT. '24 . . . . .. . . 
MOLLY VINE. '24 . ..,. 
H ELEN BOYER, '23 ...... . . . . . . . , . . . . 
SCHEDULE 
Date Opponents 
Oct. 24 Temple 
Oct. 27 Swarthmore 
Nov. 7 U. of P . 
Nov 9 Swarthmore 
( 
.. Left Inside 
. .. .Right Wing 
. ........ , .. Left Wing 
• • • • 
, . , , , . 
. . . 
Place 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Away 
a 
8 
3 
3 
4 
Wing 
Inside 
Halfback 
u 
1 
1 
5 
2 
,?-- . 
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LlLLlA M . ISENBERG 
"Lil." the blue-eyed captain of the "blue-
eyed six." led the team to victories. H er 
favorite position is forward. which she found 
in her Freshman year and has kept ever 
s ince. Because "Lil" was by lar the best 
player. s he was elected captain in her third 
year. a singular honor lor a Junior. The 
team is glad that she is still here to be a sure 
and dependable forward . 
S warthmore . Cedar Crest. Temple and 
every other team that was met put their 
strongest guard against her. In spite 01 this. 
she always managed to make more goals than 
anyone else. Here 's hoping that next 
year she breaks her previous record in 
"making baskets." and helps to gain a victory 
fOT 'Sinus every time a game is played. 
mbe ~a~ketball ~ea~on of 1922 
HAVING played three yea rs with but a single victory to their credit. the basketball team came back strong and pulled through with a winning season. Cedar Crest 
and Moravian were added to the schedule which included Swarthmore. Temple 
and Beechwood; but Moravian. due to the illness 01 several 01 her players. cancelled the 
game. 
The sextette started out with a trouncing from Beechwood at Beechwood. However. 
this only increased the spi ri t and pep of the girls to have a victorious team. Whereupon 
they proceeded to Cedar Crest and there succeeded in winning the game by a good margin . 
Then Ursinus attacked the strong Temple team. but there suffered a bad defeat. On 
the following day the girls made good and won the closely contested game with Swarth-
more. Although Beechwood fell at the hands of the "blue-eyed six." Temple again managed 
to gain the higher score. The season. ending wi th the overwhelming victory over Cedar 
Crest. tallied only three defeats. and two of those from the champion Temple sextette. 
The success of the team is in a large measure due to the faithful coaching of Miss Roe 
and the whole-hearted support and enthusiasm of each player. The guards. H. Isen-
berg and M. McCavery. played persistently strong throughout the season. The sure 
passes of "Peg" and the agility and speed of "Henny·'· work were the outstanding features 
of many of the games. M. Mills. as center. played perhaps the steadiest of all the girls. 
Ably assisted by either M . Xander or E. Evans she could always be relied upon. The 
honors of the position of side center were equally divided between "Milly" and "Betz." 
both playing a remarkable game according to their individual style. As forwards . L. 
Isenberg with either F. Fegely or C. Lawrence. managed to run up the score for Ursinus. 
The team. having lost only one member by graduation. should bring forth still greater 
victories the coming year. 
1 
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Varsitp TJjlashetbaH UI:eam 
Manager Captain Coach 
MARGARET M CCAVERY LILLIAN M . I SEN BERG MI SS M . ROE 
H ELEN F . ISEN BERG. '24 .. "" ............ " ....... . .. Guard 
MARGARET M CCAVERY, '22 . . . .. ............. . .... . . Guard 
MARGARET M,LLS , '24 ..... " . . . . . .. ..... . .... . Center 
M,LLICENT XANDER. '23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. Side Center 
ELIZABETH EVANS. '25 . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . . .... ,Side Center 
LILLIAN M . ISENBERG, '23 .,', .. , ,.,' ., .. , ..... ... Forward 
FLORENCE FEGELY, '23 ...... ,.", .. ", ..... ',. ' .... Forward 
CLAIRE LAWRENCE, '23 , '. ' , , , ... , . ' , ' , , , , . , . , .... ' . ' , Forward 
SCHEDULE 
Date Opponents Place 0 U 
Jan, I 7 Beechwood Away 45 20 
Jan, 20 Cedar Crest Away 18 26 
Feb, 23 Temple Away 68 17 
Feb, 24 Swarthmore Away 34 35 
Feb. 28 Beechwood Home 8 34 
Mar. 17 Temple Home 34 8 
Mar. 18 Cedar Crest Home 7 49 
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((onfef)f)ionf) of a jfref)bman (or) ~enf)ation!5 
qfxperienceb in qfbucation ((laf)f)e!5 
TEAC HER . SPA R E THAT BLO :::K 
Teacher . spare tha t b lock, 
Touch no t a con volu tion! 
'Twas plai nly from h eredi ty , 
W ithou t t he evol ution ! 
When I was b u t a Ii ttle ch ild 
M y min d was but a blot, 
A nd never has it opened u p, 
B u t , teache r , spa re tha t kno t! 
M y pa rents ha te to ca ll me theirs, 
Beca use I a m so d ense-
But , teache r, now I pray o f you 
T o spa re this old ra il -fence ! 
E'en thou gh my b ra ins a re vacan t 
Wi tho u t a d ozen cells, 
I hoped you'd give m e c red it 
For lea rning college yells . 
I n summing u p m y m erits 
Mos t a re b eg un with " d e"-
Bu t , teacher , only spa re m e, 
M y Country, Tis of Thee ! 
* * * 
"M E A N D E RIN G" 
As we wand er throu gh the meadow~, 
Cas ti ng lots for hidden worth , 
Let our m emories wa nde r bac kwa rds 
T o the days of joy a nd mirth. 
Slowly driftin g through the "Ruby, " 
Of this, our class of '23-
Le t us la unch our wea ried life-boa ts, 
And live again those d ays of g lee; 
All , as s tuden ts on the campus, 
D ays with m emories sublime 
Join in old Ursinus laughter 
Lift the burdens from old time ! 
* * * 
-
Dr. Beardwood- "Now we a re s tudying the m etals. Mr. Ludwig , name 
the different groups." 
Dan- " C hem-Bi; M a th; C la ssica l; E. H. ; H. P.; Modern Language; and 
Economics.' , 
• 
~ --
~n QEpisobe in a <l@irIs' jjBorm 
'Twas drawing close to morning, 
But darkness lingered still 
Making spooky shadows 
On the narrow window sill. 
'Midst the dawn of peaceful morning 
I was wakened by a snap! 
Which brought at once to memory 
That old ten-cent mouse trap. 
I had set it 'neath the dresser 
For a thing as common as sin; 
And now felt quite delighted, 
That I had the pest hemmed in . 
With such assurance present 
That the mouse was safely caught 
I shivered ou t to get a view 
To find just what I thought-
I could see him move all over, 
As he held forth in the strife, 
How he quivered 'neath the peddle, 
'Nough to cripple him for life! 
A hasty act provided for-
I thought that I could bear it-
So, raising high the window, 
I meant to free the ferret. 
'Twas a noble thing for a girl to do, 
But found when for a hurl preparing-
'Twas th e stuffing for the ear-puffs 
That my roommate had been wearing! 
'lren 10" erp <l@oob ~easons 
WHY EVERY RESPECTABLE THINKING MAN SHOULD SWEA R AS 
OFTEN AND AS HARD AS HE CAN 
I. 
2. 
3. 
'*' ••• 
Because it is such an elegant way of expressing one's thoughts. 
Because it is such a conclusive proof of taste and good breed ing. 
Because it is such a sure way of making one's self agreeable to 
friends. 
, 
one s 
4. Because it is a positive evidence of acquaintance with good literature 
5. Because it furnishes such a good example and training for boys. 
6. Because it is just what a man's mother enjoys hearing her son do. 
7. Because it wou ld look so nice in print. 
8. Because it is such a good way of increasing one's self-respect. 
9. Because it is such a help to manhood and vir tue in many ways. 
10. Because it is such an infallible way of improving one's chances in the 
hereafter. 
• 
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'*: 
F rosh (after a ttending one of Dr. Allen's hygiene lec tures)- " Some terrible 
things can be ca ugh t from kissing." 
Second Frosh- "Right! you ought to see the poor fish my sis ter caught." 
* * * 
H elen Achenbach- "Oh , father, how grand it is to be a live! The world is 
too good for a ny thing . Why isn't everyone happy?" 
Father- "Who is he this time?" 
* * * 
ONE ON WARRE BIETSCH 
She ''I'll marry you on one cond ition." 
H e " Tha t's a ll right; I ente red college on four." 
* * * 
COLLEGE- A PROGRESSION 
The Freshman- " I don't know whether I like this place or not." 
The Sophomore- " It's a good place, but I hate to get back to the grind." 
The Junior- ' 'I'm a lmos t glad to get back. I t's a peach of a place." 
The Senior- "Gee, what a wonderful place. Say, but I'm going to hate to 
leave it." 
The Gra d- "The most wonderful four years of my life. I t's some old 
school." 
* * * 
Phoebe Cornog, inquiring about her big sIste r , Milly- "Has she ma ny 
su itors?" 
Dick Richards- "Oh, yes, 
Phoebe "Do what?" 
Dick- "Suitor." 
bu t none of them do." 
* * * 
RUTTER'S TRUMP 
The young man led for a heart, 
The maid for a diamond played, 
The old man came down with a club, 
And the sexton used a spade. 
- Wampus . 
* * * 
Dot Hamilton- "Do you remember when you were first struck by my 
beau ty?" 
She rman Eger- "Yes, dearest. I t was a t the masked ball." 
* * * 
Stover- ' 'I'm sick and tired of living alone. I want some one I can call my 
" own. 
* * * 
Ann Tyler, out of breath, rushed into the American Store and said, "A 
nickel mouse trap, quick, I want to catch a train ." 
* * * 
Tomlinson- "Why do the girls always smile at me?" 
Mary K.- "Perhaps they are too polite to laugh out loud." 
• 
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~ JLetter 
Old Pals 0/ Twenty-three: 
Do YOU remember a yea r ago today? As I think of it from other years, it was a day when, a t noon, the" prof's" though ts were, "Well done, good and 
faithful servant," and we were cross a ll day bewailin g the fact that Fate 
ha d des tined our classes to come in the morning. Then in the afternoon we 
sa t in our regular sea ts (for we were told to dust no others) and there composed 
ourselves in a fa lse veil of intense interest upon the speaker and his theme, for 
you know that our minds were one-eighth upon the distinguished visitor and the 
other seven-eighths upon the " once-a-year chicken dinner," as well as wh ich should 
succeed the mos t rapidly of our fifty not-to-be-equaled voices in escaping from 
the melody of our class song. 
Yes, it was Founders' D ay a nd didn't you tell me how enthused the audience 
was over " The M asque" in the evening? Weren't there only three people in 
their sea ts when the thing was finished and they were asleep? 
Jus t a ft er midyea rs I had to leave; no, I d idn't flunk (even though our 
class was known as " qua ntity but not qua lity" by th e facu lty), but just to be 
down south for a month to cure somethin g tha t pills a nd Collegeville's one and 
only pill giver cou ldn ' t. W ell , I thought of you tha t day every minute, a nd as 
if to keep me from being too blue, memori es jus t fl ew into my head, until now , 
ra ther large and empty. There were thoughts of four wonderful college yea rs . 
spent together, such jolly ones tha t I thought you a lso might like to wander 
back a nd enjoy as I did fo r a littl e while the days when we were 
"Sometimes at work 
Much time/or glee 
T hen and always, old ' 23." 
Will you ever forget how the November days opened with-
Nov . I- Mrs. Tower addin g a nothe r lec ture to he r cou rse, "When Will South 
H all Girls Grow Up?" 
Then came the 
Soph-F rosh hockey game. Sophs win the lau rels to the tune of 2-0. 
Signs of greenness appear. 
Nov. 4- R eda Bleis tein , seein g Dr. Tower in a classroom, asks if that is 
the man they call Tom Elliot. 
While Cupid starts a con tes t when, 
Nov. 9- Leamon abruptly changes his a ffili a tions a t Shreine r a nd ma kes 
a grand stand fling a t his socia l opportunities a t Glenwood . 
Behold the wonderful even t! 
Nov . IS- Frosh Banquet Night! The momentous a ffa ir ta kes place a t 
Hotel Lorraine. Return of the Frosh a t I A. M . Girls find th eir rooms 
demolished . 
With this result-
Nov. 16- Ru th Kistler' s version of the banquet was: " Jus t paid $4 for 
an ordinary Sunday dinner." M ary Drissel vamps "Skinny" Oberholtzer. 
• 
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Co mpe tition arises. 
Nov. 23- S is ter Frutchey informs us she has co mpeted with M a rsha ll 
Foch, in being the first person from Bangor to touch the Liberty Bell. 
As a smoky climax to November-
Nov. 29- Shreiner puts some "pep" into Ursinus a nd decides to get on 
fire. Who could forget it , those rosy , ha ir curled, visions of ea rly mornin g 
loveliness, with Miss Hamm a nd Miss Waldron looking their best? In-
d eed , it was a n encha nting sight- one not to be forgo tten! Love- ma kin g was 
even indulged in , when "Shorty" Leemin g defied "Alt" a nd took I rene 
in his a rms. But due c redit must be given to the Coll egeville Fire Dept. 
C onsisting of one express wago n , a garden hose, a nd a ladd er , it did heroic 
work , while Mrs. Tower ably cond ucted a bucket brigade, in accorda nce 
with the Minute M en from the "dorms." This fire was a decided success, for 
it ga ve the entire mal e force of the golf club a cha nce to pry undisturbed 
into the gossiping recesses of Shreiner. They surely didn't miss a thin g. 
Why some one even made fiv e dollars on Mary "Kirk's" watch . 
C heery old December introduced us to 
Dec. I- Count Ilya Tolstoy, second son of the famous Leo Tolstoy, who, 
in an address in chapel, gave us first-h a nd knowl edge of conditions in his 
na tive la nd. 
Soph-F rosh football sco re, 13-0, in favor of F rosh. 
D ec. 3- W ee, sleekit, cowrin' tim'rous mousie ca uses a ll the rumpus a t 
Glenwood when it comes up for air and toddles over Ella Deetz in bed. 
Nothing but fright kept Ella from using the fire a la rm to get help. 
And wedding bells are mixed with sleigh bells as 
Dec. 5- Mabel Rothermel, describing Coach Co rnog' s new love-nes t , 
calls the tea wagon a small push cart. 
Then darkness reigns supreme! 
Dec. 6- AII the lights in Collegeville go out. Shreiner girls find remova ble 
teeth, non-permanent hair and glass eyes by candle light. 
But love will find a way of its own. 
Dec. 7- Dreams of love, mys tics of the d a nce, the id eas of sitting next to 
"him" at Schaff play are shattered to a million "atoms," when C hief Omwa-
kus proclaims the terrible fate on the shy, but ever bold "Sophs." 
And-
Dec. 9- Miss Hamm receives a life-sized picture of "Mitt." 
In the meantime-
Dec. 13- At 7.15 A . M. "Milly" breaks the Y. M. window in attempting 
to awaken "Shrimp" and "Coxe." 
And more verdancy-
Dec. IS- Doris shows Nathalie a box of napkins the girls had bought for 
Mrs. Tower. "Oh," said "Nattie," "\ think those handkerchiefs are awfully 
largell" 
• 
• 
Then, after Schaff Play-
Dec. 16- " Louie" Hinkle comes back to earth after having been Queen of 
England. 
And holly and mistletoe spirit fill the air. 
Dec. 17- At the Christmas dance flashlights are requested . Mrs. Allen is 
unable to scan her program and she tears down decorations-
While 
George E lmer holds Reba's hands on the way to the Field C age. 
"Merry Christmas to all and to all a good-night!" 
Father Time gives way to Venus when 
J an . 5- Ruth Welden, portrayed as flying Venus, fall s into the arms of 
"Scurvey" Evans. 
Gi rl s go to ch u rch "en masse." 
And love has a set back as 
J an. 8- "Zit" and "Achy" go to church for the last time, for "Zit's" attempt 
to hold H elen's dimpled palm is utterly rejected. 
But Cupid makes some advancement, for 
J a n. 9- Frances Jones gives an engagement 
honor of "Betty" Holloway and Leamon. 
lemon lolly pops. 
Then, when snow covers Collegev ille-
party to a few of the gi rls in 
The party was featured by 
J an. 13- "Linda," "Peg" and "Ann" go sleighing in "Herbie" Weller's 
one-horse power. "Topsey" goes crooked over a railroad track, sleigh is 
relieved of its occupants. "Peg" and "Ann" walk home. 
And a few days later at a 
J an. 14- Shreiner fudge party, "Zeus" tells Mary" Kirk" he met her in Ba tho 
Also feet begin to freeze. . 
J an. 15- Those suffering from insomnia because of frigid pedals, see K a th -
e rin e Shupp- she bags her feet before jumping into bed. 
Sickness overtakes love, and 
J an. I 7- Shreiner reception room is vacant as" Al t" and" Joe" are q uaran tined. 
Then we hear deep secrets-
J an. 18- "Alt" and I rene must have been embracing more than their 
socia l opportunities, for I rene declares she should be inoculated as she was 
nearest "Alt." 
Vigor and vim are present when 
J an. 19- Girls' basketball team celebrates the victory over Cedar Crest. 
And Ursinus is put on the map as 
J a n. 21 - "Herbie" goes to Philadelphia to boost Urs inus and phones Prof. 
M er tz tha t he has a lready persuaded half the c i ty to come here. 
- .. J ( 
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Yes, ' ti s tru e! 
J an . 23 W esley's nose is crooked. H e talked throu gh it . H e told a lie. 
And the Sabbath holds full sway. 
J a n. 29- "Zeus" ta kes Helen Boyer to church. H elen, to "Zeus"- "Sounds 
like a swarm of bees in the back row ." "Zeus"- "Guess they're making 
h " oney. 
J a n . 30- "Sally" los t he r coo tie-ga rage. S he s imply can't co mb her hair 
without it. 
There is the 
J a n. 3 1- Firs t heavy snowfa lL Campus resembles fairyland and "eds" 
a l: d "co-eds" initia te snow-ba lling and face-washing seaso n. 
Febr ua ry , the month of valentines, opens with the 
F eb . 3- Glenwoodites smellin g smoke and exclaiming, "We s m ell Shreiner!" 
And as usua l 
Feb. 14- Mary " K ." Aoods the ma ils with va lentines. 
K ar l n ust have had a ra ise, for 
Feb. IS- "Carol" passes a box of ca ndy around to the girls. J a nice looks 
a t h e r a nd says, pathetically, "Oh, 'Carol,' just let m e look a t that ca ndy 
. " again. 
Things, however , become serious when 
And 
Feb. 19- Mrs . C lawson addresses Linda as Miss Updike. 
F eb . 20- "Patsy" McBlain becomes desperately hungry a nd chews on the 
leg of a chair. 
While ::outh H a ll ea ts growing tablets , for 
Feb. 21 - Mrs. Omwake spoke thus to Miss Gretton at the dance, "You 
surely ha ve grown since you have been here, Miss Gretton." 
Now some come to blows, for 
Feb. 22- "Peg" Frutchey a nd Irene Jones have a duel over "Alt"- in 
the recess of Shreiner. "Peg" wins; I rene falls dead to the Aoor- a prayer 
for "Alt" on her lips . 
But she revives when 
Feb. 24- Harry tells h e r he will be down late so two can occupy one chair 
in the Shreiner "love-nes t." 
And the month closes with advice from 
F eb . 28- Prof. Mertz, who counsels "Jack" Stock. coming late to class. 
to try the effects of a yeast cake toward early rising. 
March arrives in form of Cupid. 
Mar. 2- Irene complains tha t "Alt" sat too far away during social hour-
. . Just a suggestion. 
....-"'_. 
, 
And the re is actually 
M a r. 4- Mu ch sewing in the girls' halls. Miss Roe's butte rAies usher in 
the" sweet essence of spring ." 
And from a member of the Y. W. Cabinet-
M ar. 5- Sister Achenbach cuts church to hem a handkerchi ef a nd doubts 
ser ious ly the future grace of Peter. Shreiner joins the Shifters ' Union . 
Oh' promise me, and-
M ar. 8- H elen promises "Sim" she' ll give up the "Spea rmint H a bit"-
Kuhnt 's mourn at their extra supply of gum. 
More litte rin g of the mails ' 
M ar. IO- Holly receives a thrilling note from C larence. 
Ralph suffers accusation. 
M ar. 16- " Milly " in the bakery , when he appears ca rrying a tray of cin -
namon buns on his head , "Oh, look, Ralph has cinna mon buns on th e 
brain'" 
Jus t a hint from Sou th. 
Mar. 22- "Nattie" a nd "Betz" very confidentially . "When 'Bots' and 
I go to foreign fields and folks send us missionary barrels, I hope they send 
something red , for I su rely like red ." 
"Toby" becomes a n enemy, for 
Mar. 25- "Glad" receives an offer to teach in K ansas. She immediately 
holds a n extensive interview with P. A . Mertz. She decides to send in 
her applica tion when "Toby" appears on the scene and reveals the joke. 
"Glad" hasn't been able to forgive him as yet. 
Mar. 28- M a n becomes the apple of OIevian's eye. Olevian finds new 
toy to pass dull time away- opera glasses bring Dog House scenes nearer-
ask "Marg" B. a nd "Bea" Shreve. 
At South. -
Mar. 3 1- A party is given in honor of "Betz." She falls asleep, but never-
thel ess the party goes on . 
April days s ta rt sor rowfully. 
April 3- "Jazz" (to "Carol")- "Oh' 'Carol: I have a big splinter in my 
hand . I know I a m going to die ," 
"Carol" (sarcastically)- "I hope you die before the E. H. dance," (Karl 
Houck happened to be going with "Jazz.") 
And continu e so for some, due to the fact that 
April 9- Miss Waldron falls in a s tupor when, while on her "constitutional," 
she spies Helen Wagner takin g a n astronomy cou rse on the Shreiner roof. 
Spring houseclea nin g finds 
April 12- Mrs. Allen, chief of clean-up week brigade. scow ling uJ:on 
Lillian as she deposi ts a toothpick on the pa vemen t. 
- ., f( 
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In t h e spring a you n g maid's fancy turns to-
Ap ril 13- Ruth Kis tle r ca rries on a fli r ta ti on w ith B ro ther Dobbs in th e 
li b ra ry. 
April 16- T he 
wi th agi ta tion: 
Dean with a woe-begone expressio n on his visage 
" Miss Ty le r , why d id you bob your ha ir !" 
excla ims 
A pril 20- Miss E rmold ma kes he r tri -weekly v is it to the D ay S tu dy, fin ds 
the roo m in a s ta te of genera l u pheava l a nd the girls ea ting ca ndy. Miss 
E rmo ld is o ffe red som e o f the da inties b u t refuses, as s he says, " to be bo ught 
tha t way." E xit Miss E rmold to the tun e of v io lent chewin g on the pa rt 
of the girls. 
B ra ins begin to wo rk fas te r-
April 21 - " Kit " Groff , to he r nea res t ne igh bor , a fte r a nswe rin g for the 
fourth time tha t m ornin g in his to ry, " Wh a t would Prof. Munson do if he 
didn ' t ha ve m e here to p ro m p t him ?" 
W e' ll nev e r fo rge t 
April 23- Zwinglia n A nnive rsa ry. A lumni a nd fri ends g ree t the ca mpus 
aga in a nd witn ess th e mu sica l comedy, "Gypsy R over ," in the evening . 
E xpressions of d evotio n revea l them selves 
April 26- Wh en " Les" a nd "Gla d " ta ke a p rac tica l course in child nurs ing. 
"Be tty A nn" G a wthrop enjoys it v e ry much . 
And-
April 29- N a omi Kis tle r continua lly ca rries a little bra nch with he r as a 
sembla nce of he r "Forres t " (Le nke r) . 
M a y a rrives . 
M a y 3- Glenwoodites d ecide to exp ress their individua lity by na ming the ir 
rooms . 
D a tes are m a d e (?) 
M ay 7- Y a rna ll ( to" Milly" )- " Are y ou goin g to churc h this e vening? " 
"Milly" ( hesita tin gly )- " Why- yes !" Mr. Y a rna ll (a fte r conside ra ble 
thought)- "Then you'll hea r m e sing ." 
And they did. 
May I O- As a result of one Freshma n fe llow findin g out the d a te of a Glen-
wood feed , a motley mob serena d es . E very thin g comes to him who s ings ! 
H e re the s tory becomes sour , for 
May 16- "Gypsy Rover" tra vels to Cons hohocken. Hele n Achenbach 
buys a ll th e le mons in C ollegeville . 
Great d ecisions a re m a d e. 
May 22- The race is on- for rooms . Glenwoodites d esire to reside nea re r 
the beloved campus. The bubble burs ts when five s ign up for a bodes in 
othe r cottages, the rem a inin g seven go on a ra mpage. 
• 
• 
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People, like roos te rs, show s igns of ea rly risi ng. 
And 
M ay 26- Wonder of wond ers! Roma ine awakes at 4.30 . Wha t exams 
will do! 
R eda Bleis tein , who is a lso a n early mornin g riser, is found asleep on the 
window-sill by Miss M entzer. 
While 
" G eorgia P each " em ba rks fo r Georgia . R o ma ine a nd "Betty" journey wi th 
he r to "Phillie" to b id he r fond ad ieu . 
R e turn gifts a re evidently expected when-
M ay 27- " Be tz" sa id to " P o lly" a fte r a F ros h pep meet ing- "Say, did you 
giv e a yell fo r us a t your meet ing? We gave one for you." 
Also people t a ke on very odd shapes, for one 
M ay 28- Very windy morni ng " Fra n " and "Ca ro l" take a wa lk down t he 
s treet . Approachin g them is a very bow-legged o ld man. "Fran" looks 
a t hi m ra the r intensely, then says to "Caro l" - " l s th is man bow-legged 
or is it the wind?" 
South H a ll becomes bold . 
M ay 28- H olly a nd Forres t have the a udacity to si t on t he porch at 9.30 
P . M. However, Mrs. Tower cha nges their idea suddenly. 
And a lso coquettish , fo r, says 
M ay 29- " Be tz" to the dri ve r of the truck ru nn ing from Collegeville to 
Phoenixville, "How mu ch ?" Truck d river- " Six ty cen ts fo r th e fou r 
of you ." "Betz" looks a t him curiously- "Well , how much fo r one???" 
Worse tha n eve r. 
M ay 30- "Pa tsy" M cBla in va m ps the fa t o rgan is t a t the Colon ia l T hea t re, 
Phoenixville. 
Bea uty lotions become ve ry evident. 
M ay 3 1- New use for cold c rea m is d iscovered by one of the gi rls . She 
uses it to keep her bangs in place. 
Secre ts lea k ou t. 
June I- The ma rks come in . 
bitte r words a re spoken, but 
do till next September. 
G reat a nd leng thy d iscussions ensue. Some 
a fee li ng of relief is uppermos t . oth ing to 
Q ues tions preced e the Pres ident 's recep tion. 
June 3- "Sa llie" M osser- "Do we wear ha ts a nd gloves?" "Bet ty" 
Holloway- "Where do you meet your ma n?" 
And a t the 
June 3- Pres ident' s reception a ll s tuden ts gree t the college officia ls en 
masse the s tudents gree t th e ca mpus. 
Though we mus t say ad ieu, we' ll re turn in Sep tember. 
Back to the un i versi ty. 
Sept. 19- M a ry " Kirk " returns to Urs inus with a 
lips of " Louie" Smith to "boss him for li fe ." 
p roposal fresh from the 
T he Dean's office is filled , for 
Sept. 20- 1 t is Wednesday and st ill they come! 
O lev ia n H a ll is happy! for 
Sept. 2 1- Somebody ge ts company. The other half of Ursinus' biggest 
b roth erhood , Bucha nan , has com e back , thou gh just for a visit . "Grossie" 
dances a ll a round . O lev ian sui te sha res in a n (almost) midnight feed! 
Sep t. 22- The e te rna l triangle is before us. The other s ide, .. F ri tz ," has 
been supplied . Oleviani tes a ll happy to welcome her and try to break up 
the tria ngle, but it ca n ' t be done- no , not for one day! 
Then , " Jonesy" waxes jealous, for 
Sept. 23 Al tenderfe r aga in a rouses co mpe tition when "Peg" Frutchey 
receives a le tter th e sa me night as I rene from Robesonia . 
Others co mpro mise. 
Sept. 24- 01evian is on 50-50 basis. One ha lf goes to church this Sunday. 
The other ha lf promises to go next. 
Se niors begin to feel a ncien t. 
And 
Sep t. 25- Blue Monday ! 
Conference was wonderful. 
ha ve been the re, Phoebe !" 
Verna K. tells Phoebe tha t the 
"Oh! it makes you feel so young! 
Eagles Mere 
You should 
Sept. 27- Ruth Welden s miles for the fir s t time s ince he r re turn to college 
when Sieber blows in from McKeesport. 
A g reen Freshman spea ks. 
Sept. 29- Hikes a re fashionable. 
gets a permit from home whether 
th e opposite sex. 
C upid shoots a t a rose this time-
M a rga re t Ehly wan ts to know if s he 
she will be allowed to hike wi th one of 
Sept. 30- When Phoebe Co rnog is hea rd to say, "Ah, I love to dance with 
P e te r Agley, bu t his nose is so cold!!" 
And we pass to October. 
Oct. I- At work in church! 
Horrors! Did this girl come to this? 
O c t. 2- "Dene" Tyson sa id she s ure ly is a fflicted with inso mnia- she can't 
even sleep in cl ass. 
While " Floss" breaks a ll reco rds, when 
Oct. 3- She stops a hockey ball with he r good right eye and sa ves the 
game for the home tea m. 
r -
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• 
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And now-
Oct. 4- She is con templa ting s ittin g on th e corner of M a in S tree t and Fifth 
Avenue wi th a tincup in one hand and a "shu tter" over her righ t eye. 
She thinks she may as well rea lize somethin g from her afflic tion. 
We susp<::c t that-
Oct. 4- Love is overtaking H es ter H eilman when she cleans her teeth with 
a fountain pen. 
H ere is involved a mystery! 
Oct. 5- Miriam Zaugg receives a most artistic dra wing- The War Ba bies-
for further information ask "Zeus" H elffrich. 
The professors make us peruse books. 
Oct. 5- Ruth Welden- "Does Mr. Mertz read all th ese Education I re-
)" ports. 
Mary Drissel- "Well, if I thou gh t he didn't, I 'd hand in a fudge recipe." 
And on the commercial side we find an 
Oct. 6- Agent selling sweepers to Naomi Kistler who answered the door-
"Girlie, is your mama in ?" 
Also a hea rt smasher such as 
Oct. IO- "Herbie" brings four gi rl s down to Shrein er in one night and 
tells each one she is the" apple of his eye" and the" moon of the nigh t ." 
So me are as leep to love's conventiona lities. 
Oct. 12- The following is the remark "Jazz" Weigley go t from the doctor-
"What's the idea of a ll the gi rl s a round here wearing diamonds on their 
ri ght ha nds!" 
And a re you one of these? 
Oct. 13 (Friday)- Some men a re lucky, 
And some are plucky, 
And some courageous I ween, 
But the man worth while, 
Is the man who can sm il e 
And be happy on Friday 13. 
Another a la rm comes to life. 
, 
Oct. 14- Dr. C lawson with mathematical precision responds to a neighbor's 
alarm of fire. Applying the law of g ravity, he emp ti ed the contents of a 
cylindrica l bucket upon the overheated stove. Little damage was done. 
And the co-eds explore. 
Oct. 19- Th e bow-wows celebra te Dog-House day. Every dog has his 
day! 
Oct. 20- Phoebe hea rs the girls ta lk abou t going to the lec ture course. 
Upon meeting a Freshman she says, "Are you going to take up this lec ture 
) " course. 
-
Shreiner has a series of accidents when 
Oct. 21 - "Sally" Hinkle loses her balance and falls head first in the truck 
bound for Swarthmore; while Mary Kirkpatrick blocked the traffic on 
Main Street today when her cork leg gave way under heavy weight. 
Even Professors dress up, for 
Oct. 23- Prof. Paul A. breaks all tradition and appears in a bright pink 
shirt on a blue Monday . 
Parties are in evidence. 
Oct. 26- Ka te Stevenson while being ini tia ted sees real ghosts. Freshman 
girls get banded together to the tune of green bands. 
While couples get together again . 
Helen Groninger- "Mrs. Ermold, I'm. going to the Field Cage to decorate." 
Mrs. Ermold- "Be good and you'll be lonely , Helen." 
Helen- "Oh, Mr. Flitter's here. He's going along." 
Brave! Brave! 
Oct. 27- Phoebe Cornog takes a note up to Dog-House at 9.30 P. M., but 
she loses her nerve. 
There is need for glasses. 
Oct. 27- Margaret Ehly (near-sighted)- "Wait a minute, 
that Kathryn Beattie and Ruth Kulp coming up the path?" 
(Isabel R., looking for them, sees Mary Kirkpatrick coming.) 
And here, friends, is a chronicle from a boy! 
'lzzy,' isn't 
• 
Oct. 28- Some week-end during summer vacation Baden and "Herbie" 
Frank visited Reading and stopped at the Hinkle home. The next Sunday 
Siegfried, attending Sunday School. was suddenly asked, "Where was Sarah 
when Abraham was away?" Siegfried, with his thoughts in pretzel town, 
answered, "In the parlor with the lights turned low." 
And among the athletes-
Oct. 30- "Lucy" Knipe decides that the best way to stop a hockey ball is 
with the naked eye. She comes home from Swarthmore covered with 
glory and court plaster. 
Will it freeze at the end of October? 
Oct. 3D- Ella Deetz wonders if the college officials will permit her to put 
alcohol in her "radiator" this winter to keep her bus from congealing. 
These dreary November days bring 
Nov. 5- Deepest gloom and despair. I t flavors the atmosphere, for 
dancing is prohibited within the sacred precincts of Bomberger. No 
longer will the strains of "I Ain't Nobody's Darlin'" be borne up from 
the abysmal depths of the Day Study to the library above. 
r---' • 
And what have we here? 
Nov. 10- According to "Jimmie" euroth there are Siamese twins on the 
campus. After an extended conversat ion of fifteen minutes with Jean 
Gilbert he remarks, "Oh! I thought I was talking to 'Betty' Holloway! Who 
) " are you . 
One glance and his heart is smitten. 
ov. IS- "Cookie" advances rapidly in his affair with Harriet Smith and 
reveals afte r an extensive socia l hour that Harriet is his one inspiration. 
We think of vacation as-
Nov. IS- Esther Hughes is leader in Y. W. and says in contemplation of 
the Thanksgiving recess that we can hardly be blamed for thinking mainly 
of turkey and mince pies after our dining· room diet. 
Shreiner has another acciden t. 
ov. 21 - Reba Muschlitz tests the strength of Shreiner's Aoor when she 
whirls from the piano stool to its rocky depths . 
Happy anticipat ions as 
Nov . 26 Thanksgiving recess begins. 
Nov. 27- "An uneven struggle." Thanksgiving ga me with Muhlenberg . 
'Sinus boys fight bravely but lose to the Maroon and Grey. Score, 14-27. 
Well. I must run a long now. I never thought we were guilty of this. did 
you? But wasn't it fun, and don't you wish you were back at college? 
Here's to you all. 
o E OF THE FAMOU "50" 
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(J.'rrsblllan 2iJiblr) 
An Appropriation to the Young Men of the Class of Twenty-six 
A - FoRM OF GOVERNMENT. 
Bolshevistic. 
B- ( I) Silence. Preferably at meal time. 
Mufflers permitted during gargle of bouillon. 
(2) Embracement of Social Opportunities. Walking allowed with college 
women between hours of 2 and 4 A. M., provided there are no chaperons 
present. 
(3) Spring Privileges. 
Swimming may be indulged in by young men and women, one hour 
each morning before 5 A. M. 
(a) Supervised fishing parties are permitted; bait free. 
(b) Cold canoeing a specialty, provided woman can sing. 
(4)- Functions. 
Wear linen knickers and galoshes for all social functions. Consult H. 
Costill Gotschalk. 
C - FIRE REGULATIONS. 
• 
Bucket brigade practice from II to 12 A. M. 
D - ABSENCE REGULATIONS. 
(I) Overcut if you can fool the "prof" into believing you are sick. 
(2) Never absent yourselves from social functions, if you can oil up your 
wooden foot. 
E - ExPENSES. 
The amount of money spent will be the amount you can get. 
Some fixed charges: 
(I) If you reside in "Dog House"-
Ten water bags @ 20 cents each........................ $2 . 00 
(2) I f you are an a thlete-e -
Five overcut permits @ $6 each ........................ $30.00 
(3) If an invader of Kuhnt's-
Six pretzels @ 2 cen ts each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 . 12 
(4) If a dumbbell-
Twelve make-up exams @ $5 each .... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $60.00 
Other expenses too numerous to mention. 
--
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.1. 
~rofessor m:ibbits 
,...t .... 
" .. 
Eeeny, Meeny, Meiny Mo! 
T rue or false, which shall go? 
It's education, don't you know? 
And we reap just what we sow, 
Mertz's marks are always low 
Eeeny. Meeny, Meiny Mo! 
* * * 
Professor Yost, 
At his post 
I n the library 
Glares and stares; 
But no one cares, 
Couples must be wary . 
* * * 
ext we come to Dr. Kline, 
Curly hair and birds supreme. 
In great haste he always dines 
one has seen a better Dean. 
* * * 
Dr. Jordan with religious mind, 
Furnishes food for the college grind: 
You'll never pass his Bible exam 
Without a good supply of cram. 
* * * 
Sin g a song of Bi-bugs, 
Ezra takes the cake, 
With his course the F rosh tugs, 
How his knees do shake! 
* * * 
Donkey's Comp is very good 
Filled with intellectual food, 
Take his courses if you can , 
You will be a better man. 
* * * 
Dr. Tower 
By the hour 
Lectures us galore; 
But our powers, 
Dr. Tower, 
Upward cannot soar . 
-
• 
M r. Small, who is very tall. 
A lliez a ga i P a ri s ; 
But please remember tha t' s not a ll , 
H e teaches French , you see! 
* * * 
With Angler-Saxon a nd organ s tra ins 
Dr. Smith takes greatest pains, 
To a ll his melodies so swee t ; 
W e listen from our chapel sea ts . 
* * * 
The Grecian classics hold greatest charm, 
Provided th e "ponies" are in the barn. 
"Boots" is master of Greek , you know, 
And ta kes a walk in rain or snow. 
* * * 
Of a ll the Profs we like the best 
Munson su rpasses every test; 
History and "Toots" his interes ts hold 
Many good jokes to us he's told. 
* * 
'1' .. 
We like him when he's serious, 
We like him when he s miles, 
I n fact, I think we like him a ll the while. 
Science and dramatics are in his lin e . 
And he's for 'Sinus every time . 
That's Gawthrop! 
* * * 
The best to Beardwood we all agree 
Was ever a finer man than he? 
Fe, C l. S03, 
H e certainly knows his chemistry. 
* * * 
Good mathematicians are but few , 
Looking for the very best 
Math was blest 
With Clawson's zest. 
With ardent expectations 
We behold his calcu lations 
For astronomical mysteries he construes. 
* * * 
Unlike his predecessors he 
Sails not the matrimonial sea. 
" Economical" no doubt will Edwards be. 
We're glad he to Ursinus came 
To teach within these Halls of Fame. 
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E commend the advertisers in this pub-
lication to the patronage of all who read 
the same, since it is through their support 
that this undertaking has been made possi-
ble. Only the announcements of first-class 
concerns have been solicited, and we are 
sure that, in every instance, the patronage of 
students and alumni of Ursinus will be cor-
dially and courteously received . 
THE MANAGERS 
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URSINUS COLLEGE 
GEORGE L. OMWAKE. President 
An I nstilulion for the Belter Grade 
of Students 
Co mplete equipment, includin g new Library Building. No 
fra te rnities or other cos tly or distracting influ ences. Flourish-
in g literary socie ties. Hi gh s tandards of academic work. Special 
a ttention to the domestic life of s tudents. C hris tian conduc t a 
fund a m enta l requirem en t. Attendance limited to 250. Rooms 
mus t be engaged in ad vance. R a tes lowest possible consis ten t 
with s tandards. 
PAUL A. MERTZ, Ass!. to the President , 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
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BERKEMEYER, KECK & co . 
. -;-----... Pri nters ... ------.. 
Stationers, Binders 
Blank Book 
Makers 
, 
Office Supplies a nd Appliances 
Loose-Leaf Devices and Blank Books 
Wood and Steel Filing Equipment 
Commercial and Social Statione ry 
and Engraving 
Card I ndex and Letter 
File Cabinets 
Leather Goods 
Gifts a nd ovelties 
This R UBY is a specimen of our 
printing 
Hamilton and Ninth Sts. Allentown, Pa. 
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5 11 li NGS BY APPOINTMENT 
H. ZA 
Portraits of 
Distinction 
BELL PHO E. BELMONT 2927 
SKY 
136 S. FI FTY-SECOND STREET 
PH I LADELPH I A, PA .. U. S. A. 
• 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1923 
THE PHOTOGRAPHS USED I N TH IS RUBY WERE MADE BY US AND WE 
TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY OF THANKING THE COMMITTEE 
FOR THEIR KIND CO-OPERATION 
NO PR INTS G IVEN FOR PUBLICATIO WITHOUT PATRON'S WRII I EN CO SE T 
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Enq.pavings 
In This Book 
WergMadg 
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SCHOOL ANNUAL 
ENGRAVERS 
CANTON 
OHIO 
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Wholesale 
_on eciioner 
LENOX CHOCOLATES 
OUR SPEC IALTY 
• 
P hone Norristown 1376·W 
240 West Main Street Norristown, Penna. 
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MAIN PLANT 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
A Gateway to Progress 
There it stands-a simple forty-foot 
gateway but unlike any other in the entire 
world. Through it h ave come many of 
the engineering ideas that have made this 
an electrica l America. 
The story of electrical d evelopment 
begins in theResearchLaboratories. Here 
the ruling spirit is one of knowledg:e-e-
truth-rather than immediate practical 
results. In this manner a re established 
new theories-tools for futureuse which 
sooner or later find ready application. 
The great industries that cluster 
around Niagara Falls, the electrically 
driven battleships, the trolley cars and 
electrifiedrailwaysthatcarrymillions, the 
lamps that glow in homes and streets, the 
household conveniences that have relieved 
women of drudgery, the labor-savingelec-
trical tools of factories, all owe their ex-
istence, partly at least, totheco-ordinated 
efforts of the thousands who daily stream 
through this gateway. 
G®TI'il® 
General Omce <C 0> 
MAT.RIAL HANDUNC; 
Schenectady} 
N. Y. 
9S--I l-:f I 
FARM EUORIFICATION 
. 
AIR PURifiCATION 
LIGHT 
HOME--.... 
CONVENIENCE.;.S . -/ 
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KOCH BROS. 
ALLENTOWN'S GREATEST CLOTH! G STORE 
FOR 
What's What ... / n Correct Clothes and Haberdashery 
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CARPETS 
LI NO LEUM 
OIL CLOTH 
AWN INGS 
UP HOLSTERING 
DECORATIVE FABR ICS 
OPPOSITE CITY HALL 
• ! 
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DeKalb and Airy Streets 
i j 
Norristown, Pa. I 
BUSH BROTHERS 
BUILDERS MILL WORK 
Royersford, Pennsylvania 
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BURDAN'S ICE CREAM 
B urda n's Ice Cream is -
A R EAL A L L-TH E-Y EA R- R o UN D U T RITI OUS F OOD 
PROD U CES GROWTH , H EALTH , STR ENGTH AN D I S ECON OMI C AL 
BRANC H E S: 
Readin g, Pa . 
Lebanon. Pa . 
Wilmin gton. Del. 
BUR DAN BROTHERS 
POTTS TOWN . PA . 
A. D . FETTEROLF. President M. B. LI NDERM AN. Vice-Presiden t 
WI LLI AM D . RENN INGER. Cashier 
Collegeville National Bank 
C APITAL . . . .. ....... . . 
S U RPLUS ................ . . . . . .. .......... . 
U N DIVIDED PROFITS . .' .. ,'.,...... . ...... . 
$50.000 
50.000 
18.000 
SAFETY BOXES FOR RENT INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
H. EDWARD ANDERSON 
(Successor to S. B. Latshaw. Deceased) 
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 
ROYERSFORD, PA. 
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THE C ROW I G 
WR I T I G MACHI 
ACHIEVEME T I 
E CO STRU C TIO 
T H E FOLDI G PORTABLE HAMMO D 
PERFECT ALIGNMENT 
S P EC IA L TYPES FO R 
ENG INEERS 
UNIFORM IMPR ESSION C H EMIST S 
M A TH E MATIC IA NS 
SURV EYORS 
A STRONOM E R S 
ETC. 
ANY WIDTH PAPER 
WRITES C ARDS WITHO U T 
BENDINC 
No matter what course you are s tudying or whal your voca tion may be. we have your special sym bols 
on our type 
qazu,oxca 'rf tgb 
QAZWSXEDCRFVTGB 
1 "(p2#X3$+4o'£5_ ¢ 
All Styles of T ypes 
yllll 'JI/;,k, o~. p; -
YHNU]J!IK?O L . P:! 
6& ' 7 f ,,8(v 9) . 0= / 
All Langua ges 
Two types in machine a t on e time 
Just turn k nob to change f rom one sty le of type or one language 
to another 
Other modcls:- Standard. R egular Portable. Math ematical. rever-
sible and var iable spacing 
Speciat prices 10 sludenls and professors 
WR I T E FOR I NFO RMATI O N PLACES YOU UN D E R NO O OLl t:: ATJ ON 
HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CORPORATION 
69th St. and East River. New York . N. Y. 208 Sou th Eleven th Street. Philadelphia . Pa. 
SPRING CITY COAL COMPANY 
GEORGE H . EMREY. Proprietor 
I) EAI _F.R"i J:\" 
COAL. LUMBER. WOOD. CR USHED STO E. SLAG. GRIT A D CEME T 
Light and Heavy Hauling Movings Promptly Attended to 
F. H. DEISHER. H . R. WILLI. j. CARROLL DEISHER. 
Pres. & T reas. Vice-Pres. & Sec. Asst. T reas. 
Royersford Foundry and Machine Co. 
( I ncorpora ted) 
ROYERSFORD. PE SYLVA IA 
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HISTORICAL. THEATRICAL. BAL MASQUE AND TABLEAUX 
COSTUMES 
ON HIRE. ON SALE FROM STOCK OR MADE TO ORDER 
MILLER, Costumer 
Ben Phone. Walnut 18-92 
Keystone. Race 3979 
236 SOUTH ELEVENTH STREET PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
F. L. HOOVER SONS 
( I NCORPORA TED) 
Contractors and Builders 
BU ILDERS 
OF THE 
NEW MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
1021 and 1023 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Central Theological Seminary 
of Ihe R eformed Church in Ihe United Siaies 
DAYTON . OHIO 
Comprehensive C urricufum- Proficien t Teachers 
• 
Aims at Christian Character. Genuine Schola rship and Practical Training 
SPACIOUS CAMPUS 
EXPENSES MINIMUM 
MODERN EQUIPMENT 
TUITION FREE 
For Catalog and Full Information. Address H ENRY J. CHRISTMAN. President 
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Th e H ome of 
®ualttp (lLlotbtng 
H. 
FLOUR 
52 East Main Street 
NorristowlI, Pa. 
For Solid 
Writing Comfort 
A Moore Fountain Pen 
'vVriting's a pleasure with a Moore no 
shaking, balking or scratching. 
Smooth, even, instant-writing ; won't 
leak. Good for years of hard use. 
Self-filling, non-Ieakable and other 
types, 52.50 up. A style, size 
and point to suit everyone. 
At jewelers', stationers', 
druggists' . 
The 
Moore Pen Co. , 
110 Federal St. 
Boston, !lass. 
B. KRATZ 
• 
--• 
DEALER IN 
FEED 
SCHWE KSV ILLE. PA. 
• 
- -• GRAIN 
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
MILL WORK LUMBER 
Coal, Grain and Mill Feed A. T. ALLEBACH SPR I G MOU T . PA. 
ree eater anlJ 
COLLEGEV ILLE. PA. 
MA K ERS O F 
FREED Steam and Water Heaters 
Twice the Result with Two-thirds the Fuel 
Teachers W anled-
For Schools and Colleges Every Day of the Yea r 
National Teachers' Agency, Inc. 
D. H . COOK . Gen . Mgr. 
Home Offices- Philadelphia . P a .. 32 7 P erry Bldg .. 1530 C hestnu t St . 
Branches- Pi ttsburgh. P a . ; I nd ianapolis. Ind . ; Syracuse, N . Y . ; Nor t ha mpton . M ass. 
No cha rge to employers No cha rge to candida tes ti ll elected 
P osi tions waiting- correspondence confiden t ia l 
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H . E. H E l S L EY. 
Presiden t 
DEALE R IN 
DEPENDABLE AND FASHIONABLE 
... Footwear .... 
NORRISTOWN. PE NSYLVANIA 
MILD HAVANA BLEND 
Made in Ni ne Shapes 
en ents 
A D UP 
Your Sort of a Cigar 
MILLER H . BOESHORE , 
Sec. & T reas. 
CENTRAL MACHINE CO. 
JACQUES STIECELMAN, Mgr. 
ENGINEERS and MACHINISTS 
Manufacturers of Special Machinery 
Ice Machine and Engine Room Repairs 
N. W . Corner Seventh and Wood Streets 
PHILADELPHIA . PA. 
E. E. AOARE. 
Vice-Pres. 
Bell Phone. Market 167 1 Keystone Phone. Main 15-90 
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DRY GOODS A N D M ILLI N ERY 
TOWN HALL DRY GOODS STORE 
JAMES B. R , CHARDS . Prop 
Fourth and Main Streets 
Royersford, Pa. 
Ursinus College 
Supply Store Fine Illustrated Work 
Book Work 
Catalogues for all uses 
Commercial Work 
House Org,ans 
Operated by the Self-Help Burea u of 
the College for the support of Self-Help 
Students a nd up-keep of the College 
Library. 
We pu blish a num ber of these 
Business-getters 
George H. Buchanan Company 
F ullline of school supplies. sta tionery . 
textbooks . athletic goods. toilet articles . 
notions and ea ts. 
Superior goods a t reasonable prices. 
WALTE R K. BEATTI E 
Manager 
At the Sign of the I vy Leaf 
420 SANSOM STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
McDIVITT CUT RATE STORE 
MEDICINES 
Dealers in 
TOILET ARTICLES 
EASTMAN KODAKS AND FILMS 
RUBBER GOODS 
EVERYTHING THAT WE HANDLE SOLD AT C U T PRICE 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
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Gooo SERVICE BELL PHONE- Schwenksville 36R 13 
• R. KINDIG 
.... General Store .... 
Dealer in Fine Grocer ies, H ardware, Sporting Goods, Dry Goods, Notions. 
Fancy Goods. Art Needlework. Etc . 
SPR ING MOU T . PENNSYLVANIA 
B. W . DAMBLY. President A. D. FETTEROLF. Sec'y & Treas. 
Incorporated May 13. 187 1 
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance Company 
of Montgomery County 
INSURES AGAI ST F IRE. STORM AND TORNADO 
INSURANCE IN FORCE. $20.000.000 
OFF ICE 
Main Street- Opposite Collegeville Nationa l Ba nk 
COLLEGEVILLE.PENNSYLVA IA 
A. H. KEELY & SON 
DEALERS IN 
COAL, LUMBER, LIME, CEMENT, FERTILIZERS 
GASO LI NE ENG INES. FARM ING IM PLEME TS, ETC. 
Schwenksville, Pa. 
w. H. GRISTOCK}S SONS 
COAL----FEEO----LUMBER 
COLLEGEVILLE. PA. 
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W. E. K UHNT H . RALPH GRABER 
! COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
(Successors to C HAS. H . KUHNT) 
CAKES PIES BREAD 
CICARS TOBACCO 
I Look fo r Our S pecials I .\gency- Whltl11an ·s Chocolates Chrls lmas S pec ia lties on C rdc r!) 
Soda Fountain 
Agency Burdan's Icc Cream 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
BUCKWALTER STOVE CO. 
ROY ERSFORD,PENNSYLVANIA 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE MOTOR CO. 
A UTH OR IZED A CENTS FOR 
LINCOLN and FORD AUTOMOBILES 
and FORDSON TRACTORS 
AUTO ACCESSOR I ES SERVICE STATIO 
Horace L. Saylor 
Proprietor 
COLLEGEVILLE , PA. 
COMPLIM ENTS OF 
MR. RALPH E. THOMAS 
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P. ]. Callaghan & Sons 
... Flor isis ... 
'4Li 
NORR ISTOWN. PENNA. 
DAY P HONE 
BOYER A ReADE 
BELL l liO 
RIVERVIEW 
PRIVATE H OSPIT.-\L 
BELL 141 i 
E. A. KR USE , M . D. 
F . T. KR USEN, M. D . 
Boyer Arcade 
II OlRS 9- 10; 2-3 ; i-8 
SC!'\'D.\YS 1-2 Q!'\'LY 
ORRI STOW . PA. 
REAL ESTATE INSURA NCE 
FRANCIS W. WACK 
JUSTI C E OF THE P EA C E 
OWNER AND PROMOTER OF HI GHLAND TERRACE 
SCHWEN KSV ILLE. PA. 
Make Your Opportunities 7 b" 
Don't be li ke so me people who always blame their luck. The man 
with mon ey in the bank MAK ES HI S OW OPPORTUN ITI ES. 
And it certainly gives him BACK BONE. 
SECUR ITY 
W e in vite your acco unt . large or sm all 
The Royersford Trust Company 
ROY E RSFORD. PA. 
COURTESY 
Printing of Quality ....... 
QUALITY A N D SERV ICE GUA RA N TEED 
MA IL AND PHONE ORDERS G IVEN THE SAME 
PROMPT A D CAREFUL A I I E T IO AS IF 
DELIVERED P ERSONALLY IN OUR OFFICE 
Bell Phone 154 
NORMAN B. NUSS 
SER VICE 
203 S . MAf N STREET NORTH WALES, PA. 
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S I NCE 1799 
PRINTING OF QUALITY 
HAS BEEN PROD UCED 
By the 
Norristown Herald 
MARKLEY, ANN TO AIRY STREETS 
Phone- Norristown 2500 
Equipment 
for 
Every Sport 
Duplicating and Repairing of 
Coif Clu bs a Specialty 
Tennis Racquets Res trung 
The use of reliable Athletic 
Material is an asset to th e 
Professional and a pleasure to 
the Amateur. 
MITCHELL & NESS 
GOLF, TENN IS AND 
ATHLETIC GOODS 
1223 Arch Sl. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
R. D. EVANS, Mgr . Athletic Goods Dept . 
The .... 
Hamilton 
Main a nd 
Hamilton Streets 
orristown. Pa. 
OPEN ALL YEAR 
PEIlMAN ENT AND TIlANSJENT GUESTS 
HAMILTON APARTME T CO .. INc. 
F . M. SCI-JEIBLY. Treasurer 
Owner and M a nage r 
H. C. SHALLCROSS 
CONTRACTOR 
And BUILDER 
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished 
GRATERSFORD. PA. 
• 
1 ra ters 
(INCORPORATED) 
"Honor Quality 
AND 
Sincere Service" 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE 
Engravers, Stationers . Jewelers 
Commencement and Wedding Inv ita· 
tions. C lass a nd FraternilY Pins a nd 
Rings. Dance Programs. Menus a nd 
Favors, Die Stam ped Stationery 
Samples on Request 
PHILADELPHIA. PE A. 
Bromer , Tallis Co. 
GARAGE 
OLDSMOB ILE OVERLA D 
SCHWE KSV ILLE. PA. 
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The Norristown Times 
C I RCULATlON OVER 10,000 
COPIES DAILY 
Reaches 50.000 Readers Every Day 
COMMERC IAL PRINT ING 
BOOKBINDING AND RULING 
Let us give you an estimate on your next job 
Main a nd Swede St reets 
ORRISTOWN, PA. 
\ . 
., -
N EW Ideas that are Good in C lothing and Outfit-
tings are first shown at Reed's 
- no freaks at any time. 
Prices as right as the mer-
chandise. 
JACOB REED'S SONS 
1424 - 26 CHESTNUT ST. 
PH ILADELPHIA 
M. R. KURTZ'S SONS 
.... Sea Foods .... 
ORRISTOW , PA. 
Phone 
Norristown. 555 DELI VERY 
A. C. RAMBO 
PAPER HANGING 
PAINTING 
COLLEGEV ILLE. PA. 
THE 
o e aun 
PHONE 88 1-W 
/ \ 
ry 
LOUX C& CASSEL 
MAIN AND BARBADOES STREETS 
NORR ISTOWN, PA. 
J. S. MILLER, M. D. 
COLLEGEV ILLE, PA. 
Office Hours: Sunday and Thursday 
• 8 to 9 A. M. only 
Other Days: 
8 to 9 A. M. 
I t02; 6 t08 P. M. 
If possible leave calls in morning before 9 A. M . 
Bell Phone 52 
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I WARNER'S Schloss Manufacturing Co. i 
! DEP ARTMENT STORE ATHE S, OHI O ! I MANUFA C TURERS OF I I NORR ISTOWN , PA. High-Grade Felt Novelties I 
! PE A TS, BA ERS, i i P I LLOWS, ETC. . 
I The Sloye fo y P eop le W ho Caye 
I "The B el/er Place 10 Shop" Send fo r our calalog 
i i 
i i 
! ! 
i ! Spring-Beard Needles, Sinkers, Dividers, Etc. i 
i 
I 
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FOR K N I I I INC MACHINERY I 
Bell Phone 325-J 
JOHN F. BISBING 
Contracting and Hauling 
• 
ROYERSFORD, PA. 
Correspondence Soliciled 
• Uri o 
"AN HONEST TO GOODNESS 
GOOD C IGAR" 
Prices Submitted on R equesl 
CH.\g. D t'FFY, JR .. Gen. Mgr. F. L. CIIOLL. Res. M~r. 
HOTEL LORRAINE 
Steel and Concrete Fireproof Construction 
Redecora ted and Refurnished 
Rooms, runnin g water, $2 to $4 per day 
Rooms , private bath, $2.50 to $6 per day 
Club Breakfasts. Table d' Hote Luncheons and 
Di nn ers. a La Carte Service All Day 
W I NTER CARDEN 
Broad Street al Fairmount Avenue 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
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I ELECTR I CAL CONTR ACTOR Gerald O'Dell's Orchestra 
I 
I THOR WASHERS POTTSTOWN. PA . 
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HOOVER CLEANERS 
Bell Phon e Royersford . Pa. .. Ursinus ' Favorite Dance Orchestra" 
The J . Frank Boyer Plumbing, Heating and 
Electric Company 
Hoover Electric Cleaners 
We W ire Homes 
A . B . C, Easy and A lco Was hing Machines 
IRVIN B. GRUBB 
DEALER IN PRODUCE 
-
FR UITVILLE, P ENNSYLVANI A 
JOHN WARNER 
RALPH F. WISMER 
HARDWOOD 
A ttorney-at-La w A N D 
BU ILDING LUMBER 
502 S W E D E STR EET 
NOR R ISTOWN, P A. 17th S T. A N D H UNTI NG PARK AV E . 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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Phone 135 
TEMPLE GARAGE 
W. C . TUPPER & C. KNIP E 
Proprietors 
Auto R epairs Storage and Accessories 
COLLEGEV ILLE, PA. 
HEAR THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
Musicians. Lecturers and Entertainers 
BY 
" A Wireless in E very H ome" 
All Sets Hand led and Installed 
RESULTS GUARANTEED 
Interviews and Information 
Cheerfully Given 
Expert S ervice Prices Right 
S. BADEN 
COLLEGEV ILLE, PA. 
HIXON'S DRUG STORE 
Opera House Building 
ROYERSFORD. PA. 
Drug Store Goods of Quality 
WHITMA N'S CA DIES 
ApOLLO CHOCOLATES 
EASTMA KODAKS 
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS' 
SUPPLIES 
UNifORM 
am aper ~o. 
MARION, IND. 
TOUR BEAUTIFUL HISTOR I C PENNSYLVANIA 
EUROPEAN PLAN 
HOTEL ALLEN 
ELMER E. H E IMBACH. Manager 
ALLENTOWN, PA. 
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Moore Brothers Perkiomen Bridge Hotel JOHN E. MARTI 
WHOLESALE 
FRUIT and 
PRODUCE 
Chicken Dinners a Specialty 
Special Rates to Summer Guests 
BOATING FISHING DANCING 
Borough Market ORRISTOWN, PA . COLLEGEVILLE, PA . 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Crystal Knitting Mills 
H. A. MUSCHLITZ 
SLATINGTO ,PEN SYLVA IA 
E. A. WRIGHT COMPANY 
ENGRAVERS PRINTERS STATIONERS 
Commencement Invitations, Dance Programs, Class Jewelry, Menus, 
Calling Cards, Stationery, Leather Souvenirs, 
Wedding Stationery 
BROAD AND H u TINCTON STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Compliments of 
MR. FRANK RUSHMORE WATSO 
"THE INDEPENDENT" 
PRINT SHOP 
Is fully equipped to do attractive 
COLLEGE PRINTI G- Programs, 
Letterheads, Cards, Pamphlets, Etc. 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Bell Phone 27 -R3 
DR. S. D. CORNISH 
.... DENTlST. ... 
1 
Crown and Bridge Work 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
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• • i THE L ARGEST COLLEGE ENGRAVI NG H OUSE IN THE WORLD I 
I WEDDI NG I NVITATIONS CALLING CARDS I 
I i 
,
• COMMENCEMENT I NV I TATIO S- CLASS DAY PROGRAMS 
CLASS PI NS AND RI NGS 
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Dance Programs. Menus, Leather Dance Cases and Covers, Fraternity and Class Inserts for 
Annuals. F raterni ty a nd Class Stationery. School Catalogs and Illustrations 
S eventeenth Street and L ehigh A venue. Philadelphia , Pa. 
Poley's Store and Meat Market 
YEAGLE & POLEY. Proprietors 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE 
Main St. and Fifth Ave. COLLEGEV I LLE, PA. 
Patronage of College Students Especially Des ired 
THE PHOENIX IRON CO. 
22 S. Fifteenth Street; Philadelphia 
132 Nassau Street, New York City 
MILLS AND SHOPS 
AT 
PHOENIXVILLE. PA. 
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Established 1872 
Sheibley-T yler Company 
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALERS 
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, NOTIONS 
625 Market St., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Wholesale Distributors for 
P. Q. A. Union Underwear 
Li'Falco Underwear 
Rockwood Underwear 
Merion Textile Mills Underwear 
Merion Knit Goods- Sweaters and Scarfs- Stantest Hosiery- Ed'gar Hosiery Mills 
Knox Knit Hosiery- For Men , Women and Chi ldren 
• YO U R NEIGHBORHOOD STORE WILL SUPPLY Yo u 
PRICED CONSISTENT WITH QUALITY 
---Butcher---• ~ 
• --0.1. .I 
and l h'aler hI 
Fresh Beef, Vea l and Lamb 
S moked Meats and Pork in Season 
LIMERICK, PENNSYLVANIA 
WE PLACE URSINUS GRADUATES 
Fourteen Ursinus graduates aTe this year in teaching positions secured through us. Space prevents 
naming all. but we refer you to Crace Chandler. ' 19; J. Lloyd Class, '20; Marguerite Moyer . '21 , a nd Fred 
P . Frutchey, '22. Register now for next year's openings. 
The Bryant Teachers' Bureau, Inc. 
6 10-6 12-613 Wi therspoon Bui lding. Philadelphia 
F riendly personal interest; prompt, intell igent service 
The agency you will recommend to your friends 
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